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Executive Summary
Prepared by: Gottfried Pestal (gpestal@solv.ca) SOLV Consulting Ltd., Vancouver
Scope
Agreements between First Nations and the provincial government, covering the North and Central Coast
of British Columbia, document the intention to fully implement Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM) over
time. A key goal over the short term is to ensure land and habitat management does not create high
levels of risk for selected focal species, including: mountain goats, grizzly bears, northern goshawks,
tailed frogs, and marbled murrelets.
Each of these focal species has unique habitat requirements. This creates a complex and data-limited
planning setting, which can only be addressed through a three-step process
1. Elicit information from species experts.
2. Package the resulting information for communication with planners.
3. Establish on-going collaborative processes to support case-by-case implementation.
This report is intended to inform: 1) completion of a conservation gap analysis for each focal species, and
2) decision making about potential amendments to current land use objectives.
Process
For each focal species, a facilitated 1-day workshop was held with 3 species experts. All 5 workshops
followed the same process:
•

reviewed the EBM risk assessment approach and terminology

•

developed a concept map describing the factors affecting the population,

•

identified an appropriate habitat indicator

•

drew a hypothesized relationship showing risk to the population versus habitat abundance,

•

identified high- and low-risk habitat thresholds based on EBM definitions of these terms,

•

described assumptions and sources of uncertainty related to the hypothesized relationship.

Summary reports for each workshop were drafted by the facilitators, revised by species experts, and then
compiled into a single report Influence of Habitat Abundance on Risk to Focal Species in BC’s North and
Central Coast. A collective workshop with all species expert groups was then held to address information
gaps in the reports, present the information to intended end-users, and address their questions. The
report was revised to reflect discussions at the collective workshop.
Highlights
This workshop series and the resulting information are crucial building blocks for the sustainable
management of these 5 focal species. The following are particularly noteworthy:

i

•

A consistent framework, adapted from the EBM handbook, was applied to diverse species.

•

Habitat requirements were succinctly summarized for each species, and threats to those habitats
were indentified.

•

Habitat indicators were clearly defined for each species.

•

Workshops included detailed discussion of sources of uncertainty and produced a short-list of
specific recommendations.
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Habitat Risk Curves – Concepts, Definitions, and Interpretation
For each species, the expert groups also went through a facilitated exercise to identify a low-risk
threshold and a high-risk threshold along the habitat indicator, based on a hypothesized cause-and-effect
curve (i.e. the expected response of the focal species to changes in habitat supply). Each group of species
experts started with the same definitions for the thresholds and the same background materials from the
EBM handbook.
Each group then adapted these general tools to their particular focal species as needed. Subtle, but
potentially important, differences were introduced as a result of these adaptations, which led to intensive
discussions regarding the appropriate representation and across-species interpretation of the threshold
estimates developed by species experts.
Species Summaries
The next 10 pages of this Executive Summary consist of a 2-page summary for each of the five focal
species:
•

The first page of each summary establishes the context for habitat considerations, shows how a
single key habitat indicator was defined for each species, and provides a brief paragraph describing
each of the risk thresholds.

•

The second page of each summary reproduces the hypothetical habitat-risk curves developed by
species experts. Due to the complexity of the issues under consideration, these diagrams contain a
lot of information and are challenging to interpret at first. Three supplementary diagrams were
developed to highlight key aspects:
A.

Highlight uncertainty in location of the thresholds

B.

Highlight uncertainty in risk associated with a specific % of natural habitat

C.

Highlight confidence at which point the system has crossed a threshold

Note that uncertainty bands in these figures are intended to capture the “Sources of Uncertainty” and
“Quality of Knowledge” considerations summarized in the first page, and discussed in detail in the report.
The 2-page summaries went through numerous revisions to find a balance between the intent of a highlevel summary and the details crucial for informed interpretation. This material is intended to summarize,
but cannot replace, all of the material in the body of the report. Readers need to consider the habitat risk
curves and resulting thresholds in the context of the full report, with a particular focus on definitions,
management assumptions, and sources of uncertainty!
Cross-Species Summary
This Executive Summary concludes with a 3-page table that contrasts the summary information across
species. This is intended as a reference for quick comparisons; much of the information in this table is
simply reorganized from the individual species summaries (e.g. Information about spatial scale is included
on Page 1 of each species summary under Habitat Indicator and on Page 3 of the cross-species
summary.)
The last row of Page 3 in the Cross-Species Summary outlines “What’s needed to estimate current
status?”, outlining the information used to define the natural state at the starting point of the
hypothesized cause-and-effect curves. The appendix on “Implementation” contains a detailed discussion
of the necessary steps for estimating natural and current habitat abundance for each of the five focal
species.
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Species: MARBLED MURRELET (Brachyramphus marmoratus)
Area: EBM study area which coincides with the North Coast and Central Coast LRMP
Source: Focal species risk thresholds for BC's North and Central Coast - workshop proceedings
1 Overview of factors affecting population
Where do habitat factors fit in? (ranked by influence)
1
2
3
4

Which land uses affect habitat? (ranked by influence)

Loss of terrestrial (nesting) habitat
Decline in marine environment (forageÈ, mortalityÇ)
Increased fragmentation/habitation (nest predation Ç)
Increased power lines (collisions and mortality Ç)

1 Logging of habitat
2 Fragmentation of habitat
3 Nearby human habitation

Terrestrial habitat degradation is the highest-ranked threat because murrelets rely on
this habitat to provide nesting platforms, and population trends are likely influenced
mainly by nesting success, due to estimated low adult mortality. In the current
marine environment, oil spills and gill net by-catch do not seem to be major causes of
mortality. Food supply does not appear to be limiting, but effects are not well studied
in the region. Nest predation can limit populations in fragmented areas near people.

Logging is the highest-ranked threat because it can remove or degrade (fragment)
nesting habitat - large mossy limbs in old forests. Logging is assumed to preferentially
remove good murrelet habitat, because good habitat has higher timber value.
Fragmentation due to logging reduces nearby forest cover, increasing a nest's exposure
to weather and predators, and possibly increasing predator abundance.

2 Risk to populations versus habitat
Habitat Indicator: % Remaining of Natural Habitat

Components of Habitat (ranked by influence)
1 Area of old forest habitat (Class I, II,III)
2 Proximity (< 30 km) of old forest to fjords
3 > 140 yr old
Management Assumptions
1 Habitat Class I, II logged preferentially
2 Little forest fragmentation
3 Little harvest of Class IV and V habitat
Sources of Knowledge Uncertainty (ranked by influence)
1 Response to marine environment
2 Nesting density per habitat class (I to VI)
3 Map accuracy
4 Future fragmentation and human presence
5 Effects of nest predation
6 Impacts of variable retention on nesting density/success
7 Population genetics
8 Uncertainty related to climate change was not considered
Sources of Management Uncertainty (ranked by influence)
1 Changes in logging practices (e.g. retain best habitat)
2 Substantial increases in human presence

Defined here as the area of habitat classes I, II an III that are more than 140 yr old and
within 30 km of fjords, within a sub-region. This was used as the horizontal axis on risk
curves developed in the workshop. (Class I = Very high quality, Class III = Moderate
quality, see def'n in Sec 4.3)
Scale = Sub-region, because murrelets are sufficiently mobile to movve among
landscape units.

3

Habitat-Risk Thresholds
Definitions of low- and high-risk thresholds used in workshop
LRT = noticeable change from natural abundance and distribution is likely
HRT = serious ecol. impacts likely begin (~ minimum viable population)
Hypothesized threshold habitat abundance
LRT identified around 88% remaining
habitat based on estimated historic natural
variation in murrelet habitat abundance.

HRT identified around 33% remaining habitat
due to a combination of lost high-quality
nesting habitat and increased edge effects
associated with fragmentation (e.g. predation).
Further loss of nesting habitat accelerates risk
to viability, considering genetics and
uncertainty in reproduction and survival due to
uncertain at-sea conditions.

Thresholds only apply if management assumptions are met!
Quality of Knowledge: LOW to MODERATE (rated 2.5 out of a possible 5) (see Sec 8.4 in
report for definitions)

Key References: (1) Habitat maps for each sub-region more recent than 2002 (2) Aerial surveys and air photo interpretation of nesting
habitat (3) Radar surveys and other large-scale data on distribution (4) Nesting vs. habitat quality data - South BC & Haida Gwaii (5)
Reports of the EBM Working Group Focal Species Project (6) Population viability analysis Steventon et al. 2006
MURRELET 1

Species: MARBLED MURRELET (Brachyramphus marmoratus)
Area: EBM study area which coincides with the North Coast and Central Coast LRMP
Source: Focal species risk thresholds for BC's North and Central Coast - workshop proceedings
Habitat-Risk Curve
Main Figure (Figure 4-4 in report)
Hypothesized relationship based on expert opinion

Supplementary Figure A
Highlights uncertainty in location of the thresholds
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MURRELET 2

Species: COASTAL TAILED FROG (Ascaphus truei)
Area: EBM study area which coincides with the North Coast and Central Coast LRMP
Source: Focal species risk thresholds for BC's North and Central Coast - workshop proceedings
1 Overview of factors affecting population
Where do habitat factors fit in? (ranked by influence)
1
2
3
4

Which land uses affect habitat? (ranked by influence)

Habitat (aquatic and terrestrial)
Stochastic mortality (flash flood,low flow,debris, torrents)
Local climate (stand microclimate,weather,climate change)
Predation mortality

Degradation of habitat quality and quantity is the highest ranked threat because
condition of stream buffers and basins affects multiple life stages. Quantity and
quality of terrestrial habitat affects aquatic conditions for larvae, streamside living
habitat for adults, and dispersal habitat. High quality habitat can ameliorate effects
of adverse weather and buffer against impacts of some stochastic events.
Connectivity is important to allow dispersal among the metapopulation.

1 Roads (especially stream crossings & sediment management)
2 Logging (treatment of buffers and ECA)
3 Independent power production (run-of-the-river installations)
Roads and logging are the highest-ranked threats because they affect frog habitat both
at the basin level (stream and forest conditions) and at the reach level (e.g. stream flow,
riparian buffer, canopy closure, channel condition, riparian routes). IPPs (aproximately
500 approved and 8,200 proposed) also affect channel riparian habitat and have the
potential to isolate populations via diversion reaches.

2 Risk to populations versus habitat
Components of Habitat (ranked by influence)
1 Local climate (e.g. windward/leeward)
2 Physiography (geology, relief, ruggedness)
3 Stream reach characteristics
4 Riparian buffers (structure/microclimate)
5 Connectivity (and proximity of old growth to streams)
6 Equivalent clearcut area (ECA) in basins
7 Basin size and quality
Management Assumptions
1 Best management practices (BMP; see references)
2 Sufficient buffer (stream protection, adult habitat)
3 Basin cond. good (low ECA and slides, good hab.distr.)
4 Connectivity within and betwen basins
5 No Independent Power Production (IPP)
Sources of Knowledge Uncertainty (ranked by influence)
1 Actual suitable streams vs. stream classes
2 Assumptions about population response/resilience
3 Dispersal habitat; dispersal rate
Sources of Management Uncertainty (ranked by influence)
1 Logging practices (BMP or no BMP)
2 Partial logging of buffers (buffer width)
3 Management of stream crossings

Habitat Indicator: % Remaining of Natural Habitat
Defined here as streams suitable for frogs (Class 1 and 2) that are effectively
buffered along their entire length, within a basin. Basin condition is a secondary
habitat indicator and considers the disturbed area in the basin (see Figure 6-3 in
report). This was used as the horizontal axis on risk curves developed in the
workshop. Scale = Basin

3

Habitat-Risk Thresholds
Definitions of low- and high-risk thresholds used in workshop
LRT = noticeable change from natural abundance and distribution is likely
HRT = serious ecol. impacts likely begin (~ minimum viable population)
Hypothesized threshold habitat abundance
LRT identified as at least 80% of suitable frog
streams buffered, because natural variability of
stream habitat was probably low historically
and more than a 20% change in habitat may
result in populations that can be detected
beyond natural variability

HRT identified around 50% of suitable frog
streams buffered. Tailed frogs have low
reproductive output and poor dispersal so
impacts of predation and stochastic events
on small poulations, all become greater
threats than when populations are larger.

Thresholds only apply if management assumptions are met!
Effects of climate change have not been accounted for!
Quality of Knowledge: Expert group rated knowledge about tailed frogs as very low to
low, but didn't rate quality of threshold estimates. Assumed to be very low (see Sec 8.4 in
report for definitions)

Key References: (1) Surveys in 135 coastal basins in the EBM area (2) Previous analyses of risk thresholds for tailed frogs (3) Reports of
the EBM Working Group Focal Species Project (4) Literature on tailed frogs from other areas (5) about 15 local references (6) Best
Management Practices described in Dupuis and Freile (2003)
FROG 1

Species: COASTAL TAILED FROG (Ascaphus truei)
Area: EBM study area which coincides with the North Coast and Central Coast LRMP
Source: Focal species risk thresholds for BC's North and Central Coast - workshop proceedings
Habitat-Risk Curves
Main Figure (Figure 6-2 in report)
Hypothesized relationship based on expert opinion

Supplementary Figure A
Highlights uncertainty in location of the thresholds
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FROG 2

Species: COASTAL MOUNTAIN GOAT (Oreamnos americanus)
Area: EBM study area which coincides with the North Coast and Central Coast LRMP
Source: Focal species risk thresholds for BC's North and Central Coast - workshop proceedings
1 Overview of factors affecting population
Where do habitat factors fit in? (ranked by influence)
1
2
3
4
5

Which land uses affect habitat? (ranked by influence)

Loss of winter ranges (overwinter habitat)
Increased mortality risk associated with access
Disturbance that limits habitat use
Stochastic environment (weather, food)
Predation and disease

1 Logging
2 Repeated, sporadic noise disturbance (heli-skiing, snowmobiles)
3 Fire suppression reduces summer range forage

Goats have a low recruitment rate and live in relatively isolated sub-pop'ns that
can limit re-colonisation and possibly gene transfer. Loss of winter range habitat is
the highest-ranked threat because goats depend on it for overwinter survival and
also because natal areas and nursery areas overlap substantially with winter
ranges. Roads and powerline corridors can increase accessibility for predators and
hunters.

Logging is the highest-ranked threat because it directly affects winter ranges (i.e. escape
terrain intermixed with suitable forest cover - mature and old forest), which are a key
seasonal habitat requirement for coastal goats. Goats are sensitive to noise disturbance
and can be displaced from habitats. Note that many activities affect both habitat
effectiveness and mortality risk (e.g. roads fragment habitat, increase hunting and
predation, and increase short-term disturbances that lead to falls). Fire suppression
allows trees to encroach in summer range, reducing forage.

2 Risk to populations versus habitat
Habitat Indicator: % Remaining of Natural Habitat

Components of Habitat (ranked by influence)
1 Number of intact winter ranges
2 Relative quality of winter range
3 Summer, natal, and nursery ranges
4 Displacement risk
Management Assumptions
1 Other seasonal habitats are intact
2 Intact winter ranges are not partly harvested
3 Constant ratio of good/poor quality winter ranges
4 Mortality and displacement do not increase
5 Disease, predation, etc remain within RONV
(RONV = Range of natural variation)
Sources of Knowledge Uncertainty (ranked by influence)
1 Response of predators and hunters to access
2 Lack of field verification for habitat maps
3 Reponse of population connectivity to development
Sources of Management Uncertainty (ranked by influence)
1 Partial logging of winter ranges
(including negotiated boundary changes)
2 Preferential logging of best or worst winter ranges
3 Future level of watershed development (noise, access)
Effects of climate change have not been accounted for!

Defined here as % of naturally-occurring winter range patches that remain intact in each
mountain block. This was used as the horizontal axis on risk curves developed in the
workshop.
Scale = Mountain block, because of limited connectivity between mountain blocks due to
predation or terrain.

3

Habitat-Risk Thresholds
Definitions of low- and high-risk thresholds used in workshop
LRT = noticeable change from natural abundance and distribution is likely
HRT = serious ecol. impacts likely begin (~ minimum viable population)
Hypothesized threshold habitat abundance
LRT identified around 90% remaining
habitat based on estimated detectable
difference from natural variation in
population distribution and abundance and
considering changes to the landscape
associated with development.

HRT identified around 60% remaining
habitat because goats are likely more
sensitive to habitat loss than many other
species for two reasons: they have a low
recruitment rate and they live in relatively
isolated sub-populations that can limit recolonisation and possibly gene transfer.
Winter ranges are essential for overwinter
survival.

Thresholds only apply if management assumptions are met!
Quality of Knowledge: LOW - rated 2 out of a possible 5 (see Sec 8.4 in report for
definitions)

Key References: (1) Regional population and habitat inventories (2) Mountain Goat Management Plan for British Columbia (3) Reports of
the EBM Working Group Focal Species Project (4) Anecdotal information from resident hunters, First Nations and Guide Outfitters
GOAT 1

Species: COASTAL MOUNTAIN GOAT (Oreamnos americanus)
Area: EBM study area which coincides with the North Coast and Central Coast LRMP
Source: Focal species risk thresholds for BC's North and Central Coast - workshop proceedings
4

Habitat-Risk Curve
Main Figure (Figure 3-2 in report)
Hypothesized relationship based on expert opinion

Supplementary Figure A
Highlights uncertainty in location of the thresholds
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GOAT 2

Species: GRIZZLY BEARS (Ursus arctos)
Area: EBM study area which coincides with the North Coast and Central Coast LRMP
Source: Focal species risk thresholds for BC's North and Central Coast - workshop proceedings
1 Overview of factors affecting population
Where do habitat factors fit in? (ranked by influence)

Which land uses affect habitat? (ranked by influence)

1 Direct human-caused mortality
(e.g. hunting, poaching, control kills)
2 Changes in salmon availability to bears
3 Loss of habitat effectiveness
4 Reduced population-scale connectivity (i.e.fragmentation)

1 Logging in and near Class I habitat
2 Logging in and near Class II habitat
3 Development activity causing displacement

Loss of habitat is the third highest threat. Anthropogenic mortality (e.g. hunting,
poaching, control kills) is typically the largest threat and is influenced by access
development. Coastal bears depend greatly on salmon runs, but will probably
persist at lower densities if stocks crash. Habitat conservation is necessary but
usually not sufficient to conserve bears: access should be managed also.

Logging of Class I habitat is the highest-ranked habitat threat, because full retention is
considered necessary, but not sufficient, to avoid high risk. Logging of Class II habitat is
the second highest habitat threat because retaining a substantial portion of class II
habitat can reduce risk to low. Development activity (e.g. road construction, harvesting,
hauling) is the third highest threat because it can prevent bears from using intact
habitats. Salmon management is treated as an uncertainty but could be considered
here.

2 Risk to populations versus habitat
Components of Habitat (ranked by influence)
1 Amount of Class I habitat (assume 100% protected)
2 Amount of Class II habitat
3 Landscape context
4 Displacement
Management Assumptions
1 100% of Class I habitat protected
2 Representative range Class II habitats
(e.g. seasonally-limited vs abundant)
3 EBM creates moderate to good seral stage distribution
4 Current level of pop'n connectivity (i.e. fragmentation)
5 Current level of human/bear interaction (access, etc.)
6 Current salmon stocks
Sources of Knowledge Uncertainty (ranked by influence)
1 Future salmon abundance
2 Landscape context (e.g., need for forage supply)
3 Social interactions (e.g. displacement, mortality risk)
4 Habitat capability (i.e. natural level) not yet mapped
Sources of Management Uncertainty (ranked by influence)
1 Future magnitude of human/bear interaction
Effects of climate change have not been accounted for!

Habitat Indicator: % Remaining of Natural Habitat
Defined here as the area of Class II habitat in each sub-region, assuming that
all class I habitat is protected. This was used as the horizontal axis on risk
curves developed in the workshop.
Scale = Sub-Region (Social interactions, but topographical limitations to
connectivity
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Habitat-Risk Thresholds
Definitions of low- and high-risk thresholds used in workshop
LRT = noticeable change from natural abundance and distribution is likely
HRT = serious ecol. impacts likely begin (~ minimum viable population)
Hypothesized threshold habitat abundance
LRT identified around 100% remaining
Class II habitat based on estimated natural
variation in population distribution and
abundance and considering changes to the
landscape associated with development.

HRT identified around 0% remaining Class II
habitat because Class I habitat provides forage
and security cover. The HRT estimate, and
more generally the value of habitat, depends
greatly on the non-habitat context--particularly
salmon availability and human-bear interaction.

Thresholds only apply if management assumptions are met!
Quality of Knowledge: MODERATE - rated 3 out of a possible 5 (see Sec 8.4 in report for
definitions)

Key References: (1) Seasonal Class I and II habitat maps - 1:20k (2) Reports of EBM Working Group Focal Species Project.

GRIZZLY 1

Species: GRIZZLY BEARS (Ursus arctos)
Area: EBM study area which coincides with the North Coast and Central Coast LRMP
Source: Focal species risk thresholds for BC's North and Central Coast - workshop proceedings
Habitat-Risk Curve
Main Figure (Figure 2-2 in report)
Hypothesized relationship based on expert opinion
Probability of significant population reduction
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Supplementary Figure A
Highlights uncertainty in location of the thresholds

Best estimate

High Risk
Threshold

Uncertainty due to
habitat location

HRT

Best estimate (with
range due to
uncertainty in data,
future mgmt, and
knowledge about ecol.
mechanisms)

Total
Uncertainty
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0

100

50

Estimated ranges
for risk thresholds

Low Risk
Threshold

% of natural habitat

100 80
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0
% remaining of Natural Habitat*

Habitat means Class II habitat and assumes
100% of Class I is protected

Supplementary Figure C
Highlights confidence that the system has crossed a threshold
(Risk increases from left to right, even if exact location of LRT and HRT are
are uncertain. Colours reflect increasing risk. Ranges may overlap - see Fig A)

High Risk
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Best Estimate of HRT

Uncertainty range
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Supplementary Figure B
Highlights uncertainty in risk associated with a specific % of habitat
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* see definitions on previous page (Note that x-axis is flipped on supplementary figures)

GRIZZLY 2

Species: NORTHERN GOSHAWKS (Accipiter gentilis laingi)
Area: EBM study area which coincides with the North Coast and Central Coast LRMP
Source: Focal species risk thresholds for BC's North and Central Coast - workshop proceedings
1 Overview of factors affecting population
Where do habitat factors fit in? (ranked by influence)

Which land uses affect habitat? (ranked by influence)

1 Loss of habitat (suitable territories)
2 Natural variation in breeding success
3 Natural variation in mortality

1 Logging
2 Disturbance associated with logging (e.g. noise)

Loss of suitable habitat is the highest-ranked threat because it directly affects
breeding success, foraging success and mortality risk. Habitat provides cover from
predators and thermal cover. Habitat is considered to be the primary factor
limiting the population. Reproductive rates are not well known but may be low and
are subject to high yearly variation. Starvation is believed to be the primary
source of mortality.

Logging of habitat is the highest-ranked threat because it directly affects the suitability
and occupancy of potential territories. Goshawks occupy territories that have > 40 to
70% foraging habitat. Foraging habitat consists of mature and old-growth coniferous
forest with closed (>50%) canopies, relatively large diameter trees and open
understories. If disturbances are persistent during the sensitive timing window and if
they result in permanent changes to habitat characteristics of the breeding area,
goshawks may relocate nest sites, or abandon territories.

2 Risk to populations versus habitat
Components of habitat (ranked by influence)
1 Habitat density at the territory scale
2 Stand age (Breeding,Foraging)
3 Tree height and species (B,F)
4 Biogeoclimatic variant (B,F)
5 Slope and elevation (B,F)
6 Patch size and edge (Breeding only)
Management Assumptions
1 Range of territory qualities represented
2 Territories are well-distributed (natural spacing)
3 Little silviculture to enhance habitat

Habitat Indicator: % Remaining of Natural Habitat
Defined here as number of suitable territories (i.e. more than 70% foraging
habitat) in a sub-region. Territory suitability based on existing models of
breeding habitat suitability, foraging habitat suitability and territory suitability.
This was used as the horizontal axis on risk curves developed in the workshop.
Scale = Sub-region, because sufficiently mobilee to move among landscape
units.
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Habitat-Risk Thresholds
Definitions of low- and high-risk thresholds used in workshop
LRT = noticeable change from natural abundance and distribution is likely
HRT = serious ecol. impacts likely begin (~ minimum viable population)
Hypothesized threshold habitat abundance

Sources of Knowledge Uncertainty (ranked by influence)
1 Population response to territory abundance
2 Response of breeding success to territory suitability
3 Poorly known reproductive and mortality rates
4 Influence of habitat abundance on floater density
5 Influence of floater density on population processes
6 Poor understanding of gene flow
Sources of Management Uncertainty (ranked by influence)
N/A
Effects of climate change have not been accounted for!

LRT identified identified around 80%
remaining habitat due to small population.
Not higher because of high mobility that
allows interactions among breeding
individuals at relatively low densities as
well as floater populations that help buffer
population impacts.

HRT identified around 60% remaining
habitat because goshawks may not be able
to locate mates for breeding, negative
genetic consequences would be likely and
stochastic events would have a large impact
on populations, putting these small
populations at a significant risk of
extirpation.

Thresholds only apply if management assumptions are met!
Quality of Knowledge: low to moderate - rated 2.5 out of a possible 5
(see Sec 8.4 in report for definitions)

Key References: (1) Breeding, foraging and territory models (2) Breeding densities and home range sizes on Haida Gwaii (3) Report of the
Northern Goshawk Recovery Team (4) Reports of the EBM Working Group Focal Species Project (5) Published analyses of goshawk-habitat
interactions
GOSHAWK 1

Species: NORTHERN GOSHAWKS (Accipiter gentilis laingi)
Area: EBM study area which coincides with the North Coast and Central Coast LRMP
Source: Focal species risk thresholds for BC's North and Central Coast - workshop proceedings
Habitat-Risk Curves
Main Figure (Figure 5-3 in report)
Hypothesized relationship based on expert opinion
Risk to coastal goshawk population viability

Supplementary Figure A
Highlights uncertainty in location of the thresholds
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Supplementary Figure C
Highlights confidence that the system has crossed a threshold
(Risk increases from left to right, even if exact location of LRT and HRT are
are uncertain. Colours reflect increasing risk. Ranges may overlap - see Fig A)
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Supplementary Figure B
Highlights uncertainty in risk associated with a specific % of habitat
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* see definitions on previous page (Note that x-axis is flipped on supplementary figures)
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Focal Species Risk Thresholds for BC’s North and Central Coast - Workshop Proceedings
MARBLED
MURRELET
Conceptual Model
Key Factors (1) Terrestrial nesting
Affecting Populations habitat (2) influence of

TAILED FROG

(1) Habitat - aquatic and
terrestrial (2) Stochastic
marine environment on adult mortality - flash flood,low
flow,debris, torrents (3)
mortality and reproductive
Local climate - stand
rate (3) fragmentation (4)
microclimate,weather,climate
power lines
change (4)Predation
mortality

Land-use impacts Terrestrial nesting habitat:
on habitat Logging removes and

(1) Roads - especially stream
crossings & sediment
fragments habitat and tends management (2) Logging treatment of buffers and ECA
to remove better habitats
because they correlate with (3) Independent power
higher timber values.
production - run-of-the-river
installations

Other Reproductive and mortality
impacts rates are influenced by

marine environment. Nest
predation risk increases with
habitat fragmentation and
nearby human habitation

Management
assumptions used
to identify risk
thresholds

(1) Habitat Class I, II logged
preferentially
(2) Limited forest
fragmentation (3) Limited
harvest of Class IV and V
habitat (Habitat classes are
defined in Section 4.3, I =
very high quality, III =
moderate)

MOUNTAIN GOAT

GRIZZLY BEAR

NORTHERN
GOSHAWK

(1) Habitat (winter range)
effectiveness, (2) Mortality
risk (starvation, disease,
predation, hunting,
poaching) (3) Stochastic
environmental factors

(1) Direct human-caused
mortality(2) Changes in
salmon availability (3)
Habitat (Class I and II)
effectiveness (4) Pop'n-scale
connectivity

(1) Loss of habitat (suitable
territories) (2) Natural
variation in breeding success
(3) Natural variation in
mortality

Winter ranges: (1) Small
amounts of logging within
winter ranges can
substantially reduce
suitability (2) Repeated
sporadic noise causes
displacement

Habitat effectiveness: (1)
Logging in and near Class I
habitat
(2) Logging
in and near Class II habitat
(3) Development that causes
displacement

Logging, because it directly
affects the suitability and
occupancy of potential
territories

Mortality risk: over-winter
starvation, predation,
hunting, avalanches and
falls. Summer range: forage
reduced by fire suppression

Direct human-induced
mortality: Human/bear
interact'ions, displacement
Declining salmon stocks: a
major pre-hibernation food
source

Disturbance (e.g. noise and
activity from logging)

(1) All Class I habitat
protected (2) Repres. range
Class II habitats (3) EBM
creates moderate to good
seral stage distr. (4) Current
level of pop'n connectivity
(i.e. fragmentation) (5)
Current level of human /
bear interaction (access,
etc.) (6) Current salmon
stocks

(1) Territories are harvested
equally across their range of
habitat quality (2) Territories
are well distributed, i.e.,
maintained across the subregion in a manner that
reflects natural spacing
patterns. (3) little to no
silvicultural enhancement of
habitat

(1) Best management
(1) Other seasonal habitats
practices (2) Sufficient buffer are intact
- stream protection, adult
(2) Intact winter ranges are
habitat (3) Basin cond. good -not partly harvested
(3) Constant ratio of
low ECA and slides, good
good/poor quality winter
hab.distr. (4) Connectivity
within and betwen basins (5) ranges (4) Mortality and
displacement do not increase
No Independent Power
Production (IPP)
(5) Disease, predation, etc.
remain within rangee of
natural variation
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Sources of
Uncertainty

MARBLED
MURRELET
Data Habitat mapping and

classification (forest cover
maps, air photo
interpretation, aerial
surveys) have limited
accuracy. Maps may miss
small patches of good
habitat within poor habitat
polygons.

Management Possible changes in logging

practices (e.g. do not take
best habitat first) or
substantial increases in
human presence (e.g. power
development)

Knowledge - General Effects of habitat class on

murrelet density and
recruitment rate. Effects of
marine environment on
mortality and recruitment.

Knowledge - High Risk Estimates of (1) habitat
Thresholds effect on rates of

reproduction and mortality,
(2) murrelet density by
habitat class (particularly
percent using Class IV and
V), (3) ratio of adults to
breeding pairs, (4) viable
populations size

Quality of knowledge LOW to MODERATE - rated
supporting threshold 2.5 out of a possible 5
estimates?

TAILED FROG

MOUNTAIN GOAT

GRIZZLY BEAR

NORTHERN
GOSHAWK

Stream classifications (vs.
actually suitable habitat)

(1) Habitat maps may have
been modified due to other
objectives or may lack field
verification.

(1) Habitat capability (i.e.
natural level) not yet
mapped.

(1) Inputs into the breeding,
foraging, and territory
models (e.g. estimates of
habitat quality / breeding
density)

(1) Logging practices -BMP
or no BMP (2) partial logging
of buffers (3) management
of stream crossings (4) old
growth present? (5)
connectivity of old growth
and riparian

(1) Partial logging of winter
ranges (2) Preferential
logging of best/worst winter
ranges (3) Future levels of
watershed development
(noise, access)

(1) Level of human/bear
interactions (2) Level of
consideration of context and
value when selecting Class II
habitat patches to reserve

(1) Preferential harvesting of
better habitat (2) Silvic. to
create mature stand
structure

(1) Effects of aquatic
conditions (2) Effects of
logging in each basin
(sedimentation, flow) (3)
effects of forest age (4) life
history and limitations

(1) Response of predators
and hunters to access. (2)
Effects of development on
connectivity.

(1) Future changes in salmon
abundance (2) Influence of
landscape context (e.g.,
need for forage supply) (3)
Social interactions (e.g.
habitat use, mortality risk)

(1) Population dynamics,
including mortality, predation
and dispersal rates
(2)Territory size and
required habitat density
within territories (3) number
of floaters and their effect on
population dynamics

(1) Assumptions about
population resilience, (2)
effects of isolation on genetic
fitness, (3) frog dispersal
capability, (4) critical frog
densities below which there
are large effects on gene
flow, recolonization, etc

(1) Estimate of increased
sensitivity of goats to habitat
loss, given low recruitment
rate and isolated subpopulations

(1) Relative magnitude of
other threats (e.g., humanbear interaction and salmon
abundance)

(1) Relationships between
number of suitable territories
and goshawk population
viability (2) Influence of high
quality individuals or
territories on population
viability.

LOW - rated 2 out of a
Expert group rated
knowledge about tailed frogs possible 5
as VERY LOW to LOW, but
didn't rate quality of
threshold estimates.
Assumed to be very low

MODERATE - rated 3 out of a LOW to MODERATE - rated
possible 5
2.5 out of a possible 5
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MARBLED
MURRELET

Habitat Thresholds
Spatial Sub-Region: Murrelets are
Scale sufficiently mobile to move

TAILED FROG

MOUNTAIN GOAT

GRIZZLY BEAR
Sub-Region: Social
interactions, but
topographical limitations to
connectivity

NORTHERN
GOSHAWK
Sub-Region: Goshawks are
sufficiently mobile to move
among landscape units.

Basin: Start at the stream
and basin levels, then scaled
up (LRT/HRT developed at
each level!)

Mountain blocks: Limited
connectivity between
mountain blocks due to
predation or terrain.

Definition of habitat Area of habitat classes I, II

In a basin: Number of
streams suitable for frogs
that are effectively buffered
along their entire length

Proportion of intact naturally- Area of Class II habitat in
each sub-region; 100% of
occurring winter range
existing Class I habitat
patches in each mountain
protected
block

Low Risk Threshold

About 88% (range 60 to
100%) remaining habitat
based on estimated historic
natural variation in murrelet
habitat abundance.

At least 80% (range 60 to
100%) of suitable frog
streams buffered, because
natural variability of stream
habitat was probably low
historically and more than a
20% change in habitat may
result in populations that can
be detected beyond natural
variability

About 90% (range 65 to
100%) remaining habitat
based on estimated
detectable difference from
natural variation in
population distribution and
abundance and considering
changes to the landscape
associated with
development.

About 100% remaining
Class II habitat based on
estimated natural variation
in population distribution and
abundance and considering
changes to the landscape
associated with
development.

About 80% (range 68 to
100%) remaining habitat
due to small pop'n; not
higher due to high mobility
(breeding occurs at low
densities) and floater pop's
that buffer impacts.

About 33% (range 5 to
66%) remaining habitat due
to a combination of lost highquality nesting habitat and
increased edge effects
associated with
fragmentation (e.g.
predation). Further loss of
nesting habitat accelerates
risk to viability, considering a
wide range of at-sea
conditions.

About 50% (range 35 to
80%) of suitable frog
streams buffered. Tailed
frogs have low reproductive
output and poor dispersal so
impacts of predation and
stochastic events all become
greater threats to small
poulations than when
populations are larger

About 60% (range 50 to
95%) remaining habitat
because goats are likely
more sensitive to habitat loss
than many other species:
they have a low recruitment
rate and they live in
relatively isolated subpopulations that can limit recolonisation and possibly
gene transfer. Winter ranges
are essential for overwinter
survival.

About 0% (range 0 to
100%) remaining Class II
habitat because Class I
habitat provides forage and
security cover. The HRT
estimate, and more generally
the value of habitat, depends
greatly on the non-habitat
context--particularly salmon
availability and human-bear
interaction.

About 60% (range 40 to
80%) remaining habitat
because goshawks may not
be able to locate mates for
breeding, negative genetic
consequences would be likely
and stochastic events would
have a large impact on
populations, putting these
small populations at a
significant risk of extirpation.

Inner unc. bands: diff. value
of Class II habitat retention
Outer bands: data, mgmt,
ecol mech., other threats)

Uncertainty bands: pop.
response to loss of territories
(incl. data, mgmt, ecol.
mech.) Note: uncert. about
territory suitability is not
included

Habitat suitability maps are
complete, but habitat
capability maps are needed

Estimate of 60% for EBM
area based on documented,
but unpublished, territory
model

among landscape units.

an III that are 140+ years
old and within 30 km of
ocean (i.e. ends of fjords)

High Risk Threshold

What does the Uncertainty bands: data,
uncertainty range future mgmt, and knowledge
about ecol. mechanisms and
capture? sensitivity analysis

Uncertainty bands: Data,
Uncertainty bands: data,
future mgmt, and knowledge future mgmt, and knowledge
about ecol. mechanisms (esp about ecological mechanisms
population exchange rates
and locations)

What's needed to Rough estimate included in
estimate current report: Current is roughly
80% of natural
state?

For each basin, develop and
field-verify habitat
inventories. Est. numbers of
suitable basins in EBM area,
est. suitable streams; check
occupancy with field work

For each mountain block,
develop and field-verify
maps of habitat suitability
(current) and habitat
capability (natural)

Number of suitable territories
(i.e. sufficient size and more
than 70% foraging habitat)

Summary P3

1 Introduction
1.1 Context for focal species workshops
1.1.1

Ecosystem-based management

Agreements between First Nations and the provincial government, covering the North and Central Coast
of British Columbia, document the intention to fully implement Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM),
guided by the EBM Handbook1. Under the broad goal of maintaining ecological integrity, the EBM
Handbook lists the objective to “maintain healthy, well-distributed populations/sub-populations of focal
species” 2. Focal species “means the species at risk and regionally important wildlife referenced in
Objective 14 in the South Central and Central and north Coast Ministerial Orders , including but not
limited to mountain goat, grizzly bear, northern goshawk, tailed frog and marbled murrelet”3.
The EBM Handbook also describes a planning approach based on assessing risk. The current EBM
implementation strategy includes the long-term objective of seeking to achieve a low level of risk to
key ecological values, including focal species, and the short term objective to avoid a high level of risk4,.
The two key risk thresholds are defined as follows:
“Low-risk threshold” is a loss of habitat supply that is likely to cause a “noticeable change from
the natural range of variation” i.e. it is the “threshold where adverse impacts begin to be
detected”
“High-risk threshold” is a loss of habitat supply that is likely to cause a “substantial change from
the range of natural variation; beyond this threshold the probability of serious ecological
degradation and substantial loss of ecological function is high. If the high-risk threshold is
exceeded, there is a high probability that ecological and conservation values will not be
sustained. 5
Note that the above definitions of low- and high-risk thresholds differ from the definitions of low- and
high-risk scenarios used in previous reserve planning (“co-location”) analyses6.
1.1.2

Legal direction: Coastal Land Use Orders

Coastal Orders identify species requiring special consideration (i.e., focal species) when selecting areas
for old forest retention to meet site series representation targets. In Subsection (7) of Section 14, the
Central & North and South Central Coastal Orders state: “To the extent practicable, include within old
forest retention areas… habitat elements important for species at risk, ungulate winter range, and
regionally important wildlife, including: (a) mountain goats; (b) grizzly bears; (c) northern goshawks; (d)
tailed frogs; and (e) marbled murrelets”. Coastal Orders also contain objectives that specifically address
grizzly bear habitat.
1.1.3

Landscape reserve planning

Implementation of EBM includes development of conservation measures that include landscape
reserves. The mandate for the focal species risk threshold workshops stems from a multi-party
agreement—April 2009 “Framework for Landscape Reserve Planning in the Central/North Coast”—
which, with respect to focal species, identifies that:

1

1. “Priority will be given to development of [focal species habitat] risk thresholds
(low/moderate/high) on a G2Gi basis using the best available information…;
2. Once habitat risk thresholds for focal species have been developed, identify what gap, if any
exists between the strategic landscape reserve map and what is required to ensure the high risk
thresholds for focal species (identified on the basis of best available information) are not
exceeded and then spatially identify where any gap can best be met”.
Landscape reserve planning attempts to strategically co-locate habitats for focal species within areas of
old forest retention. Assessing the effectiveness of “co-location” requires assessing the risk posed to
each focal species by the planned level of habitat retention and comparing risk to EBM risk targets.

1.2 Purpose of this document
This document describes the relationship between habitat abundance and risk to populations of focal
species in the EBM area, but focuses on habitat amounts associated with risk thresholds. It covers the
five focal species identified in legal orders: mountain goats, grizzly bears, northern goshawks, tailed
frogs and marbled murrelets. Estimates of risk support implementation of EBM, generally, and
assessment of co-location, specifically.
In order to more fully support risk assessment, this document provides the following information for
each focal species:






an overview of factors affecting a population,
an appropriate habitat indicator,
a hypothesized relationship, showing how risk to a population varies with habitat abundance,
estimates of low- and high-risk thresholds of habitat abundance, and
estimates of uncertainty about those thresholds.

This document provides a general overview to support strategic management decisions. It does not
negate the need to consult biologists familiar with the habitat requirements of focal species during
conservation planning.

1.3 Overview of methods
Developing and choosing conservation measures that have a high probability of achieving stated
objectives (i.e., target risk levels) requires full consideration of knowledge and associated uncertainty.
Expert workshops provide one means of synthesizing and reframing knowledge to support conservation
planning. They can create explicit hypotheses describing the relationship between alternative
management strategies (e.g., habitat supply) and likely outcomes (e.g., maintenance of focal species).
This project was tackled in two phases. In the first phase, a series of five, one-day workshops, held
November 24, 25, 26, 2009 and January 11, 2010 in Vancouver, BC, brought together experts7 and
facilitators to formulate hypotheses about the relationship between habitat supply and risk to focal
species populations, according to the high- and low-risk definitions used by EBM (see Appendix 1 for
detailed methods; see Understanding hypothesized risk versus habitat relationships, below, for guidance
on interpreting risk versus habitat relationships). Information gathered in this series of workshops built
on recent reports summarizing focal species biology6, 8. Each workshop addressed one focal species and
used the following approach:

i

Government to Government, specifically First Nations and provincial governments.
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1) Background information was sent to experts.
2) At a one-day workshop, three species experts and two or three facilitators
a) reviewed the EBM risk assessment approach and terminology,
b) developed a concept map describing the factors affecting the population,
c) identified an appropriate habitat indicator(s),
d) drew a hypothesized relationship showing risk to the population versus habitat abundance,
e) identified high- and low-risk habitat thresholds based on EBM definitions of these terms,
f)

described assumptions and sources of uncertainty related to the hypothesized relationship.

3) Facilitators prepared rough draft reports.
4) Species experts substantially revised reports (including further development of hypothesized
relationships)—MAJOR DRAFT 1.
5) Members of the project steering committee reviewed species reports to identify information gaps
and to suggest changes to improve clarity for a management-oriented audience; facilitators revised
reports.
6) Randall Peterman (Professor, School of Resource and Environmental Management, Simon Fraser
University, Vancouver, BC) reviewed the revised reports; in consultation with the Project Steering
Committee, facilitators made changes to address the review.
7) A draft executive summary, based on “info-graphics” was prepared by Gottfried Pestal; facilitators
combined individual reports into a single document—MAJOR DRAFT 2.
The second phase of the project held a workshop to fill information gaps in the Phase I reports,
presented information to “managers” (members of the Land and Resource Forum (LRF) Technical Liaison
Committee and their advisors) and addressed questions from managers. Phase II used the following
approach:
8) The revised document and executive summary were sent to experts and managers; background
about information gaps was sent to experts.
9) In a one-day workshop, held April 15 in Vancouver BC, species-experts and managers reviewed,
questioned and discussed the information contained in the species reports (see Appendix 2.
Workshop with Managers (Phase II)).
10) In a two-hour session at the same workshop, species experts and facilitators filled information gaps
(based on questions in Appendix 2):
a) revised the rationale describing why thresholds occur,
b) confirmed the width of uncertainty bands around high- and low-risk thresholds and identified
relative magnitudes of different types of uncertainty (data, knowledge, management),
c) rated knowledge quality (scored from very low to very high),
d) commented on the idea that a moderate risk point lies half way between the low- and high-risk
thresholds.
11) Workshop notes were distributed to participants.
12) Species experts summarized their responses to information gaps.
3

13) Species experts provided review comments on relevant sections of the focal species report and
executive summary.
14) Facilitators compiled responses, and revised report and executive summary—MAJOR DRAFT 3.
15) Focal species report and executive summary were sent to LRF Technical Liaison Committee
members for review.
16) Facilitators revised report and executive summary to address committee member comments.
17) Species experts reviewed final draft report.
18) Facilitators addressed comments from experts—FINAL REPORT

1.4 Understanding hypothesized risk versus habitat relationships
Important messages in this report are presented in the graphical relationship between risk and habitat
abundance. This section describes how to interpret these graphs and outlines assumptions used to
develop the relationships.
The hypothesized risk versus habitat relationship produced by focal species experts describes how risk
to a population of focal species varies with habitat abundance (Figure 1-1). Typically, risk decreases as
habitat abundance increases, following a rough reverse-S shape, with the fastest rate of decrease
occurring between the high-risk threshold (HRT) and low-risk threshold (LRT). The solid line shows the
best estimate; dashed lines show uncertainty.
The relationships described in this report are hypotheses, based on expert opinion. They are neither
precise nor accurate. Threshold locations are approximate on both the x- and y-axis.
1.4.1

What do we mean by “habitat” (the X-axis)?

Each species has a different habitat indicator, shown on the X-axis.
Habitat describes areas used by members of a population to help them survive and reproduce. For
example, habitat can provide food, shelter and nest sites. In some cases, species use different habitats
for different purposes (e.g., murrelets feed at sea and nest in old forests) or use different habitats during
different seasons for the same purpose (e.g., grizzly bears forage in wetlands in the spring and near
salmon streams in the autumn). Habitat is typically rated by quality: some sites are better than others.
For each species, we provide a specific definition of the type and quality of habitat referred to by the Xaxis (and then express habitat as a percentage of natural abundance). Sometimes, different inventory
techniques affect the certainty of habitat classifications. We describe assumptions about habitat
mapping techniques.
Habitat is expressed as a percentage of natural abundance (referred to as ‘% of natural habitat” on xaxis of hypothesized risk relationships). The natural abundance of suitable habitat was estimated by
considering how much habitat capability would be affected by a natural disturbance regime. Habitat
capability maps identify forested habitats that will likely become suitable when they reach an
appropriate age.
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Figure 1-1. General example of hypothesized risk relationship: risk to focal species population versus habitat
abundance. LRT=Low-risk threshold (in this example ~58% of natural habitat); HRT=High-risk Threshold (in this
example ~32% of natural habitat). Points a, b and c identify the intersection of “threshold high risk” with the best
estimate curve and uncertainty bands.
1.4.2

What do we mean by “risk” (the Y-axis)?

Risk is a fairly well understood concept in the general sense. If an activity is risky, something bad might
happen. More formally, risk explicitly considers both the probability and severity of potential outcomes:
what is the chance of each different outcome and how bad would each be? In the case of focal species,
risk describes the probability and potential magnitude (severity) of loss of ecological function in a
population of focal species. Expert groups did not explicitly estimate probability or severity when
developing risk versus habitat relationships; risk was used in the general sense.
As a conceptual aid to assessing risk, ecologists consider how much a population deviates from its
historic natural abundance and distribution, based on the premise that risk to ecological function
increases as deviation from the range of natural variability increases9. Thus, the natural abundance and
distribution of a population provides a benchmark for high ecological function. At a population level,
important ecological functions are genetic and evolutionary, thus, maintaining a species across its
natural range helps to conserve genetic variability10 and consequently the potential of the species to
adapt to changing conditions.
1.4.3

How did we develop the risk versus habitat relationships?

The hypothesized graphs were built by simultaneously considering the general shape of the risk versus
habitat relationship and the location of two well-defined levels of risk on the curve: the low- and highrisk thresholds. The approach we followed is similar to that recommended by Angelstam et al. (2004)11
of establishing intervals along the resource axis that represent three zones of risk for conservation:
clearly inadequate, marginal and clearly suitable (Figure 1-2). These risk zones lead to a reverse s-shaped
curve, however this curve shape is only approximate and may be best seen as a smoothed step function,
with a zone of low risk, a zone of high risk and an approximately linear response in between.
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Figure 1-2. Conceptual division of resource axis to reflect three zones of risk (inadequate, marginal and suitable
11
habitat conditions), based on Angelstam et al. (2004) . In the case of focal species, the x-axis is habitat abundance
and the low- and high-risk thresholds (LRT, HRT respectively) define risk boundaries.

The s-shaped curve contains implicit assumptions about the existence of thresholds. The location of the
thresholds on the x-axis refines the shape of the curve. Experts used the following definitions to help
them define the location of low- and high-risk thresholds and then verified that the general shape of the
curve still made sense:


Low-risk threshold is a loss of habitat supply that is likely to cause a noticeable change from the
natural range of variation i.e. it is the threshold where adverse impacts begin to be detected



High-risk threshold is a loss of habitat supply that is likely to cause a substantial change from the
range of natural variation; beyond this threshold the probability of serious ecological degradation
and substantial loss of ecological function is high. If the high-risk threshold is exceeded, there is a
high probability that ecological and conservation values will not be sustained.12,13

Both definitions describe a point where the risk changes or, more specifically, a point where a relatively
more severe loss of ecological function becomes likely. Although definitions refer to loss of “ecological”
function, workshop participants addressed loss of function within the focal species population and did
not consider effects on the surrounding ecosystem. Each definition refers to a different level of risk and
to a different deviation from natural population abundance and distribution that correlates with risk.
Probability in both threshold definitions is similar, described by the terms “likely” and “high” probability.
The part of the low-risk threshold that refers to “noticeable change from the natural range of variation”
is best interpreted as a signal to noise ratio (where the signal is noticeable change and the natural range
of variation is noise) that can be accurately measured. It does not depend on the technology or expense
devoted to measurement.
In an effort to clarify the definition of the high-risk threshold, expert participants discussed and then
adopted the notion that the high-risk threshold was similar in concept to a minimum viable population.
That is, populations that fall below a minimum viable population size face a high probability of
substantial loss of ecological function.
In developing the risk versus habitat relationships, workshop participants focused on abundance and
distribution (but also considered the risk context):
6



To estimate the low-risk threshold, workshop participants focused on deviation from natural
population abundance and distribution.



To estimate the high-risk threshold, workshop participants focused on a population abundance
and distribution associated with a minimum viable population or metapopulation. For marbled
murrelets, northern goshawks and grizzly bears, workshop participants assumed that the highrisk threshold coincides with a minimum viable population. In the case of mountain goats and
tailed frogs, which are best considered as metapopulations, workshop participants assumed that
the high-risk threshold provides just enough habitat to maintain each component population of
the metapopulation.

In developing the general shape of the curve, workshop participants considered risk in the general sense
and did not explicitly distinguish probability from severity. Specific outcomes for population abundance
and distribution (see risk threshold definitions) were only envisioned at the threshold points, thus, other
points on the curve are less accurate than the threshold points. We did not assess the risk of specific
changes in ecological function (e.g., changes in breeding success or long distance dispersal) anywhere on
the curve.
1.4.4

What do we mean by best-estimate and uncertainty (solid and dashed lines respectively)?

The “best-estimate” curve describes the risk level that workshop participants felt was most likely at each
habitat amount. The uncertainty bands show the range of risk levels that might occur at different
habitat amounts considering the many factors causing uncertainty. For example, uncertainty bands
account for poor maps, poor understanding of habitat use, poor understanding of population dynamics
and poorly-defined management scenarios. Although climate change was raised as a potential factor
that could substantially affect each focal species, the impacts are highly uncertain. The effects of
climate change are not included in uncertainty bands.
Conceptually, uncertainty around the best estimate curve is best viewed as a hill, projecting out of the
page. If we consider just one risk level (e.g., the high-risk threshold of Figure 1-1) and take a horizontal
cross-section, we can better imagine how likely different estimates of habitat abundance within the
uncertainty bands may be. Figure 1-3, for example, shows that habitat abundance is very likely to be at
point b or nearby and is not very likely to be at points a or c. The height and shape of the probability
distribution were not accurately described by workshop participants, but the probability of the
threshold being correct (height of the black line in Figure 1-3) decreases as the distance from the best
estimate (point b) increases.
1.4.5

How do we interpret the grizzly bear graph?

The expert group on grizzly bears developed a graphical relationship between “probability of population
reduction” (rather than risk) and habitat abundance. This probability versus habitat relationship can be
interpreted in a similar way as the risk versus habitat relationship described above, although technically
risk includes both probability and severity. The similar interpretation is warranted because all expert
groups used the same definitions of low- and high-risk thresholds—threshold points should be in the
same place on the x-axis irrespective of the y-axis—and because risk to the population is highly
correlated with probability of population reduction between the high- and low-risk thresholds.
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Figure 1-3. Hypothetical probability distribution (or belief distribution) of habitat abundance levels around the
best-estimate of the high-risk habitat threshold (point b ~ 32% of natural habitat), created by taking a horizontal
cross section of Figure 1-1 at the “threshold high-risk” level and imagining the shape of the probability distribution.

1.5 Scale of Application
This report applies to the EBM study area which coincides with the North Coast and Central Coast LRMP
areas. The EBM study area includes three sub-regions: the North Coast, Central Coast and South Central
Coast and approximately 140 landscape units.
Under EBM, risk targets are to be met at the sub-regional scale1. Within limits, variation around the
target is allowed at the landscape unit (i.e., large watershed) scale. Valuable sites and features are
managed at the stand scale (typically from one to several tens of hectares). Focal species risk
assessment, in support of landscape reserve planning, will be conducted at the sub-regional scale14.
The ecology of a species determines the appropriate scale for its management. To the extent possible
experts have attempted to translate habitat estimates from ecological scales to management scales. The
translation is not necessarily straight forward or possible.
In estimating risk, workshop participants focused on the portion of the population within the EBM study
area. In general, they assumed that the portion of a population or metapopulation within the EBM area
had to be viable on its own and that “boundary effects” were neither positive nor negative.
For the purposes of conservation planning, species are usually divided into “biologically-based”
population units. For some species, the EBM area coincides quite well with a population unit. For other
species, the EBM area includes several population units.
Murrelet populations extend beyond the EBM area, but the EBM area provides a convenient population
management unit which is sufficiently large for a self-supporting population under normal conditions.
Goshawk population units are similar in size to the EBM area. Grizzly bear population units are smaller
than the EBM area (approx two population units per sub-region). Mountain goats and tailed frogs occur
in meta-populations, with several or many relatively-disconnected populations within a sub-region.
If a population unit is about the same size as the EBM area, as seems reasonable for goshawks and
murrelets, then setting targets at the sub-regional scale should work well, assuming that targets are
similar if not identical across sub-regions.
If a population unit is smaller than a sub-region and sub-regional targets allow flexibility at smaller
scales, less habitat can be retained in one population unit and more in another, increasing risk in the
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unit with less habitat. In such cases, flexibility to vary sub-regional targets within a population unit
should perhaps be limited to maintain an acceptable risk at the population unit scale. For example, goat
biologists recommend setting targets at the “Mountain Block” scale.
If a population unit is bigger than the EBM region and we expect more development outside of the EBM
area than inside, then the population unit will face higher risk than the portion of the population inside
the EBM area. These and other boundary effects were not considered in determining risk.

1.6 Limitations
The information in this report is not based directly on published literature. Published literature rarely
provides enough regionally-relevant information to support management decisions. Threshold studies,
showing habitat levels that lead to relatively rapid population declines, provide one of the best methods
of assessing conservation risk. Because threshold studies do not exist for the focal species considered,
we could not identify thresholds directly from data. Thus, experts developed hypothesized relationships
showing risk to each focal species against habitat abundance.
The information in this report is based on expert opinion. Expert opinion can be inaccurate15, however
several steps were taken to improve accuracy. First, three experts participated in each workshop.
Multiple experts expand the breadth of knowledge and experience and increase the chance of creative
insight. Debate among experts provides critical review of assumptions and tends to remove statements
that are inconsistent with existing literature and ecological theory. In addition the workshop
proceedings were reviewed by peers. Second, a specific workshop activity helped to define the scope of
relevant factors to consider. Expert workshops used concepts maps to identify and link a wide range of
factors affecting a focal species and to highlight the most influential ones. Third, experts used graphs to
estimate species response and related thresholds. In general, analysis improves the accuracy of expert
opinion. Developing graphs in a single day workshop is clearly a limited form of analysis, but explicit
graphs promote logical thinking and transparency and force consideration of assumptions. In particular,
an expert’s notion of the general shape of the risk curve must be reconciled with her/his estimate of key
points (i.e., risk thresholds) on the curve.
The workshop process focused on risk—a difficult variable to estimate directly. Risk includes both the
probability of an impact and its severity. In drawing graphs, risk was considered in a general sense (e.g.,
driving fast is risky); probability and severity were not distinguished or estimated at each habitat level.
The threshold definitions used in the workshop, however, described both the probability (high) and
severity associated with the low- and high-risk thresholds, providing a clearer definition of risk than
simply “low” or “high”. Experts estimated habitat levels that matched these threshold definitions and
thus these threshold estimates are considered more accurate than other points on the graph where
probability and severity were not explicitly distinguished. No definition was provided for moderate risk
so the moderate risk threshold should be considered less accurate than the low- or high-risk thresholds.
Expert opinion was mainly extracted in one-day workshops, but risk to a population is a complex topic.
Risk reflects multiple factors such as population size, birth and death rates, stochastic environmental
fluctuations and genetic effects. More rigorous (and time-consuming) processes exist to extract (e.g.,
Delphi process) and synthesize (e.g., probability networks; population models) information. Improving
estimates of risk thresholds beyond those presented in this report should probably pursue a more
rigorous approach. Given enough time, risk could be estimated in a two-step process. Population
abundance and distribution could be tied to habitat abundance and other relevant factors (e.g., changes
in mortality rates due development) in a model and then the probability and severity of various
outcomes could be estimated. This two step process has two substantial benefits: 1) changes in
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abundance and distribution are more easily tied to changes in habitat abundance than is risk. 2)
translating population abundance and distribution to risk facilitates explicit consideration of the
importance of each contributing factor. Note that murrelet experts based their determination of the
high-risk threshold on results of a population model cast in a Bayesian belief network 16; although they
did not revise the model to address specific workshop questions, model results provided useful
guidance.
Although most expert groups did not use an explicit population model (murrelet experts considered
population model results), they did try to estimate the effects of habitat on population levels. Likely
population size and viability were discussed at threshold points (in part because threshold definitions
describe population levels as well as risk; e.g., noticeable change from natural population). For some
species, expert groups estimated specific population levels associated with thresholds; for other species,
only the relative size and distribution of the population were considered. Thus the risk versus habitat
graphs include results of consideration of population abundance as well as consideration of probability
and severity of risk.

1.7 Content of report
The remainder of this report is divided into five chapters, one per species, each with two main sections:
Section 1, Overview of factors affecting focal species populations, provides a high-level description of the
main factors influencing focal species populations, and records the scope of information considered by
experts. It introduces life history traits and natural and anthropogenic influences that are relevant to
conservation planning, helping decision-makers to be “reasonably informed of the requirements to
conserve such species”17. It illustrates the complexity of the decision problem in an effort to prevent an
oversimplified approach to management. Habitat conservation alone is often not sufficient. Crucially,
this section provides necessary background to understand the Assumptions and uncertainty sub-section,
within Section 2.
Section 2, Risk to population versus habitat abundance, is divided into four sub-sections. The first
describes the recommended habitat indicator. The second describes a hypothesized relationship
between risk to the population and habitat abundance, showing a best-estimate curve and uncertainty
bands (see Understanding hypothesized risk versus habitat relationships above). The third documents, in
text, the risk thresholds visible on the graph. The fourth describes the assumptions used to develop the
best-estimate curve and the sources and approximate magnitude of uncertainty. Overall, section 2 helps
decision-makers “to assess risk to *focal+ species from proposed… advice or activities” 17.
Appendix 1 presents methods for expert workshops in more detail than presented above. Appendix 2
presents the agenda and materials used for the workshop with managers. Appendix 3 provides
recommendations for calculating and applying habitat indicators.
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2 Grizzly Bear (Ursus arctos)
Species experts:
Clayton Apps, PhD, Aspen Wildlife Research, Calgary, AB
Grant MacHutchon, MSc, RPBio, Consultant, Nelson, BC
Dale Seip, PhD, Wildlife Research Ecologist, Ministry of Forests, Prince George, BC
Facilitators:
Dave Daust, MSc, RPF, Consultant, Telkwa, BC
Laurie Kremsater, MSc, RPBio, RPF, Consultant, Abbotsford, BC.
Steve Kachanoski, Integrated Land Management Bureau, Victoria, BC
Reliability of information presented
Estimates of species responses to habitat abundance, and related estimates of uncertainty, presented in
this section are necessarily subjective because existing knowledge is limited. Species responses to
habitat and related thresholds are presented in graphs—these graphs capture hypothesized
relationships; they are based on opinion, not directly on data. Species responses are based on
interpretation and extrapolation of available literature by focal species experts. Key literature has been
referenced, but a more thorough discussion of available knowledge is presented in Horn et al. (2009).
Species experts rated the quality of knowledge used to support threshold estimates for grizzly bears as
moderate (3 out of a possible 5 points; Appendix 2). Few managed species will have knowledge quality
scores that exceed 3; deer and spotted owl may approach 4 or 5. Knowledge quality scores are partly
reflected in uncertainty bands shown in Figure 2-2. Species response graphs apply to the context
described by management assumptions (see section 2.2.4).

2.1 Overview of factors affecting the coastal grizzly bear population
Several references to published literature that support statements made in this overview section are
found in Horn et al.18 In addition, references are found in endnotes to this chapter.
The coastal grizzly bear population is divided into population units for the purpose of management.
Population units identify similar behavioural ecotypes and subpopulations. Movement among units
occurs less frequently than movement within units, due mainly to topography (e.g., mountain ridges,
large rivers). The abundance, productivity and viability of bear populations reflect habitat quality and
effectiveness19, population connectivity and mortality risk (Figure 2-1). Direct anthropogenic mortality
(e.g., hunting, poaching, control kills associated with human/bear conflict) is typically the largest threat
to a grizzly bear population. Habitat conservation is necessary but usually not sufficient to conserve
grizzly bear populations. Predictions of grizzly bear population response to both habitat change and
direct anthropogenic mortality are complicated by social interactions among bears that also influence
habitat use and mortality risk.
2.1.1

Habitat effectiveness

For habitat to be effective, it must be both suitable and useable. Use depends on accessibility: habitats
can become less accessible when adjacent habitats are removed (i.e., habitat pattern can be important).
Use also depends on displacement: bears may avoid habitats near to human activity (e.g., harvesting,
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road construction, traffic, etc.). The duration of the displacement determines the potential impact to
the population. Complicating matters, some bears will habituate to human activity.
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Figure 2-1. Conceptual model of factors influencing coastal grizzly bear populations.
Habitat suitability

Grizzly bears are generalists, using a variety of seasonally available food sources over large home ranges.
Habitat provides food, security, and thermal cover, although the need for thermal cover is debateable.
Berries (e.g., red elderberry, salal, devil’s club, huckleberry) and salmon are important late summer and
fall food sources in the EBM area. Adjacent to preferred, non-forested, foraging sites (e.g., wetlands,
estuaries, avalanche tracks), forest cover contributes to habitat quality by providing security and
thermal cover.
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Different habitats are used at different times of year. For example, bears use valley bottom riparian,
wetlands, and estuarine habitats in spring, whereas in fall, they mainly use forests adjacent to salmon
streams (i.e., valley bottom riparian).
The seral stage distribution of the managed forest influences the general availability of habitat across
the landscape. Unless intensively managed, early seral disturbed forest can enhance berry productivity.
Dense, immature stands suppress understory forb & shrub cover and therefore reduce food availability.
Extensive, progressive harvesting over a short time period degrades habitat value for bears when the
regenerating forest canopy closes. However, if implemented as intended, EBM is not expected to
produce a seral stage distribution that limits a bear population.
Habitat having Class I or II suitability for grizzly bears (RISC 199920) has been mapped at 1:20,000 scale
over the entire EBM planning area (Central & North Coast). Other habitat Classes, covering the rest of
the landscape (i.e., Class III to VI), have not been mapped. Class I and II habitats were classified with
respect to season of use: early spring, late spring, summer and fall (see MacHutchon 200721 or Horn
200922 for a summary of the various mapping projects and methods).
Habitat quality depends on relatively stable food production. Floodplains, fans, avalanche tracks,
wetlands, and estuaries experience relatively-frequent, localized disturbance, promoting a steady supply
of early-seral forage.
Long-term declines in salmon abundance could substantially reduce bear density. Interior populations
that do not feed on salmon typically have lower density than coastal populations. It is possible that
reduced salmon abundance may mean that berry producing or other habitats become more important
to bears over time. Climate change may affect salmon abundance, berry productivity, and other bear
foods.
2.1.2

Mortality risk

Because grizzly bears have low reproductive and dispersal potential, mortality (especially of adult
females) can greatly influence local populations. Legal hunting, illegal killing, and control kills including
“defence of life and property”, can be a major source of bear mortality. Interference competition among
bears can also be a substantial mortality source, particularly for cubs and subdominant individuals.
Human activity can influence habitat partitioning and thus competition among individuals in complex
ways that are not well understood.
Human/bear interaction

Bears are shot by hunters, poachers and in defence of life and property. In all these cases, the likelihood
of mortality depends on the number of people in bear habitat, the behaviour of those people, and
whether they are armed or not. The encounter rate between bears and people depends on ease of
access from human population centres and on the size of those human populations. Roads increase
access, but, in coastal BC, some road networks can only be accessed by boat, limiting use. Boats,
however, can also provide direct access to certain seasonally-important bear habitats (e.g., estuaries,
intertidal shorelines, lower reaches of rivers). An index of remoteness that accounts for human
population, access and other factors could be developed (e.g., modeled or based on expert assessment)
to estimate the risk of human/bear interaction.23 Management can lower human-caused mortality risk:
for example, roads can be gated or deactivated and hunting can be directly regulated. Limiting human
access, however, is not always easy or successful.
Attractants, such as garbage, bring bears close to human habitation and can lead to bears being killed in
defence of life and property. Education (e.g., bear awareness) about how to manage attractants in
wilderness settings can reduce such mortality. For example, camps and lodges in occupied grizzly bear
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range have historically been a substantial mortality source, but the individual impact of such sites has
generally reduced in recent decades through education and changing attitudes and values. An individual
bear's history with people influences the chance of that bear dying due to conflict with people. For
example, bears conditioned to human food pose a potential safety risk to people or property and are
usually killed.

2.2 Risk to population versus Class II habitat (sub-regional scale)
This section estimates risk to grizzly bear populations for different levels of habitat abundance. It begins
by recommending a habitat indicator and then plots a hypothesized relationship between risk and
habitat; it identifies low- and high-risk habitat thresholds and discusses uncertainty around the
hypothesized relationship.
2.2.1

Recommended habitat indicator

A good habitat indicator is strongly linked to risk and to management action and improves the accuracy
of risk projections. Habitat indicators are difficult to measure accurately and contribute to uncertainty in
risk projections.
The recommended indicator is the percent of naturally-occurring Class II habitat that remains in each
sub-region, assuming that all remaining Class I habitat is protected. Class I and II habitats are important
sources of forage for bears. Retaining all Class I habitat is thought to be necessary to avoid risk in excess
of the high-risk threshold (and protection of Class I is currently legislated and thus not open to
modification), so only the response of risk to variation in Class II habitat is considered in the habitat
alteration-response model below. Class I and II habitats have been mapped at 1:20,000 scale over the
entire Central & North Coast20, 21,22. Lower classes of habitat are considered to be part of forest matrix
and are managed together via seral stage distributions.
The indicator expresses intact Class II habitat as a percentage of historic natural conditions: 100 percent
refers to the historic natural abundance of Class II habitat. Historic natural abundance could be
estimated by modifying habitat capability maps to account for natural disturbance, however, habitat
capability has not been mapped.
The sub-region is an appropriate scale for grizzly bear management, provided Class II habitat
conservation is guided by biologists with expertise in grizzly bear habitat requirements. Uniform
landscape unit targets would limit flexibility to protect more habitat in the landscape units where the
most population benefit is likely. Conservation efforts should consider the distribution of habitat among
grizzly bear population units.
2.2.2

Habitat alteration-response model

This sub-section shows how risk to the grizzly bear population varies with habitat abundance. Risk is the
probability and severity of undesired consequences. EBM defines low- and high-risk thresholds—points
where relatively rapid changes in risk begin. By considering habitat levels that match these risk
thresholds and by envisioning the general response of risk to habitat abundance, workshop participants
developed a hypothesized risk relationship.
Estimates of uncertainty are as important as estimates of risk. The estimates of risk are preliminary
and should be improved through adaptive management.
Assuming a moderate level of risk due to non-habitat factors at the sub-regional scale, the experts felt
that keeping 100% of Class I habitat was necessary to prevent risk from exceeding the high threshold.
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Additional conservation of Class II habitat would move risk from somewhere near high to somewhere
near low (Figure 2-2).
Total uncertainty is very high (dotted lines) and is dominated by uncertain levels of human-bear
interaction and salmon abundance. Dashed lines show uncertainty related to habitat type and context,
which vary among landscape units. Uncertainty bands are considered to be relatively less accurate than
the best-estimate curve and should not be used as the basis for management targets. Rather,
uncertainty bands provide an indication of the range of potential risk outcomes at a given habitat
abundance—some risk estimates will be more certain than others.
Figure 2-2 refers to 100% of remaining Class I habitat rather than 100% of natural levels of Class I
habitat. Although Class I habitat has been reduced below natural levels, particularly in the South Central
Coast, Figure 2-2 is considered to be sufficiently accurate at the sub-regional scale if Class II habitats are
retained where they are most beneficial. Uncertainty due to habitat location, depicted in the figure,
accounts for situations where less Class I habitat is available and indicates that risk will increase if
habitat is not selected wisely (e.g., Class II habitat may be more beneficial in watersheds where Class I
habitat has been lost). Figure 2-2 applies to the sub-regional scale. Some smaller landscapes may have
already been affected more than indicated in the figure by loss of Class I habitat.
The grizzly bear population units on the coast are considered to have high effectiveness relative to their
capability24 so historic loss of class I habitat does not seem to have caused substantial impacts. Many
Class I foraging habitats are non-forested and thermal/ security habitat around them has partly or
largely recovered following primary harvesting.
Rationale for risk curve:
To explore the influence of habitat on risk, bear experts began by plotting risk to bears against Class I
and II habitat abundance (combined) under the unrealistic assumption that no other threats to bears
exist (see Figure 2-4 in section 2.5 Supplemental Information). In general, risk increases as habitat is lost,
but also, risk increases at all habitat levels as other threats (e.g., human/bear interaction, reduced
salmon abundance) increase. The habitat abundance where a low- or high-risk threshold is crossed thus
depends on how far the curve is shifted up or down by non-habitat threats. While uncertainty is high, a
reasoned estimate suggests that at the sub-regional level, bear populations probably currently face a
moderate level of risk due to non-habitat factors (e.g., human/bear interaction and salmon abundance)
and consequently experts felt that retaining all Class II habitat corresponds to the low-risk threshold and
retaining zero Class II habitat corresponds to the high-risk threshold (Figure 2-2). For illustrative
purposes, Figure 2-2 is necessarily an approximate average for the sub-region. It is expected that in
some landscape units, threats pose relatively high-risk and in others relatively low risk, which would
shift the curve up or down, respectively. It is also expected that the slope of the line in Figure 2-2 will
vary by landscape unit. Within landscape units, the slope depends on the abundance and location of
Class I and II habitats and the consequent ability of Class II protection to mitigate threats such as
human/bear interaction. It is possible to imagine scenarios where protecting Class II habitat shifts risk
from high to low within a particular landscape unit.
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habitat location

Total
Uncertainty

LRT

0

50

100
Estimated ranges
for risk thresholds
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Habitat means Class II habitat and
assumes 100% of Class I is protected
Figure 2-2. Hypothesized relationship. Probability of significant grizzly bear population decline versus percentage
of naturally occurring Class II habitat remaining: solid line is best-estimate given estimated current threat levels;
dashed lines show uncertainty related to habitat selection (see uncertainties 3 and 4); dotted lines show
uncertainty related primarily to human/bear interaction and salmon abundance. HRT = high-risk threshold; LRT =
low-risk threshold. Circle shows estimated HRT; diamond shows estimated LRT.
2.2.3

Class II Habitat Thresholds

The low-risk threshold is the point where the population abundance and distribution likely becomes
noticeably different from the natural range of variation. The high-risk threshold is the point where
serious ecological impacts likely begin; it is conceptually similar to a minimum viable population.
At the sub-regional scale and envisioning current threat levels (Class I habitat protected, limited
human/bear interaction, moderate to good salmon stocks, limited population fragmentation, moderate
to good seral stage distribution and no climate change), the following thresholds apply:
Low-risk threshold: approximately 100% (uncertainty range 40 to 100) Class II habitat remaining,
assuming 100% Class I habitat remains.
High-risk threshold: approximately 0% (uncertainty range 0 to 100) Class II habitat remaining, assuming
100% Class I habitat remains.
Note that uncertainty about the actual risk levels at threshold amounts of habitat is very high due to
non-habitat factors such as human-bear interaction and salmon abundance.
Rationale for thresholds : The low-risk threshold is identified as 100% Class II and 100% Class I based on
estimated natural variation in population distribution and abundance and considers changes to the
landscape associated with development. The high-risk threshold is identified as 0% Class II and 100%
Class I habitat because habitat provides forage and security cover. Forage and security cover is
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necessary for survival, particularly in situations with high human-bear interaction and/or low salmon
abundance. The threshold estimate, and more generally the value of habitat, depends greatly on the
non-habitat context—particularly salmon availability and human-bear interaction.
Additional guidance on habitat retention: There is no obvious reason why a moderate risk midpoint
would not lie half way between the low- and high-risk thresholds, at 50% habitat abundance.
Associated management recommendationsii:
1. Manage for grizzly bear habitat at the sub-regional scale.
2. Ensure all existing Class I habitat is protected.
3. Retain those Class II habitats that likely yield the best population response.
4. Develop an index of remoteness to assess risk related to human/bear interaction.
5. Monitor and manage causes of bear mortality (human/bear interaction).
6. Monitor and manage causes of population fragmentation.
With respect to retaining the most beneficial Class II habitats (recommendation 3), the following
factors should be considered: the amount and distribution of Class I and II habitats in the landscape
unit; the amount and distribution of Class I and II habitats in the sub-region; the seasonal type of
Class I and II habitats available; and the value of Class I and II habitats for security cover in situations
where human-bear conflict is likely. If Class I habitat is abundant, retention of Class II habitat is less
valuable. If Class II habitat is rare, it may be very valuable or hardly used depending on context.
Retaining Class II is valuable if the habitat fills a shortfall in forage supply in a particular season.
Sometimes retaining concentrations of habitat will be relatively beneficial; other times dispersed
habitat retention will be better.
2.2.4

Assumptions and uncertainty

The best-estimate curve and related thresholds apply to situations where the following assumptions are
met (the first five assumptions relate to management):








100% of Class I habitat protected
Retained Class II habitats are neither the most nor the least beneficial
EBM creates moderate to good seral stage distribution
Current level of population connectivity (affected by fragmentation)
Current level of human/bear interaction (affected by access)
Current salmon stocks
No climate change effects

Ecological systems are complex and responses to management are uncertain. Decision-makers need to
be aware of uncertainty for two reasons: they may wish to apply a precautionary approach when
uncertainty is high; they may wish to use adaptive management to reduce uncertainty. In addition to the
uncertainties discussed below, see Horn et al. (2009)18 for research and inventory gaps.
Total uncertainty (dotted lines in Figure 2-2) is moderate when little or no Class II habitat is retained
and large elsewhere. Table 2-1 provides an overview of factors that cause uncertainty, including data

ii

These are draft recommendations. Operational implications require consideration before these draft
recommendations are applied.
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uncertainty (where habitat maps are of poor or inconsistent quality), knowledge uncertainty (where
effects of management actions or natural factors on populations are poorly understood) and
management uncertainty (where it is not known whether a management action will be implemented).
The uncertainties and related assumptions are discussed in more detail below the table (and follow the
same numbering scheme as the table).
Overall, management uncertainty accounts for the largest portion of total uncertainty. The two main
uncertainties relate to human/bear interaction (management uncertainty) and salmon abundance
(knowledge uncertainty). Specifically, the level to which future development will affect human-bear
interaction is unknown. Also, the seasonal type and context of a habitat patch can have a substantial
influence on its value for bears. Data uncertainty can be reduced by improving habitat inventories.
Management uncertainty can be reduced by confirming management direction—will practices that
reduce risk be adopted?
Table 2-1. Sources of uncertainty and their effects on risk. Sources of uncertainty and their effects on risk. Unless
otherwise noted, these uncertainties were considered when constructing the uncertainty bands of Figure 2-2.
Uncertainty*

Effect on level of
risk**

Magnitude of
impact***

Increase or
decrease

Small

2. If Class I habitats are not protected

Increase

Medium

3. If more valuable (e.g., seasonally-limited) Class II
habitats are protected

Decrease

Small

4. If less valuable (e.g., seasonally-abundant) Class II
habitats are protected

Increase

Small

5. If EBM creates a better or worse seral stage
distribution than expected

Increase or
decrease

Small

6. If human/bear interaction increases to substantial
levels.

Increase

Large

7. If development fragments the population.

Increase

Uncertain

8. If salmon management leads to declining stocks

Increase

Large

9. If salmon stocks decline

Increase

Large

10. If social interactions among bears increases mortality

Increase

Medium

11. If climate change affects bears (not included in
uncertainty bands)

Increase or
decrease

Unknown

Data Uncertainty
1. If the accuracy and scope (e.g., includes Class III to VI
habitat or habitat capability) of habitat maps improves
Management Uncertainty

Knowledge Uncertainty

* Uncertainties are expressed relative to assumptions used to develop the best-estimate curve.
**Shows whether risk increases or decreases if assumptions are not met.
***Small uncertainty means that risk changes by < 33%; medium means a 33-67% change; and large means a >67%
change, where risk ranges from 0 to 100%.—“small” uncertainty can still have substantial ecological effects.
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Data uncertainty

1. Mapping errors cause minor uncertainty. All maps have errors, however most important bear
habitats can be readily identified or verified from air photos.
Management uncertainty

2. Figure 2-2 assumes that all existing Class I habitat is protected, thus even if no Class II habitat is
protected, risk does not exceed the high-risk threshold, subject to other assumptions. Loss of Class I
habitat can increase risk above the high-risk threshold even if all Class II habitat is protected.
3. The solid line in Figure 2-2 is the best-estimate, assuming habitats are selected for conservation
approximately randomly. The dashed lines reflect variation in habitat selection, in particular
variation in the allocation among landscape units. For the best conservation results, Class II habitat
should be distributed among landscape units in a sub-region considering the characteristics of each
landscape unit. For example, Class II may be reserved where early spring habitats and low-elevation
Class II habitats are less common and/or under risk from harvesting; Class II may be reserved near to
or within core habitat areas; Class II habitat may be excluded from reserves where it is isolated and
ineffective; Class II may be less important in reserves if there is ample Class I habitat and only
marginally more Class II.
Applying risk targets at the sub-regional scale allows the proportion of suitable habitat retained to
vary among landscape units. Overall risk depends on the sum of differential effects across landscape
units. In the best case, if the locations of Class II habitat are well selected, then risk remains near low
until approximately 30% of the Class II habitat is removed (lower dashed curve). This curve assumes
that a bear biologist selects habitat based on conservation value alone (i.e., irrespective of timber
value). In the worst case, where remaining habitats have less value because of their poor location,
risk follows the upper dashed line. Class II habitat is particularly important in the following
situations:


Class II habitat provides important forage if the rest of the habitat (i.e., Class I habitat and seral
stage distribution) does not.



Class II habitat fills a gap in seasonal habitat availability where other available habitats are used
in different seasons.



Class II habitat provides important security cover if the rest of the habitat does not, and
particularly in landscape units where human/bear interaction is of concern.



Class II habitat may be critically important in landscapes where there is not much Class I habitat
(and so not much habitat in legal reserves), but more Class II habitat.

4. See #3 above.
5. Seral stage distribution across the landscape causes minor uncertainty. Extensive tracts of mid-seral
forest shift the curve up, increasing risk at a given habitat level. A highly-varied seral stage
distribution, where older forest lies adjacent to recent harvest openings (and where stand
management creates gaps), shifts the curve down, reducing risk.
6. If human/bear interaction (and hence bear mortality) becomes substantial, then the risk will exceed
the high-risk threshold, irrespective of Class I and II habitat abundance.
7. Figure 2-2 assumes population connectivity remains at current levels. Industrial development,
recreation and settlement can displace bears from habitat and contribute to population
fragmentation.
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8. If poor salmon management leads to a substantial decline in salmon stocks, then risk may approach
the high-risk threshold, irrespective of Class I and II habitat abundance. Although a grizzly bear
population is likely to persist (i.e., will not have exceeded the high-risk threshold), abundance and
distribution will probably be reduced relative to natural and historic conditions.
Knowledge uncertainty

9. If salmon stocks decline substantially for unknown reasons, then consequences will be the same as
described in #8.
10. If social interactions among bears lead to increased mortality and/or reduced access to habitat, then
risk will increase. Loss of habitat or displacement of a bear can have broader repercussions,
including mortality, as bears interact and compete for available territories.
11. Climate change was not included in the uncertainty bands, the additional influence of which is
unclear.

2.3 Risk to population versus human/bear interaction (landscape unit
scale)
Human/bear interaction leading to human-caused mortality poses the largest potential threat to grizzly
bear populations. The general shape of the response curve is known: risk increases exponentially as
remoteness decreases (e.g., Figure 2-3). The remoteness scores (X-axis of Figure 2-3) of landscape units
in the EBM study area are currently unknown, however, remoteness indices from other areas could be
tailored for the EBM study area or alternatively the remoteness of each landscape unit could be rated by
experts (reducing time and effort, but also accuracy).
Lack of information about human/bear interaction and human-caused mortality risk causes huge
uncertainty about the ability of habitat management to conserve grizzly bear populations. It also makes
accurate determination of risk thresholds impossible. To better understand the risk posed by
human/bear interaction, a remoteness indicator needs to be developed and both the current level and
anticipated future level of remoteness need to be characterized: current remoteness reflects current
patterns of access and human settlement; future remoteness reflects projected development and
management strategies that limit access and or human encroachment.
Uncertainty around the curve (not shown) reflects variation in such factors as attractant handling,
hunting and poaching effort, and bear history. Management actions such as access restrictions can be
directly incorporated into the remoteness index. Different curves can be created to reflect differences in
hunting regulations.
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Risk to population

High

a) e.g., Whistler, Pemberton
b) e.g., Bella Coola valley

Low
Low

a)

b)

High

Remoteness (relative to natural)
Figure 2-3. Example of general relationship between the risk to the bear population and remoteness.

2.4 Level of agreement
Experts support the general content of this report, recognizing that many statements are based on
expert opinion and interpretation of the available literature. Threshold estimates are neither accurate
nor precise. They should only be used for strategic assessment of habitat supply at a coarse spatial scale.

2.5 Supplemental Information. Risk to grizzly bears versus Class I
and II habitat (landscape unit scale)
As an intermediate step in building the final grizzly bear response curve shown in Figure 2-2, grizzly bear
experts considered the following hypothetical, unrealistic, no-threat scenario. At the Landscape Unit
scale, risk to a grizzly bear population increases as the amount of Class I and II habitat decreases (solid
line Figure 2-4). The solid line shows the best-estimate response for an optimistic no-threat scenario,
where no risk is posed by human-caused direct mortality, by anthropogenic fragmentation of the bear
population, by displacement from habitat or by loss of salmon; therefore, the scenario is considered
unrealistic. The best-estimate curve assumes that retained habitat is representative of the natural range
of habitat quality and that the seral stage distribution is neither particularly beneficial nor detrimental.
Although the steepness of the curve and exact Y-intercept are debatable, under this scenario risk does
not exceed the high-risk threshold.
The solid line envisions a seral stage distribution that might be achievable under EBM. The fine-dashed
lines show some relatively low uncertainty related to seral stage distribution across the landscape. A
seral stage distribution with low variation shifts the curve right, increasing risk at a given habitat level. A
highly-varied seral stage distribution (and stand management to create gaps) shifts the curve left.
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This solid line also envisions a generic landscape unit. Some landscape units (core) are more important
for bears than others (peripheral). At the sub-regional scale, the distribution of habitat among landscape
units causes uncertainty bands similar to the fine-dashed lines.

High human/bear conflict
High
Large decline in salmon stock

Optimistic no-threat scenario
Uncertainty related to seral stage
or to landscape unit

Low
0

100
Class I and II habitat (% of natural)

Figure 2-4. Hypothesized relationship. Risk to grizzly bear population versus percentage of naturally occurring Class
I and II habitat present: heavy solid line is best-estimate for an unrealistic no-threat scenario; dotted lines show
uncertainty related to seral-stage distribution; light solid line shows scenario with substantially reduced salmon
stocks; dashed line shows scenario with high human/bear interaction.

This graph illustrates that the effect of non-habitat issues, primarily changes in salmon availability and in
human access and human-caused mortality, typically overwhelm habitat issues. Regardless of Class I and
II habitat abundance, risk will approach high if salmon are lost or substantially reduced. Although a
grizzly bear population is likely to persist if salmon are lost, (i.e., will not exceed the high-risk threshold),
the abundance and distribution of the bear population will be compromised relative to natural and
historic conditions. If human-caused mortality becomes substantial, then risk will be high, irrespective of
Class I and II habitat abundance.
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3 Mountain Goat (Oreamnos americanus)
Species experts:
Kim Brunt, MSc, RPBio, Ministry of Environment, Nanaimo, BC
Ken Dunsworth, Ministry of Environment, Bella Coola, BC
Brad Pollard, BSc, RPBio #751, Terrace, BC
Facilitators:
Dave Daust, MSc, RPF, Consultant, Telkwa, BC
Leah Malkinson, Integrated Land Management Bureau, Victoria, BC
Reliability of information presented
Estimates of species responses to habitat abundance, and related estimates of uncertainty, presented in
this section are necessarily subjective because existing knowledge is limited. Species responses to
habitat and related thresholds are presented in graphs—these graphs capture hypothesized
relationships; they are based on opinion, not directly on data. Species responses are based on
interpretation and extrapolation of available literature by focal species experts. Key literature has been
referenced, but a more thorough discussion of available knowledge is presented in Horn et al. (2009).
Species experts rated the quality of knowledge used to support threshold estimates for mountain goats
as low (2 out of a possible 5 points; Appendix 2). Few managed species will have knowledge quality
scores that exceed 3; deer and spotted owl may approach 4 or 5. Knowledge quality scores are partly
reflected in uncertainty bands shown in Figure 3-2. Species response graphs apply to the context
described by management assumptions (see section 3.2.4).

3.1 Overview of factors affecting coastal goat populations
Several references to published literature that support statements made in this overview section are
found in Horn et al.25 In addition, references are found in endnotes to this chapter.
Goat metapopulations26 in the EBM area are made up of a set of populations, each inhabiting a
mountain block. Mountain blocks are separated from other mountain blocks by extensive areas of high
predation risk or inhospitable terrain, such as large valleys and waterbodies, that limit connectivity
among mountain block populations. Landscape units artificially divide mountain blocks into pieces and
thus provide a poor geographic unit for goat management. Within a mountain block, the population27
divides into subpopulations, each associated with different seasonal ranges. Dispersal among
subpopulations may not be common, but given time, re-colonization of suitable goat habitat is likely if
nearby subpopulations of goats are present. Dispersal among mountain blocks is likely less frequent,
thus, repopulation of an extirpated mountain block population is much less likely; furthermore, the
uninhabited mountain block may impede gene flow across the region. Thus goat management should
aim to retain mountain block populations. It is considered more important to prevent extirpation in any
one mountain block than to maintain more robust populations in some mountain blocks while risking
extirpation in others. The appropriate scale for risk management is individual mountain blocks.
Population viability reflects habitat effectiveness, mortality risk and stochastic environmental factors
(Figure 3-1). From the limited amount of inventory that has been done, and at least for the South
Central Coast and Central Coast sub-regions, mountain goat populations are currently down by as much
as 50% from previous (1990-2000) levels for unknown reasons (e.g., predation, disease). With such
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population fluctuations, even a relatively small reduction in habitat effectiveness or increase in mortality
risk can affect population viability.
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Figure 3-1. Conceptual model of factors influencing coastal mountain goat populations. Numbers provide a rough
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assessment of relative degree of influence3(1=low, 2=med, 3=high)
across a range of different contexts.
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3.1.1

Habitat effectiveness

Habitat effectiveness accounts for the suitability of the physical habitat and for anthropogenic
disturbance that may constrain habitat use.
Suitable habitat

Goats use four major habitat types. Winter range consists of escape terrain intermixed with suitable
forest cover (i.e., mature and old forest). Natal areas and nursery areas occur in rugged, cliffy terrain
that lies within or adjacent to the forested portion of the winter range; protecting winter range should
protect a high proportion of natal and nursery areas. Summer range consists of alpine and subalpine
areas. Most habitat use occurs within 400 m of escape terrain during summer, and within 250 m during
winter.
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Threats to suitable habitat

Logging can remove the forested portions of winter ranges and natal areas, and the forest adjacent to
nursery areas, which either dramatically decreases, or eliminates, suitable habitat in these areas. Roads,
power lines and cutblocks can fragment habitat, increase edge, increase hunter and predator access,
and create isolated habitat patches, making it more difficult to evade predation and limiting recolonization and gene flow. Summer range is abundant and not threatened, however, historic fire
suppression has probably reduced the area of sub-alpine forage. Climate change is expected to increase
the elevation where forests occur, changing the availability of alpine ecosystems.
Disturbance

Disturbance (e.g., recreational and/or industrial activity) can lead to reduced use of important habitats.
Goats may habituate to some noises, such as regular traffic. Sporadically-occurring helicopter flights
and/or snowmobile traffic are considered to have more impact. Disturbance is divided into short term
and long term. The loss of condition and consequent possibility of mortality or reproductive failure
related to disturbance may not be a substantial concern for the population if an activity is short term
(e.g., road construction or harvesting over one or two winters), however, exclusion of goat use of winter
ranges for even a relatively short period during severe winter conditions could represent a substantial
impact to a local population. Over the long term, if habituation does not occur, disturbances such as
helicopter-skiing operations, scheduled flights and snowmobile recreation have the potential to
substantially reduce habitat use and increase risk to the population in the affected winter range. If
recreation and industrial activity expand to affect several winter ranges, the entire population in the
mountain block may be affected.
3.1.2

Mortality risk

Primary causes of mortality include over-winter starvation, predation, hunting, avalanches and falls.
Wolves, cougars, grizzly bears and golden eagles are considered to be the main predators. Roads may
increase access for ground-based predators that were not previously present. Roads in or near critical
winter range are of particular concern.
Hunting mortality typically falls below what is thought to be a sustainable harvest in the EBM area.
Roads near goat habitat can increase the risk of hunting mortality, particularly if the road network is
accessible. Some coastal road networks are accessible only by boat, but the increasing use of all-terrain
vehicles can increase vulnerability of goats in these areas as well. If considered to be a limiting factor,
regulated hunting activity can be managed through practices such as limited entry hunting and/or
access management. Mitigating the effects of increased mortality from illegal/unregulated hunting as a
result of increased access is much more problematic.
Falls that occur when fleeing from predators are considered as part of predation. Human disturbance
can lead to falls but the risk is considered to be minor.
3.1.3

Connectivity

Goats move among habitats within and between seasonal ranges, commonly travelling along mountain
ridges in alpine, subalpine and forested habitats. Dispersal among seasonal ranges is relatively
uncommon. Goats also use ridgelines associated with gullies to travel between elevations, selecting
portions of seasonal ranges appropriate for the weather conditions. The impacts of fragmenting
traditional movement corridors are not well understood, however fragmentation may substantially
impact goat populations in a specific mountain block because it reduces habitat effectiveness (see
Threats to suitable habitat above).
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3.2 Risk to population versus habitat abundance (mountain-block
scale)
This section estimates risk to goat populations for different levels of habitat abundance. It begins by
recommending a habitat indicator and then plots a hypothesized relationship between risk and habitat;
it identifies low- and high-risk habitat thresholds and discusses uncertainty around the hypothesized
relationship.
3.2.1

Recommended habitat indicator

A good habitat indicator is strongly linked to risk and to management action and improves the accuracy
of risk projections. Habitat indicators are difficult to measure accurately and contribute to uncertainty in
risk projections.
The recommended indicator is the percent of naturally-occurring winter ranges that remain intact in
each mountain block. Risk to goat populations is strongly influenced by the abundance of seasonal
habitats. Winter ranges are considered to be a key seasonal habitat requirement for coastal goats.
Winter range habitats, consisting of escape terrain intermixed with suitable forest cover (i.e., mature
and old forest), usually occur as a set of distinct patches within a mountain block. Winter ranges vary in
quality (suitability). The indicator assumes a representative distribution of winter range qualities.
Winter range suitability maps vary among sub-regions28. In the North and Central Coast, maps describe
potential winter range habitat as either suitable or unsuitable. In the South Central Coast, winter range
is divided into Type 1 (very high value) and Type 2 (high value). In the North Coast and Central Coast, the
recommended indicator refers to suitable winter ranges. In the South Central Coast, the recommended
indicator refers to Type 1 habitat, however Type 2 habitat may be substituted subject to two conditions:
each two units of Type 2 habitat equals one unit of Type 1 habitat; a minimum of 70% Type 1 habitat is
retained28.
The indicator assumes that maps of current winter ranges are biologically determined (i.e., mapped
and field-checked by biologists with expertise in mapping goat habitat suitability) and that boundaries
have not been modified to address other resource interests. For a winter range to be “intact”, the
forested portion of the winter range must not have been logged or otherwise developed. Many
established goat winter ranges do not meet this criteria because they have been modified to
accommodate timber harvesting.
The indicator expresses intact winter ranges as a percentage of historic natural conditions: 100
percent refers to the historic natural abundance of winter ranges. Historic natural abundance can be
estimated by modifying habitat capability maps to account for natural disturbance. In other words,
estimates of naturally-occurring suitable winter ranges include those areas that were habitat in the past,
but have since been harvested. Due to limited disturbance of high elevation forests in coastal BC,
historical natural abundance will be similar to capability.
Mountain blocks are the most appropriate scale for management because each mountain block
supports a relatively isolated population and loss of a population may substantially affect
metapopulation dynamics.
3.2.2

Habitat alteration-response model

This sub-section shows how risk to the goat population varies with habitat abundance. Risk is the
probability and severity of undesired consequences. EBM defines low- and high-risk thresholds—points
where relatively rapid changes in risk begin. By considering habitat levels that match these risk
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thresholds and by envisioning the general response of risk to habitat abundance, workshop participants
developed a hypothesized risk relationship.
Estimates of uncertainty are as important as estimates of risk. The estimates of risk are preliminary
and should be improved through adaptive management.
Assuming other seasonal habitats are intact, risk to goat populations increases as the percentage of
intact winter ranges in a mountain block decreases (Figure 3-2). Risk is less than the low-risk threshold
when more than 90% of the natural number of winter ranges remain intact. Risk increases as the
availability of winter ranges declines from 90% to 60%. Below 60%, risk is higher than the high-risk
threshold.
The solid line (Figure 3-2) shows the best-estimate relationship. Dashed lines show estimated total
uncertainty bands. Some single sources of uncertainty are large enough to cause big changes in risk by
themselves, but uncertainties are unlikely to all causes shifts in the same direction at the same time.
Uncertainty bands are considered to be relatively less accurate than the best-estimate curve and should
not be used as the basis for management targets. Rather, uncertainty bands provide an indication of the
range of potential risk outcomes at a given habitat abundance—some risk estimates will be more certain
than others.
The habitat response curve for goats is shifted to the right relative to a general biodiversity curve (based
on a meta-analysis of the habitat requirements of multiple species) and is consistent with the findings
that specialist species are more sensitive to habitat loss29. Goats are likely more sensitive to habitat loss
than many other species for two reasons: they have a low recruitment rate; and they live in relatively
isolated sub-populations that can limit re-colonisation and possibly gene transfer.
Estimates of risk in Figure 3-2 apply to the mountain block scale. The mountain block was identified as
the most appropriate scale for assessing risk to, and providing management direction for, goat
populations, because goat subpopulations are reasonably well connected at this scale. Identifying risk
thresholds at a sub-regional scale was considered problematic because sub-regional targets allow
harvesting to concentrate in particular mountain blocks and could result in insufficient winter ranges
(high-risk situations) at the mountain block scale. Loss of a mountain block population is considered to
represent serious ecological consequences. Re-colonization could be unlikely, even if sufficient habitat
quality and quantity is subsequently achieved. An uninhabited mountain block can also act as a barrier
to gene flow, because it no longer serves as a stepping stone between adjacent mountain blocks. Thus,
risk at the sub-regional scale reflects the risk level of the mountain block with the fewest intact winter
ranges.
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Figure 3-2. Hypothesized relationship. Risk to the mountain goat population at the mountain block scale versus
percent of naturally-occurring winter ranges that remain intact within a mountain block. HRT=high-risk threshold;
LRT=low-risk threshold. Circle shows estimated HRT; diamond shows estimated LRT.
3.2.3

Low- and high-risk habitat thresholds

The low-risk threshold is the point where the population abundance and distribution likely becomes
noticeably different from the natural range of variation. The high-risk threshold is the point where
serious ecological impacts likely begin; it is conceptually similar to a minimum viable population.
Without considering climate change and subject to the assumptions and uncertainties described below,
the best estimates of low- and high-risk thresholds are as follows (see also Horn and Rumsey 200928):
Low-risk threshold: 90% (uncertainty range 65 to 100) of the natural abundance of winter ranges
retained intact within a mountain block; 10% reduction from natural.
High-risk threshold: 60% (uncertainty range 45 to 95) of the natural abundance of winter ranges
retained intact within a mountain block; 40% reduction from natural.
Of particular importance, these thresholds assume intact winter ranges are not partly harvested and that
the ratio of good quality to poor quality winter ranges remains constant.
Rationale for thresholds: The low-risk threshold is based on an estimate of when a difference from the
natural population distribution and abundance would become detectable, and considers changes to the
landscape associated with development. The high-risk threshold is set at a relatively high habitat
abundance because goats are likely more sensitive to habitat loss than many other species for two
reasons: they have a low recruitment rate and they live in relatively isolated sub-populations that can
limit re-colonisation and possibly gene transfer. Winter ranges are essential for overwinter survival.
Additional guidance on habitat retention: It is reasonable to estimate that a moderate risk midpoint
would lie half way between the low- and high-risk thresholds, at 75% habitat abundance.
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Associated management recommendationsiii, iv:
1. Manage for risk targets at the mountain block scale for mountain goats.
2. Use best estimates of winter range habitat suitability:
a. based on photo interpretation and field verification by biologists
b. based on existing biologically appropriate (not negotiated UWR) habitat suitability
maps.
3. Determine naturally-occurring winter range based on habitat capability maps modified to
account for natural disturbance.
4. Ensure a representative proportion of better quality winter ranges are retained. No harvesting
in any winter range should occur until adequate information is available on the distribution and
quality of winter ranges in the relevant mountain block.
5. Do not harvest any portion of retained winter ranges.
6. Monitor and manage noise disturbance.
7. Monitor and manage mortality risk related to watershed development.
8. Identify and manage mineral licks at the stand scale.
3.2.4

Assumptions and uncertainty

The best-estimate curve and related thresholds apply to situations that meet the following management
assumptions:
 If any portion of a biologically-determined winter range is harvested or if boundaries are altered
to allow harvesting, the winter range is no longer considered intact and does not contribute to
habitat.
 A representative proportion of better quality winter ranges is retained.
 Noise disturbance remains relatively uncommon.
 Mineral licks are protected during site-level planning.
Ecological systems are complex and responses to management are uncertain. Decision-makers need to
be aware of uncertainty for two reasons: they may wish to apply a precautionary approach when
uncertainty is high; they may wish to use adaptive management to reduce uncertainty. In addition to the
uncertainties discussed below, see Horn et al. (2009)25 for research and inventory gaps.
Total uncertainty (dashed lines in Figure 3-2) is high when intact winter ranges are relatively abundant
and low when intact winter ranges are relatively scarce. Table 3-1 provides an overview of factors that
cause uncertainty, including data uncertainty (where habitat maps are of poor or inconsistent quality),
knowledge uncertainty (where effects of management actions or natural factors on populations are
poorly understood) and management uncertainty (where it is not known whether a management action
will be implemented). The uncertainties and related assumptions are discussed in more detail below the
table (and follow the same numbering scheme as the table).

iii

These are draft recommendations. Operational implications require consideration before these draft
recommendations are applied.
iv

Recommendations are based on assumptions used to develop best-estimate curve.
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Knowledge uncertainty accounts for the highest proportion of total uncertainty. The response of goats
to development, including noise disturbance, increased access and habitat fragmentation is poorly
known. Also, overwinter survival is a significant and highly variable mortality agent. Data uncertainty can
be reduced by improving habitat inventories. Management uncertainty can be reduced by confirming
management direction—will practices that reduce risk be adopted?
Table 3-1. Sources of uncertainty and their effects on risk. Unless otherwise noted, these uncertainties
were considered when constructing the uncertainty bands of Figure 3-2.
Uncertainty*

Effect on level of
risk**

Magnitude of
impact***

1. If Boundaries of goat winter range maps are modified
to accommodate other resource uses.

Increase

Medium

2. If maps are based on models of habitat suitability and
not field verified.

Increase or
decrease

Medium

3. If the amount of naturally-occurring winter range is
overestimated or underestimated based on capability
maps and natural disturbance

Increase or
decrease

Small

4. If winter ranges are partly harvested

Increase

Large, near low risk

5. If the best quality winter ranges are retained

Decrease

Med, near HRT

6. If the worst quality winter ranges are retained

Increase

Large, near LRT

7. If levels of long-term noise disturbance increase

Increase

8. If mineral licks are not protected

Increase

Unknown, but
potentially large
Unknown, but
potentially large

Data Uncertainty

Management Uncertainty

Knowledge Uncertainty
9. If hunting and predation mortality increase in response
to planned levels of watershed development.

Increase

Unknown, but
potentially large

10. If connectivity along movement corridors decreases
due to development.

Increase

Unknown, but
potentially large

11. If climate change reduces habitat suitability or poses
other threats (climate change is not included in
uncertainty bands).

Increase

Unknown, but
potentially large

* Uncertainties are expressed relative to assumptions used to develop the best-estimate curve.
**Shows whether risk increases or decreases if assumptions are not met.
***Small uncertainty means that risk changes by < 33%; medium means a 33-67% change; and large means a >67%
change, where risk ranges from 0 to 100%.
Data uncertainty

The best-estimate curve assumes that winter range maps are based on photo interpretation and field
verification by biologists familiar with coastal mountain goat habitat requirements. Such maps can be
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referred to as biologically-determined goat winter range maps. In reality, existing maps have two
substantial limitations.
1) First, biologically-mapped winter ranges may have been modified to accommodate other resource
uses (i.e., these maps may no longer represent an accurate assessment of all suitable goat winterrange habitat and have already increased risk).
2) Second, in many areas, winter ranges are based on models of habitat suitability, which may or may
not have been ground-verified. These models may either overestimate or underestimate suitable
habitat and will inaccurately represent the locations of actual habitat (may either increase or
decrease risk).
3) In the X-axis of Figure 3-2, historic natural conditions are used as a benchmark. The historic natural
abundance of winter ranges must be estimated using habitat capability maps modified to account
for natural disturbance. This uncertainty can either increase or decrease risk, however, the
magnitude of the uncertainty is very small.
Management uncertainty

4) The best-estimate curve assumes that the reserved winter ranges have their entire forested
portion intact—they are unaltered by harvesting. Many winter ranges contain relatively small
patches of critically important forested habitat, thus, even a relatively small amount of harvesting
can greatly impact the value of the winter range. In rare cases, it may be possible to remove some
non-functioning forest (i.e., initially mapped as habitat but not actually used) from a designated
winter range without substantially reducing the overall habitat value of the winter range or
increasing risk to the population. What constitutes non-functioning forest would need to be
determined by biologists with expertise in mountain goat winter range habitat suitability. However,
available science does not support any development of the functioning forest portion of goat winter
ranges. Also, harvesting non-functioning forest is usually not worthwhile because economically
viable timber typically correlates with high quality goat winter range.
Harvesting within winter ranges can only increase risk. With a high proportion of winter ranges
retained intact, partial harvesting leads to high uncertainty (and potentially high risk). When a low
proportion of winter ranges are retained intact (i.e., near the HRT), partial harvesting makes a bad
situation worse, but the uncertainty is low because the situation is already bad.
5) The best-estimate curve assumes (unrealistically) that all winter ranges have equal value for goats.
In fact, habitat effectiveness both within and between winter ranges is quite variable. Retaining a
higher proportion of the lower quality winter ranges would increase risk more than shown on the
curve. Retaining a higher proportion of the higher quality winter ranges would reduce risk more
than shown on the curve. The ratio of high quality winter ranges (higher quality habitat) to low
quality winter ranges (lower quality habitat) has a very large impact on the overall habitat
effectiveness for goat populations (for example, a mountain block with 30 winter ranges may only
have six that produce substantial nursery groups). This ratio must be considered during
conservation planning.
6) See above.
7) The best-estimate curve assumes (unrealistically) that substantial long-term anthropogenic
disturbances (e.g., snowmobiles and helicopters) are absent. Long-term disturbance has the
potential to greatly restrict winter range use (e.g., increasing risk from low to high).
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Moderate uncertainty exists about the influence of existing disturbance levels in some areas (e.g.,
increasing risk from low to moderate or moderate to high). In order to use the best-estimate curve
to guide habitat management, disturbance levels should be monitored and managed. If they are
not, then the best-estimate curve in Figure 3-2 shifts to the right and risk increases at a given habitat
abundance.
8) Mineral licks are an important habitat feature in interior goat populations. Few mineral lick locations
have been identified on the coast, but lick locations likely affect movement patterns. The bestestimate curve assumes that mineral licks will be identified and managed at the stand scale.
Knowledge uncertainty

9) The best-estimate curve assumes (unrealistically) that watershed development, particularly
increased road access, does not substantially increase mortality risk. Increased predation or hunting
facilitated by development could potentially increase risk from low to high. The amount and type of
development necessary to cause a meaningful increase in mortality risk in coastal watersheds is not
well understood. In order to use the best-estimate curve, mortality risk should be monitored and
managed.
10) The best-estimate curve assumes forest development (i.e., roads and harvesting) does not
substantially affect the connectivity of traditional movement corridors. The effect of development
on connectivity is not well understood.
11) The best-estimate curve does not account for climate change.

3.3 Level of agreement
Experts support the general content of this report, recognizing that many assumptions are based on
expert opinion and interpretation of the available literature. Threshold estimates are neither accurate
nor precise. They should only be used for strategic assessment of habitat supply at a coarse spatial scale.
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4 Marbled Murrelet (Brachyramphus marmoratus)
Marbled murrelet experts:
Alan E. Burger, PhD, Consultant, Merritt, BC
J. Douglas Steventon, MSc, RPBio, Ministry of Forests and Range, Smithers, BC
F. Louise Waterhouse, MSc, RPF, RPBio, Ministry of Forests and Range, Coast Forest Region Naniamo, BC
Facilitators:
Dave Daust, MSc, RPF, Consultant, Telkwa, BC
Laurie Kremsater, MSc, RPBio, RPF, Consultant, Abbotsford, BC.
Steve Kachanoski, Integrated Land Management Bureau, Victoria, BC
Reliability of information presented
Estimates of species responses to habitat abundance, and related estimates of uncertainty, presented in
this section are necessarily subjective because existing knowledge is limited. Species responses to
habitat and related thresholds are presented in graphs—these graphs capture hypothesized
relationships; they are based on opinion, not directly on data. Species responses are based on
interpretation and extrapolation of available literature by focal species experts. Key literature has been
referenced, but a more thorough discussion of available knowledge is presented in Horn et al. (2009).
Species experts rated the quality of knowledge used to support threshold estimates for marbled
murrelets as low to moderate (2.5 out of a possible 5 points; Appendix 2). Few managed species will
have knowledge quality scores that exceed 3; deer and spotted owl may approach 4 or 5. Knowledge
quality scores are partly reflected in uncertainty bands shown in Figure 4-4. Species response graphs
apply to the context described by management assumptions (see section 4.2.4).

4.1 Overview of factors affecting the marbled murrelet population
Several references to published literature that support statements made in this overview section are
found in Horn et al.30 In addition, references are found in endnotes to this chapter.
Marbled murrelets are small seabirds that usually nest on large mossy limbs in old forests. They are
relatively abundant in the EBM study area, but their nesting habitat is threatened by commercial
forestry. Their population viability is a function of carrying capacity, population growth rate, including
variability, and the number of, and interactions among, subpopulations (Figure 4-1)31.
4.1.1

Nest-habitat carrying capacity

Population carrying capacity (i.e., maximum long-term population size), at any given time, is limited by
the abundance and quality of forage at-sea, or by the availability of nesting habitat on-shore. We
consider nest-habitat carrying capacity, reflecting habitat abundance, to be an upper bound on
population size, and whether it is achieved is largely a function of marine conditions and nest predation
rates32,33. Nest-habitat carrying capacity is a function of nesting density (nests per unit area) and of the
area of old forest habitat34.
At a broad spatial scale, the number of murrelets returning to a catchment is linearly related to the
abundance of suitable habitat within 30 km of the ocean, including fjords (Figure 4-2)—i.e., the nesting
density is relatively constant35.
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At a finer spatial scale, nesting density potentially depends on habitat quality (habitat classes are
described in the next section). Most nests per unit area are found in Class I and II habitats (with no
evidence of discrimination between these upper classes), some nests are found in Class III and few nests
(perhaps 10%) are found in lower-quality classes (Figure 4-3). Within better habitats, nesting platforms
do not limit nesting density. Murrelets apparently space themselves to maintain a relatively low density,
perhaps as a predator-avoidance mechanism. They tend to pick new nest sites each year36.
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of factors influencing the coastal marbled murrelet population. Numbers provide
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rough qualitative assessment of relative degree of influence (1=low, 2=med, 3=high) across a range of different
contexts. They do not directly influence the risk versus habitat relationships developed below. Note that this
diagram is simplified to focus on key relationships relevant to management.
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# birds

Mean density = approx. 1 nest
(3 birds) per 30 to 60 ha

Area of habitat classes I, II, III (and bit of IV) >140 yr old
and within 30 km of ocean, including fjords
Figure 4-2. Hypothesized relationship. Number of murrelets returning to a catchment versus combined areas of
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suitable habitat; adapted from radar survey data and other large-scale population/habitat comparisons . Note
that habitat definitions vary among studies. Dashed lines show approximate uncertainty due to sampling error and
variation among catchments.
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Figure 4-3. Hypothesized relationship. Probability of nesting versus habitat class, in forest older than 140 yr; based
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on expert opinion, considering data from southern BC, i.e., South Coast and Vancouver Island . Habitat quality is
ranked from Very High (Class I) to Very Low (Class V). Class VI (Nil) has few if any nests.
Habitat quality

Essential components of nesting habitat include tall trees and forest canopy gaps, which together
facilitate access for murrelets, and broad limbs which provide platforms for nests38. While habitat
classification approaches are still being tested, a six class system (Class I: Very High; 2: High; 3:
Moderate; 4: Low; 5: Very Low; 6: Nil ) that uses air photo interpretation or aerial surveys to rank stands
by availability of key habitat components shows promise39,40 and is recommended here as the basis for
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conservation planning. References to habitat classes in the remainder of this report follow this six-class
system.
Existing habitat maps may have been derived in several ways: from existing forest inventories (age and
height class based on forest cover or VRI mapping), air photo interpretation, aerial surveys (i.e., biologist
in helicopter classifies habitat) or ground-based habitat plots (including transects). Habitat plots are the
most accurate sources; forest inventories are least accurate; air photo interpretation and aerial surveys
are intermediate. The main forest inventory variables used to predict habitat include height class (> 28.5
m) and age class (> 140 yr).
Logging

Harvesting tends to preferentially remove good murrelet habitat, because good habitat has higher
timber value. Theoretically, variable retention harvesting (i.e., retaining forest structural elements for at
lease one rotation) might retain nest platforms and provide some habitat value later in the rotation, if
murrelet habitat values are considered in the retention planning. Murrelets are known to use small
patches of good habitat within polygons of mature poor habitat, which hypothetically may be similar to
older variable retention blocks, however, variable retention may also increase fragmentation and
consequently nest predation (see section on nest predation below) or alter microclimate, increasing
nest failures. Benefits of variable retention are more likely after the harvested portions of the stand
have grown to mid age (i.e., >40 years), reducing edge effects41. At that point, retained trees may
provide nest sites and the surrounding mid-age stand would reduce predation. Currently, however, no
direct evidence supports the theoretical benefit of variable retention. Further study is required.
4.1.2

Population growth rate

Population growth rate depends on rates of reproduction and mortality and determines how closely the
population approaches nest-habitat carrying capacity (Figure 4-1). If populations are not limited by the
availability of suitable nesting habitat (see section 4.1.1), then variation in population growth results
from fluctuations in the marine environment and in rates of nest predation over time:
Marbled Murrelets are long-lived birds with a low reproduction rate.... Annual fluctuations in
adult survival are probably modest, whereas periods of low reproduction due to variation in food
resources and nest predation are more likely…42
Marine environment

The marine environment affects rates of reproduction or mortality. The food supply determines adult
and juvenile condition and consequently reproductive rate. Marbled murrelets feed on small fish (e.g.,
sand lance and juvenile herring) preferentially, but also eat invertebrates such as euphausiids; they feed
fish to their young. The spatial distribution of preferred feeding grounds off the North and Central Coast
is not well studied, but is expected to be patchy, with feeding concentrated in shallow water (<40 m)
with sand or gravel substrates. In addition, year-to-year variation in food supply may be substantial.
Several studies in BC and California have suggested that murrelet populations and breeding recruitment
can be affected by changes to prey availability and prey quality, caused by over-fishing, El Niño events or
other more complex marine influences32,33,43.
Although adult survival can have a strong influence on murrelet population trends44, adult mortality is
thought to be low and thus population trends are likely influenced mainly by breeding recruitment. Oil
spills and gill net by-catch do not seem to be major causes of mortality on the North and Central Coast
(although this might change, especially with the proposed development of oil tanker terminals).
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Nest predation

A certain amount of nest predation occurs naturally and is reflected in the “natural growth rate” of the
population. Nest predation is likely higher nearer the coast where the density of potential predators is
higher. Nest predators such as ravens can also take adults at nests. An increase in high-contrast forest
edges (typically defined as within 50 m of clearcuts, roads or forest < 40 yrs old), created by logging, can
increase populations or activity of corvids (e.g., crows, ravens, jays) and consequently nest predation.
Proximity (e.g., < 10 km) to human activities which attract corvids (e.g., towns, garbage dumps, logging
camps, camp sites) also increases predation risk.
Under full EBM (i.e., managing to low-risk threshold leaves most habitat intact), nest predation is
unlikely to reduce reproductive success enough to substantially influence the murrelet population. With
limited harvesting, a relatively small proportion of nesting habitat is likely to be subject to increased
edge effects at any particular time. Furthermore, the increase in human activities related to forestry
should be limited.
Near the high-risk threshold, however, more of the landscape will be fragmented by harvesting and the
murrelet population will be more susceptible to the negative impacts of nest predation45,46.
4.1.3

Number of subpopulations

It is not known whether murrelets in the EBM area act more like a single integrated population or a set
of subpopulations. A set of subpopulations is more robust: subpopulations are less likely to all
experience negative population growth rates simultaneously because each subpopulation faces
different environmental conditions, and emigration from relatively robust subpopulations can augment
declining subpopulations47. The scale at which the nesting habitat and the marine environment fluctuate
determines the extent to which subpopulations face different conditions.

4.2 Risk to population versus habitat abundance (sub-regional scale)
This section estimates risk to murrelet populations for different levels of habitat abundance. It begins by
recommending a habitat indicator and then plots a hypothesized relationship between risk and habitat;
it identifies low- and high-risk habitat thresholds and discusses uncertainty around the hypothesized
relationship.
4.2.1

Recommended habitat indicator

A good habitat indicator is strongly linked to risk and to management action and improves the accuracy
of risk projections. Habitat indicators are difficult to measure accurately and contribute to uncertainty in
risk projections.
The recommended indicator is the percent of naturally-occurring habitat remaining in each subregion, where habitat refers to Classes I, II an III that are greater than 140 yr old and within 30 km of
ocean (including fjords). These habitat classes provide nesting platforms and are essential for
population viability. Habitat classes should be based on the six class system (Very High, High, Moderate,
Low, Very Low, Nil; Very High is Class I) that uses air photo interpretation or aerial surveys to rank stands
by availability of key habitat components39,40. Key habitat components are not typically found in stands
less than 140 yr. Most nests are found within 30 km of ocean.
The indicator does not include poorer habitat classes. About 10% of the murrelet population is found in
Class IV and V habitat40. The habitat alteration-response model developed below assumes that Class I,
II and III habitats support 90% of the murrelet population.
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The indicator expresses habitat as a percentage of historic natural conditions: 100 percent refers to
the historic natural abundance of Classes I, II and III habitats. Historic natural abundance can be
estimated by modifying habitat capability maps (showing all potential historic habitat) to account for
natural disturbance.
The sub-region is a suitable scale for management. Maintaining “sub-populations” at the sub-regional
scale can contribute to the overall resilience of the population, if birds in different sub-regions face
different at-sea conditions. Murrelets are sufficiently mobile to move among landscape units.
4.2.2

Habitat alteration-response model

This sub-section shows how risk to the murrelet population varies with habitat abundance. Risk is the
probability and severity of undesired consequences. EBM defines low- and high-risk thresholds—points
where relatively rapid changes in risk begin. By considering habitat levels that match these risk
thresholds and by envisioning the general response of risk to habitat abundance, workshop participants
developed a hypothesized risk relationship.
Estimates of uncertainty are as important as estimates of risk. The estimates of risk are preliminary
and should be improved through adaptive management.
Risk to the murrelet population decreases as habitat retention increases (Figure 4-4). Risk exceeds the
high-risk threshold when less than 33% of habitat is retained; risk falls below the low–risk threshold
when more than 88% of habitat is retained.
The solid line (Figure 4-4) shows the best-estimate relationship. Dashed lines show estimated total
uncertainty bands. Some single sources of uncertainty are large enough to cause big changes in risk by
themselves, but uncertainties are unlikely to all causes shifts in the same direction at the same time.
Uncertainty bands are considered to be relatively less accurate than the best-estimate curve and should
not be used as the basis for management targets. Rather, uncertainty bands provide an indication of the
range of potential risk outcomes at a given habitat abundance—some risk estimates will be more certain
than others.
Figure 4-4 reflects expert opinion, but is consistent with the empirically supported curve developed in
the Supplemental Information (section 4.6) and also the expert opinion describing uncertainty and
thresholds presented therein. The high-risk threshold, occurring when approximately 33% of natural
habitat remains (67% removed), defines an amount of habitat below which the certainty of population
viability declines more rapidly. The low-risk threshold, occurring when approximately 88% of natural
habitat remains (12% removed), defines an amount of habitat below which achieving a natural
population abundance and distribution becomes less likely.
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Figure 4-4. Hypothesized relationship. Risk to the marbled murrelet population viability versus percentage of
naturally- occurring habitat removed: solid line is the best-estimate; dashed lines show hypothesized total
uncertainty. HRT=high-risk threshold; LRT=low-risk threshold. Circle shows estimated HRT; diamond shows
estimated LRT.
4.2.3

Low- and high-risk habitat thresholds

The low-risk threshold is the point where the murrelet population abundance and distribution likely
becomes noticeably different from the natural range of variation. The high-risk threshold is the point
where serious ecological impacts likely begin; it is conceptually similar to a minimum viable population.
In this instance, rather than estimating a specific minimum viable population for specific at-sea
conditions, we estimated a threshold beyond which further loss of nesting habitat accelerates risk to
viability, considering a wide range of at-sea conditions48. As the amount of nesting habitat diminishes
(and thus potential nesting population size) the first possible effect is loss of long-term evolutionary
genetic potential, followed by susceptibility to environmental fluctuations (such as at-sea conditions),
then genetic-drift and demographic stochasticity42, 49.
Subject to the assumptions and uncertainties described below and in the Supplemental Information
(section 4.6), the best estimates of low- and high-risk thresholds are as follows:
Low-risk threshold: approximately 88% (uncertainty range 70 to 100) retention of the natural
abundance of habitat Classes I, II and III within a sub-region (12% deviation from natural).
High-risk threshold: approximately 33% (uncertainty range 5 to 66) retention of the natural abundance
of habitat Classes I, II and III within a sub-region (67% deviation from natural).
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Rationale for thresholds: The low-risk threshold is based on estimated historic natural variation in
murrelet habitat abundance (see section 4.6 Supplemental Information). The high risk-threshold is
identified around 33% (up to 66%) due to a combination of lost high-quality nesting habitat and
increased edge effects associated with fragmentation (e.g. predation). Further loss of nesting habitat
accelerates risk to viability, considering genetics and uncertainty in reproduction and survival due to
uncertain at-sea conditions.
Uncertainty about high-risk threshold: Large sources of uncertainty that relate to the high-risk
threshold include murrelet density and the proportion of murrelets using Class IV and V habitat (see
uncertainties 1 and 2 in Supplemental Information) and genetic assumptions. Limited sensitivity
analyses (see 4.6 Supplemental Information) suggest that the high-risk threshold may vary from 24 to
45% retention of natural Class I, II and III habitat (note that cumulative sensitivity to multiple
uncertainties was not considered). Subjective assessment by experts of a wider range of factors than
was considered in the sensitivity analysis suggests that the high-risk threshold may vary from 5 to 66%
retention (uncertainty bands in Figure 4-4).
Additional guidance on habitat retention: Between the high- and low-risk thresholds, a biologicallybased argument suggests that a moderate risk midpoint lies near 66% retention of the natural
abundance of Class I, II and III habitat. A Recovery Team recommendation that translates to
approximately 56% retention of the natural abundance of Class I, II and III habitat is consistent with the
biologically-based argument.


A decline in population growth potential due to changing ocean conditions affecting prey
availability has been suggested for murrelets on the southern BC coast33. If we pessimistically
assume that at-sea conditions along the North and Central Coast result in future populations
having a poor average growth rate of approximately zero, then expected mean population size
will be about half of the nesting capacity provided by on-shore habitat50. If in addition the EBM
area becomes genetically isolated, then deleterious genetic effects could occur with a nesting
carrying capacity of less than 10,000 pairs (10,000 pairs equates to about 66% of natural habitat
based on Figure 4-5).



The Marbled Murrelet Recovery Team recommended maintaining by 2032 sufficient nesting
habitat to support 70% of the 2002 murrelet population and this is generally interpreted as
requiring the retention of 70% of the habitat available in 200238 (approximately 56% of the
natural habitat in the North and Central Coast; i.e., 70% of the approximately 80% of original
habitat that remained in 2002).

4.2.4

Assumptions and uncertainty

The best-estimate curve and related thresholds apply to situations that meet the following management
assumptions:
 Class I and II habitats are logged in preference to Class III, because they tend to have higher
timber value.
 Class V and VI habitats are mostly retained because of their low timber value.
 No power transmission lines.
 Forest fragmentation is limited.
Ecological systems are complex and responses to management are uncertain. Decision-makers need to
be aware of uncertainty for two reasons: they may wish to apply a precautionary approach when
uncertainty is high; they may wish to use adaptive management to reduce uncertainty. In addition to the
uncertainties discussed below, see Horn et al. (2009)8 for research and inventory gaps.
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Total uncertainty (dashed lines in Figure 4-4) is medium when habitat is near the low-risk threshold and
small when habitat is near the high-risk threshold. Table 4-1 provides an overview of factors that cause
uncertainty, including data uncertainty (where habitat maps are of poor or inconsistent quality),
knowledge uncertainty (where effects of management actions or natural factors on populations are
poorly understood) and management uncertainty (where it is not known whether a management action
will be implemented). The first eleven uncertainties and related assumptions are discussed in more
detail below the table (and follow the same numbering scheme as the table). The last six uncertainties
are discussed in Supplemental Information (section 4.6).
Overall, management uncertainty accounts for the smallest portion of total uncertainty (estimated
breakdown: data uncertainty = 40%, management uncertainty = 20%, knowledge uncertainty = 40%).
The main uncertainties relate to the accuracy of maps and surveys and the effects of the marine
environment on reproduction and mortality. The potential for oils spills was not considered as a
management uncertainty in the workshop, but any increase in tanker traffic would warrant examination
of this uncertainty. Data uncertainty can be reduced by improving habitat inventories. Management
uncertainty can be reduced by confirming management direction—will practices that reduce risk be
adopted?
Table 4-1. Sources of uncertainty and their effects on risk. Unless otherwise noted, these uncertainties were
considered when constructing the uncertainty bands of Figure 4-4.
Uncertainty*
Data uncertainty
1. If the accuracy of habitat maps improves. For example, maps
may miss patches of good habitat within larger poor habitat
polygons or polygons derived from air photos may be ranked
as good, but branches actually lack moss and platform
structure on closer scrutiny. See also uncertainty #5.
Management uncertainty
2. If harvesting leaves better quality habitat (Figure 4-4 assumes
better habitat harvested first)
3. If variable retention harvesting (e.g., 70% retention) increases.
4.

If forest fragmentation and human presence increase
substantially (and hence nest predation), e.g., from logging or
power development
Knowledge uncertainty
5. If the accuracy of the habitat suitability versus probability of
nesting relationship improves.
6. If our understanding of the effect of habitat class on
recruitment rate improves
7. If our understanding of the effect of the marine environment
on reproduction and mortality rates improves
8. If our understanding of the effect of climate change on the
marine environment improves (this uncertainty not shown in
Figure 4-4)
9. If we learn that overfishing of prey species negatively affects
murrelet populations.
10. If we learn more about the effect of nest predation on
reproductive success (some nest predation is accounted for in
best-estimate curve, Figure 4-4)

Effect on level of risk**

Magnitude of
impact***

Increase or decrease

Small (increase)
Med. (decrease)

Decrease

Small

see knowledge
uncertainty
Increase, particularly
near high-risk threshold

—

Increase or decrease

Medium

Increase or decrease

Small

Increase or decrease

Medium

Increase or decrease

Large (increase);
Small (decrease)

Increase

Medium

Increase or decrease

Small to medium

Medium
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Uncertainty*

Effect on level of risk**

Magnitude of
impact***
Medium

11. If we learn more about the effect of variable retention
Increase or decrease
harvesting on use of nest sites and on nest predation.
Knowledge uncertainty related to high-risk threshold (see Supplemental Information)
1. If we learn more about the effect of poor habitat on
Increase or decrease at Medium
reproduction and mortality rates
high-risk threshold
2. If we can better estimate murrelet density (birds per hectare
Increase or decrease at Small
of habitat)
high-risk threshold
3. If we can better estimate the ratio of adult murrelets to
Increase or decrease
Small
breeding pairs
4. If we can better estimate viable population size: viability
Increase or decrease
Small
calculations include parameter estimates that may be
pessimistic for BC, but also may underestimate nest predation
5. If we learn that lower quality habitats do not contain a
Increase
Small
sufficient number of multiple nest platforms per pair to
provide different nest sites in different years
6. If a viable population were desired at the sub-regional scale
Increase
Large
* Uncertainties are expressed relative to assumptions used to develop the best-estimate curve.
**Shows whether risk increases or decreases if assumptions are not met.
***Small uncertainty means that risk changes by < 33%; medium means a 33-67% change; and large means a >67%
change, where risk ranges from 0 to 100%.
Data uncertainty

1. Existing habitat maps may overestimate or underestimate habitat abundance and consequently
actual risk may be higher or lower, respectively, than shown by the best-estimate curve. Habitat
maps based on air photo interpretation and aerial surveys are relatively accurate compared to
projections using forest cover inventory. Aerial survey maps are the most accurate but do not cover
the entire North and Central Coast. Maps derived from forest cover inventory (using an algorithm)
do not provide a direct interpretation of habitat quality and may lack accurate line work.
For EBM area, maps derived from air photo interpretation, are now available. These maps can still
miss small patches of good habitat within patches of poor habitat (particularly in topographically
complex terrain) and consequently more birds might use habitat that is mapped as poor quality
(Class IV and V), leading to reduced risk . The best-estimate curve incorporates the assumption that
10% of nests likely occur in forest stands that are not considered to be Class I, II or III habitat by any
of the algorithms, air photo interpretation or aerial survey methods 40 (see also section 4.6.2). This
10% estimate was based on fine-scale research work. A recent GIS analysis by the forest industry
suggests that, in one area at least, more than 10% of nests occur outside Class I, II and III habitat
when coarser-scale polygon-level habitat mapping is used51. This uncertainty can be addressed by
developing finer-scale habitat maps or by doing research to estimate the proportion of good quality
habitats (Class I, II, III) occurring in coarsely-mapped, poor-habitat polygons (allowing a translation
from coarse-scale to fine-scale habitat estimates).
Management uncertainty

2. The best-estimate curve (solid line in Figure 4-4) assumes that Class I and II habitats will be
harvested before Class III habitat because Classes I and II have higher timber value and tend to fall in
the timber-harvesting land base. If Class I and II habitats are preferentially protected, then risk
thresholds can be achieved at lower habitat abundances (Figure 4-5, Supplemental Information)
because these classes support higher densities of murrelets.
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3. The best-estimate curve is based on historic harvesting with limited or no retention. More variable
retention harvesting (or selection silviculture systems) may be used in the future, but the impacts
are uncertain (see number 11 below)
4. The best estimate curve assumes that EBM will not cause substantial fragmentation and that nest
predation will not be a major factor affecting the population. The exact amount and nature of
forestry development remains unclear, so risk may be higher than shown by the best estimate
curve, particularly at high harvest (habitat removal) levels. Also, increased roads and power lines
related to power development will increase fragmentation and human presence without necessarily
reducing habitat abundance, but resulting in increased nest predation and higher risk across all
levels of habitat removal. Power lines will also increase risks of adult mortality due to collisions.
Knowledge uncertainty

5. The best-estimate curve is based on the relationship between habitat class and probability of
nesting described in Figure 4-3. The Figure 4-3 relationship needs additional study. For example, in a
fjord-land inlet on the mid-coast, nests appeared to fall into lower quality classes than found in
South Coast studies52. This result, however, may reflect the quality and scale of air photo maps.
Reducing uncertainty about the relationship between habitat class and probability of nesting
requires additional research to locate nests and measure habitat features. It cannot be addressed by
producing more precise maps. Refining Figure 4-3 could either increase or decrease risk.
6. The best-estimate curve assumes that all habitat classes have similar recruitment rates.
Considerable uncertainty exists about whether rates of reproduction and mortality vary among
habitat classes. If Moderate habitat has lower recruitment, then risk increases relative to the bestestimate.
7. Knowledge of murrelet life history is limited. In particular estimated rates of reproduction and
mortality, reflecting the marine environment, do not allow for accurate population models. In
general this variability means that risk may be higher or lower, particularly near the high-risk
threshold. Nest-habitat carrying capacity limits the potential benefits of a favorable marine
environment.
8. The best-estimate curve (Figure 4-4) can be thought of as the average of a range of marine
environment conditions affecting reproduction and survival. Changes in the marine environment
(e.g., due to overfishing or climate change) can increase absolute risk to moderate or perhaps even
high, but the general relationship of increasing risk with decreasing nesting habitat should still hold.
9. See 8 above for effects of overfishing.
10. Edge effects increase nest predation (and adult mortality), but the degree of impact is uncertain.
Harvest rate and pattern influence the amount of edge. Factors such as proximity to human
habitation and time since harvest disturbance affect mortality risk.
11. In theory, increased use of variable retention (or selection silviculture systems) could retain
potential nesting platform structures within a cutblock and reduce risk to the population for a given
area of cutblocks (if the remaining platforms are used by murrelets), however, if more cutblocks are
harvested to yield the same volume (the likely scenario), then variable retention simply changes the
scale of habitat patches rather than the amount of habitat. Negative effects of variable retention
include increased edge habitat, which can lead to increased nest predation or microclimate effects,
particularly at high harvest levels, and can offset potential benefits. Edge effects decrease as the
stand bordering the old forest habitat matures. Without defining specific rotation lengths, retention
percentages, patch sizes and landscape contexts, it is difficult to assess potential benefits of variable
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retention. In summary, variable retention (or other harvest patterns) that provides dispersed nest
structures could potentially benefit murrelets as the surrounding forest approaches maturity,
however, no evidence yet directly supports the benefits of variable retention for murrelets. The
current Identified Wildlife Management Strategy (2004) guidelines53 for marbled murrelets
recommend against variable retention cutting of habitat.

4.3 Management Recommendationsv
In addition to providing threshold estimates, experts recommend the following practices to support
murrelet conservation efforts:
1. Use air photo interpretation and aerial surveys to map habitat, following the six class system
described in Burger (editor) 200439.
2. Sample habitat Classes IV and V more intensively to see if those classifications include small areas of
better habitat. Those habitats may be important in some areas, particularly where Classes I and II
are not abundant.
3. Estimate the historic natural abundance of murrelet habitat in each sub-region by applying
estimates of natural old forest to habitat capability maps. The natural area is needed to determine
the percentage deviation from natural of proposed protection.
4. Preferentially retaining Class I and II habitats (versus Class III) can reduce risk at a given habitat
abundance and should be considered as a management option.

4.4 Adaptive management questions
Here, adaptive management is defined broadly to include any study that provides information relevant
to management decisions. There are many good potential questions (see also research and inventory
gaps in Horn et al. 20098), some of which are listed here, but the urgency for research depends on actual
conservation practices. As habitat loss and risk increase, resolving uncertainty helps to accurately
identify extreme risk situations.
1. How do marine conditions vary spatially along the coast and how often do birds from different
subpopulations disperse? These answers will help determine how to trade-off recruiting habitat in
southern watersheds versus keeping additional functional habitat in northern watersheds.
2. Do murrelets use nest sites in variable retention patches (by size and % retention, time after
harvest, etc) and what is the success of nests in such changed habitat?
3. How variable are natural murrelet populations in untouched watersheds?
4. Does loss of nesting habitat affect murrelets differently depending on the distance from the ocean
and the location of the habitat relative to distances from foraging aggregations?
5. Is there a consistent linear relationship between bird numbers and habitat area (disregarding
habitat quality) throughout the North and Central Coast regions?

v

These are draft recommendations. Operational implications require consideration before these draft
recommendations are applied.
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4.5 Level of agreement
Experts support the general content of this report, recognizing that many statements are based on
expert opinion and interpretation of the available literature. Threshold estimates are neither highly
accurate nor precise. They should only be used for strategic assessment of habitat supply at a coarse
spatial scale.

4.6 Supplemental Information
This section provides background information and rationale used to develop the risk curve and to
determine the high- and low-risk thresholds.
4.6.1

Population size versus habitat abundance

In general, the murrelet population increases linearly with abundance of nesting habitat (Figure 4-2,
main text), however if the quality of the habitat retained also affects the probability of murrelets using
the habitat (Figure 4-3) then the population is expected to respond to both amount and quality of
protected habitat (Figure 4-5). The straight solid line shows the consequence of retaining (or harvesting)
habitat quality randomly. The upper dotted line shows the consequence of retaining Very High and High
(Class I and II) habitat preferentially, under a given forest management regime. The lower dashed line
shows the consequence of retaining Moderate (Class III and a bit of IV) habitat preferentially. The lower
line may be more realistic because murrelet habitat tends to have higher timber value and is less likely
to be protected.
The shape of the bent (dotted and dashed) lines reflect the relative abundance of Moderate versus High
and Very High left on the landscape, and assumptions about the relative density of nests in each of
these habitat classes. If Moderate habitat has a higher nesting density than we assumed (see point 3
below), then the dotted and dashed lines in Figure 4-5 move closer to the central straight line; if the
density is lower, the lines move apart. The point at which the lower and upper lines bend is determined
by the proportion of Moderate (or Very High and High) relative to the total habitat.
Figure 4-5 was calculated based on the following rationale:
1. X-axis scale: Approximately 90% of capable habitat was suitable under natural conditions (i.e., 90%
of the stands capable of producing nest platforms were sufficiently old to do so), based on the
following assumptions. First, murrelet habitat lies mainly within (and is fairly evenly distributed
among) the Hypermaritime, Outer Coast North and Outer Coast South natural disturbance units54.
Second, between 76 and 90% of upland forest was old in the Outer Coast South, between 87% and
98% was old in the Outer Coast North and between 95% and 98% was old in the Hypermaritime,
however these age ranges do not adequately represent variability at the sub-regional scale55. Note
that fluvial ecosystems (covering < 2% of the area), with higher disturbance rates, and forest
between 140 and 250 yr were not accounted for in these calculations, but are expected to have little
effect.
2. Y-axis scale: Under a natural disturbance regime, the murrelet population that depended on Class I,
II and III habitats in the North and Central Coast was approximately 54,000 birds. This is based on
the following assumptions: first, the current population is estimated at approx. 53,200 birds (Table
4-2); second, current suitable habitat is equivalent to about 80% of capability (i.e., total potential
habitat)56; third, under the historic natural disturbance regime, about 90% of the forest was old (>
250 yr) and hence 90% of the capable habitat was suitable. Thus, the natural population = 53,200/
80% x 90% =59,850. However, about 10% of this natural population did not depend on Class I, II or III
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habitats so 90% or 53,865 birds (90% x 59,850) depended on these habitats historically (about
54,000 when rounded).
Table 4-2. Estimated murrelet population by geographic unit.
Geographic unit
Northern Mainland Coast
Central Mainland Coast
Combined

Previous estimate
10,100-14,600
10,000-21,000
20,100 – 35,600
(mid-pt 27,850)

57

Current estimate
18,400-26,000
20,000-42,000
38,400-68,000

58

Mid-point of Current
22,200
31,000
53,200

3. Three lines: The linear relationship between murrelets and habitat is based on Figure 4-2 (main
text). It assumes the mix of habitat classes retained under a given forest management regime is in
proportion to the abundance of habitat classes currently on the landscape. The lower bent line was
calculated by preferentially retaining Class III habitat (i.e., the first 69% retained) and accounting for
the lower density of birds in this habitat (Figure 4-3, main text). The upper bent line was calculated
by preferentially retaining Classes I and II (i.e., the first 31% retained). These bent lines assume first,
that Class I and II habitat account for 31% of the total of Class I, II and III59, and second that Class III
habitat supports half as many birds as either Class I or II (Figure 4-3, main text). Note that the
original linear relationship included a small amount of Class IV habitat, which we assume to be
insignificant for these calculations.
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Figure 4-5. Hypothesized relationship. Marbled murrelet population (# of birds) versus percent of naturallyoccurring Class I, II and III habitat retained within 30 km of the ocean; different lines show different assumptions of
the quality of habitat retained. Red vertical lines show habitat required to support a viable population of 13,500
and a near-to-natural population of 43,200 (80% of natural population estimate of 54,000).
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Habitat abundance determines the maximum number of nest sites, thus Figure 4-5 shows the
hypothesized upper limit of the population at different habitat abundances (nest-habitat carrying
capacity). Variation in the marine environment could lead to populations that periodically fluctuate
below this carrying capacity; increased nest predation at low habitat abundance may also reduce
population size below nest-habitat carrying capacity (Figure 4-6). As nest-habitat carrying capacity
declines, variation in the marine environment and/or nest predation increases the chance of causing a
population decline to zero.

Carrying capacity based on
habitat abundance

# birds

Variation related to the historic
marine environment
Uncertainty related to nest
predation

0

50
100
Percent of natural abundance of class I, II and III habitat retained
Figure 4-6. Hypothesized general relationship between murrelet population carrying capacity and habitat
abundance (solid line). Dashed line shows theoretical lower extent of population size due to historical variation in
marine environment (i.e., no large influence of climate change or overfishing); dotted line shows theoretical
uncertainty due to nest predation. Some birds are found in poorer habitat classes, even when Class I, II and III
habitat reaches zero.
4.6.2

Derivation of risk thresholds

Rationale for high-risk threshold

The high-risk threshold occurs at approximately 33% retention of natural habitat. It was calculated by
using Figure 4-5 to determine how much Class I, II and III habitat is needed for 13,500 birds—enough to
maintain a viable population (i.e., a population with a negligible chance of extirpation due to lack of
nesting habitat). The 33% threshold assumes that better habitat is harvested first (lower dashed line in
Figure 4-5). If rules are put in place to maintain a balance of Class I, II and III habitat, then the high-risk
threshold occurs at about 25%, based on the solid line in Figure 4-5.
Three lines of evidence support this estimate:
1. In a marbled murrelet population viability analysis, the expected value of persistence probability
declined below approximately 15,000 birds (5000 breeding pairs, assuming one third of the
population are non-breeders)60. Assuming that Class IV and V habitats support approximately 1,500
birds (10% of the population), then Class I, II and III need only support 13,500.
2. Several review papers support the idea, that for most vertebrate species, minimum viable
populations are estimated at less than 5000 breeding pairs61,62,63,64.
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3. A study of catchments with approximately 20% habitat remaining (in Desolation Sound65) showed
potential problems with population recruitment66, 67. Similarly, an intensively-studied population in
central California with less than 10% habitat remaining does not have positive breeding
recruitment68.
Uncertainty related to high-risk threshold

The estimate of the high-risk threshold includes several sources of uncertainty:
1. Different assumptions can be made about how much poor (Class IV and V) habitat influences the
murrelet population. Approximately 10% of murrelets are expected to nest in these relatively
abundant, poorer quality habitats, based on information from nests in southern BC and Haida
Gwaii69. If birds in poor habitats have the same reproduction and mortality rates as birds in better
habitats, then poor habitats will contribute about 5,300 birds (10% of the current population
estimate) to the high-risk-threshold population of 15,000. If poor habitats have very low or negative
population growth rates (as has been documented in other species), then poor habitats do not help
maintain a viable population. The third option is that these habitats will contribute about 10% of a
population (i.e., 1,500 of the 15,000), for example if poor habitat is only useful in some years or
when found in proximity to better habitat or if poor habitat is harvested. The third assumption was
used.
2. Murrelet density (number of birds per hectare) is not known accurately. As density increases, less
habitat is required to achieve a minimum viable population. A new (unpublished) population
estimate of 53,000 birds (range 38,400 to 68,000) within the North and Central Coast is larger than
the past estimate of 28,000 birds (Table 4-2). When converted to density (birds per ha of habitat),
this new estimate is consistent with results of studies on Vancouver Island and was used in the
calculations in this workshop summary. The range in the new estimate, however, is a significant
source of uncertainty. The radar survey technique used to estimate density likely underestimates
murrelet numbers and hence density estimates; however, if birds fly beyond the catchment being
surveyed, then density can be overestimated.
3. Viability estimates are based on breeding pairs, while density estimates are based on individual
birds. The ratio of individual birds to breeding pairs is approximately 3 to 1, assuming one in three
birds flying inland and counted on radar are non-breeders.
4. The parameters used to estimate population viability (e.g., mean and variability in population
growth rate) are not known accurately60. These parameters are influenced mainly by the marine
environment and nest predation. In general, the range and weightings of parameters used are
thought to be relatively pessimistic for the BC situation, with the exception of nest predation.
Adding significant (but realistic for highly fragmented habitat) nest predation to the population
viability model increases extinction risk and thus increases habitat needed to achieve the high-risk
threshold70. Although absolute estimates of extinction probability at a given carrying capacity vary
widely with demographic assumptions, the relative increase in extinction probability with declining
carry capacity below 5000 pairs is consistent.
5. Calculations assume that habitat includes multiple nest platforms for each breeding pair, because
murrelets avoid using the same nest sites in subsequent years. This may be an optimistic
assumption.
6. The high-risk threshold was calculated for the EBM region (North and Central Coast). Ensuring a
viable population in each sub-region would require more habitat.
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Sensitivity analysis of high-risk threshold

Large sources of uncertainty that affect the high-risk threshold estimate include the population estimate
for the North and Central Coast and the proportion of the viable population to support with Class I, II
and III habitat. Different habitat retention strategies also affect estimates of high-risk thresholds.
Using higher estimates for natural population size leads to higher estimates of murrelet density
(birds/ha) and consequently the percent habitat abundance at the high-risk threshold decreases (rows 1,
5, 6, 7, Table 4-3), because less habitat is required to support the same number of birds. Increasing the
number of birds using poor habitat decreases the high-risk threshold because fewer birds need Class I, II
and III habitat (row 4, Table 4-3). Retaining better habitat decreases the high-risk threshold (rows 2, 3,
Table 4-3) because density is higher in better habitat. Omitting the least plausible scenarios (rows 3, 7,
Table 4-3) still leaves a threshold estimate that ranges between 24 and 45%, with a best estimate of
33%.
Table 4-3. The influence of the size of the natural population, the size of the population to be supported in Class I,
II and III habitat and the retention strategy on the high-risk threshold.
Current Pop
(see Table 4-2)

Natural population
in Class I, II and III

Viable population to be
supported in Class I, II and III
habitat*

Retention
strategy

High-risk threshold
(percent of Class I, II
and III)

1

53,200**

54000

13,500

Keep worst

33%

2

53,200

54000

13,500

Random

25%

3

53,200

54000

13,500

Keep best

16%

4

53,200

54000

9700

Keep worst

24%

5

68,000

69,000

13,500

Keep worst

26%

6

38,400

39,000

13,500

Keep worst

45%

7

27,850

28,000

13,500

Keep worst

63%

*13,500 assumes poor habitat (Class IV and V) supports 1,500 birds; 9700 assumes poor habitat
supports 5,300 birds; see uncertainty #1 above.
** this row shows the assumptions used for the best-estimate of the threshold
Rationale for low-risk threshold

By definition, the low-risk threshold is the point of noticeable departure from the range of natural
variability. Variability in the murrelet population reflects both variability in habitat abundance which
determines carrying capacity and variability in the rate of population growth/decline at a given carrying
capacity. Experts felt that given the relatively low rate and variability of natural disturbance, the low-risk
threshold occurs at approximately 80% of natural habitat which translates to 43,200 birds (80% of the
natural population of 54,000 that uses Class I, II and III), assuming that natural disturbance is random
with respect to habitat quality. Forest managers, however, are likely to preferentially harvest better
habitats, thus the 80% estimate needs to be modified to account for lower average habitat quality.
The low-risk threshold is estimated to be 88% of the natural abundance of habitat, assuming better
habitat is harvested first. This threshold was calculated by using the lower dashed line in Figure 4-5 to
determine how much Class I, II and III habitat is needed for 43, 200 birds.
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4.6.3

Probabilities of achieving viable and natural populations

Under EBM, risk assessment informs management decisions. The relationship between population size
and habitat abundance (Figure 4-5) is not a risk relationship. The slope of the relationship and the
variability in the population size at a given carrying capacity do, however, give an indication of the
probability of achieving higher or lower populations. In the workshop experts estimated the
approximate shapes of probability functions around the high- and low-risk thresholds. Experts felt that
the probability of achieving a natural population is high when habitat falls within the range of historic
conditions (> 88% habitat) and then declines approximately linearly as habitat is lost (Figure 4-7b).
Similarly, the probability of achieving a viable population (i.e., where extinction probability is negligible)
declines as the habitat falls below approximately 33% (Figure 4-7a).
While technically, the probability of achieving a natural population and the probability of achieving a
viable population are two different probability functions, they can be combined into an overall risk
relationship by considering where viable populations and natural populations fit on the risk curve
(Figure 4-8). Viable populations are the basis for the high-risk threshold. Natural populations are the
basis for the low-risk threshold.
Probability of achieving viable
population

Probability of achieving natural
abundance and distribution

H

H

M

M

L

L
0

33

100

0

88

100

Percent of natural abundance of habitat classes I, II, III (and bit of IV) >140 yrs old and
within 30 km of ocean
Figure 4-7. Hypothesized relationship. Approximate influence of habitat abundance on a) the probability of
achieving a viable population (high-risk threshold) and b) the probability of achieving a natural population
abundance and distribution (low-risk threshold). Curve shape based on expert opinion, supported by calculations
of low- and high-risk thresholds.
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Habitat loss (% deviation from natural)
Habitat includes Classes I, II, III that are > 140 yr old
and within 30 km of ocean
Figure 4-8. Hypothesized risk to the marbled murrelet population versus percentage of naturally- occurring habitat
removed: solid line is the best-estimate; dashed lines show hypothesized total uncertainty. Note that the x-axis
shows the inverse of Figure 4-4.
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5 Coastal Northern Goshawk (Accipiter gentilis laingi)
Northern goshawk experts:
Erica McClaren, MSc., RPBio, BC Ministry of Environment
Frank Doyle, MSc., RPBio, Dynamic Wildlife Consulting
Todd Mahon, MSc., RPBio, Wildfor Consultants Ltd

Facilitators:
Dave Daust, MSc., RPF, Consultant, Telkwa, BC
Leah Malkinson, Integrated Land Management Bureau, Victoria, BC
Reliability of information presented
Estimates of species responses to habitat abundance, and related estimates of uncertainty, presented in
this section are necessarily subjective because existing knowledge is limited. Species responses to
habitat and related thresholds are presented in graphs—these graphs capture hypothesized
relationships; they are based on opinion, not directly on data. Species responses are based on
interpretation and extrapolation of available literature by focal species experts. Key literature has been
referenced, but a more thorough discussion of available knowledge is presented in Horn et al. (2009).
Species experts rated the quality of knowledge used to support threshold estimates for goshawks as
low to moderate (2.5 out of a possible 5 points; Appendix 2). Few managed species will have knowledge
quality scores that exceed 3; deer and spotted owl may approach 4 or 5. Knowledge quality scores are
partly reflected in uncertainty bands shown in Figure 5-3. Species response graphs apply to the context
described by management assumptions (see section 5.2.4).

5.1 Overview of factors affecting the coastal goshawk population
Northern Goshawks are raven-sized raptors with short, rounded wings and long tails71. Two subspecies
of Northern Goshawks are recognized in British Columbia based on morphological distinctions72. Coastal
populations (subspecies laingi) are federally listed as Threatened as a result of small population size and
threats from forest harvesting72. A. g. laingi occur west of the Coast Mountain range within coastal
mainland B. C. as well as on Haida Gwaii, Vancouver Island and islands between Vancouver Island and
coastal mainland B.C.73
More specifically, factors affecting the coastal BC goshawk population include habitat amount, quality
and configuration, prey abundance and availability (determined largely by foraging habitat quality),
breeding success, number of floaters and mortality risk (Figure 5-1). Starvation has a major impact on
goshawk populations. Climate change may also influence populations, positively or negatively, through
several complex mechanisms.
5.1.1

Habitat Characteristics

The goshawk is primarily adapted to breed and forage in mature and old-growth coniferous forests with
closed (>50%) canopies, relatively large diameter trees and open understories (see references in Horn et
al. 200974).
Two key life requisites, and associated habitat, for goshawks are breeding and foraging. Breeding
habitat consists of nest trees, roost trees, prey plucking posts and the post-fledging area(s), which
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provide cover for fledglings when they are learning to fly and hunt but continue to receive food from
adults. Foraging habitat includes areas used by goshawks for hunting in the breeding (mid-February –
September) and non-breeding (September – mid-February) seasons and there is often a high degree of
overlap in foraging areas between seasons. All foraging habitat provides access to prey and cover from
predators. Habitat also provides thermal cover for goshawks. In general, goshawks select similar forest
types for breeding and foraging however, foraging habitats may be more open, closer to edges or within
non-forested openings (grassy openings, marshes, wetlands), and at higher elevations than breeding
habitats. Several documents provide detailed descriptions of habitat attributes used by goshawks for
breeding and foraging74, 75, 73.
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Figure 5-1. Conceptual model of factors influencing the coastal northern goshawk population. Numbers provide a
rough qualitative assessment of relative degree of influence (1=low, 2=med, 3=high) across a range of different
contexts. They do not directly influence the risk versus habitat relationships developed below. Note that this
diagram is simplified to focus on key relationships relevant to management.
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5.1.2

Territory Components

Goshawks are territorial and require a sufficient amount of habitat within a territory-sized area to meet
their needs for breeding and foraging. Within a territory, breeding habitat is concentrated in a “breeding
area”. Goshawks may build several nests within their breeding areas and these may be re-used, or a new
nest built annually. The spacing pattern of alternative nest trees within territories, coupled with
information from radio-telemetry of fledglings from 12 nests on Vancouver Island, suggest the
functional size of the breeding area for coastal goshawks is from 100–200 ha76.
In the absence of extensive radio-telemetry data, territory sizes were estimated from distances between
territorial nest clusters. Because of the territorial nature of goshawks, adjacent pairs will space
themselves fairly evenly throughout contiguous landscapes77,78, and breeding densities are most strongly
influenced by prey abundance. Breeding area spacing ranges from approximately 7 km on Vancouver
Island79 to approximately 11 km on Haida Gwaii80, corresponding to territory sizes of 3800 ha and 9200
ha, respectively. Breeding densities and territory size are unknown within the EBM planning area but
based on habitat types, we expect them to be most similar to Haida Gwaii75. Although their territories
may expand in the winter and individuals may spend periods of time away from breeding areas,
goshawks seem to be year-round residents throughout coastal B.C.79
Habitat and territory models

Breeding and foraging habitat models and territory models were developed for coastal goshawks by the
Northern Goshawk Recovery Team75, 81. In general, existing habitat models can estimate the amount,
distribution, and quality of breeding and foraging habitats based on a set of forest cover attributes,
including: stand age, tree height, tree species, Biogeoclimatic variant, slope and elevation. Breeding and
foraging models include similar parameters but the response functions and parameter estimates, and
hence the habitat quality ratings, differ. As well, patch size and edge are included in breeding habitat
suitability ratings, whereas they are not included in foraging habitat suitability ratings. The foraging
habitat model focuses on breeding season foraging habitat, primarily because we have limited
information on winter foraging habitat characteristics.
The abundance, quality and distribution of breeding and foraging habitat at the scale of a goshawk
territory determine whether an area is potentially suitable for a goshawk to occupy. In general, the
territory model initiates potential territories in concentrations of suitable breeding habitat (50 ha
minimum); the model searches for a sufficient amount and quality of foraging habitat, close to the
breeding area, and estimates a potential territory location where territory model conditions are met.
Using these algorithms, the territory model estimates the number of territories that may be supported
within a landscape, but the exact locations of territories cannot be accurately predicted75,81. Estimates
for the number of breeding pairs (i.e., territories) that may be supported within landscapes, as
predicted by the territory model, currently provide the best indicator for assessing the level of risk to
goshawk populations, from different land management options and other causes of vegetation changes
(succession, natural disturbance, etc).
Territories with more than 70% suitable foraging habitat have a high probability of occupancy; the
probability of occupancy diminishes as suitable habitat declines and is essentially zero below 20%
(Figure 5-2). Figure 5-2 is based on modeled amounts of suitable foraging habitat within consistently
occupied goshawk territories on Vancouver Island and Haida Gwaii that have been monitored for three
or more years. There are other habitat factors that we have not explicitly analyzed from goshawk
territories that may influence the probability of occupancy such as the distribution of foraging habitat
within territories, patch size and connectivity.
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Figure 5-2. Proportion of consistently occupied goshawk territories on Vancouver Island and Haida Gwaii relative
to the percent of modeled suitable foraging habitat within territories.
5.1.3

Disturbance

Goshawks may avoid portions of their territories that are being disturbed by noise associated with
logging, including blasting, road building, tree felling, skidding and hauling. Individual goshawks vary in
their sensitivity to disturbances and individuals are most sensitive during courtship, incubation and the
early nestling period (mid-February – June). Generally, goshawks can withstand short-term, localized
disturbances, however, if disturbances are sporadic, frequent and occur during the sensitive timing
window or if they result in permanent changes to habitat characteristics of the breeding area, goshawks
may relocate nest sites, or abandon territories altogether82,83.
5.1.4

Reproduction

Females lay only one clutch per breeding season71. Lifetime reproductive success for coastal goshawks is
unknown but high turnover rates of adult females within nest areas on Vancouver Island (78.9%, n = 57)
suggest it could be low79. A long-term study on European Goshawks (A. gentilis gentilis) reported adult
females breed for a median of 2 years of their lifespan and produce a median of two nestlings over this
time84. Likewise, in Arizona, female and male goshawks spent an average of 2.18 ± 0.11 years and 1.96 ±
0.11 years, respectively, as breeders85. Breeding success in goshawk populations varies greatly among
years86. The causes of variation are not well understood, but likely include pests, disease, nest predation
and weather. Although not well understood, it is important to recognize that the effect size of these
unknown factors is large, and could be more significant than habitat effects (which we assume is the
primary limiting factor to goshawk populations). Alternatively, our ability to understand habitatpopulation relationships may be confounded by large annual variations in breeding success.
5.1.5

Mortality risk

Squires and Reynolds71 predict that survival of Northern Goshawks, like most raptors, is probably lowest
during the first year of life. Starvation is believed to be the primary source of mortality for both
juveniles87 and adults88. Other mortality agents include depredation (e.g., by great horned owls, marten,
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wolverine and black bear), disease, collisions and severe winter weather. Sensitivity analyses of
demographic parameters within population models for coastal goshawks suggest persistence of this
subspecies would be sensitive to fluctuations in both adult and juvenile survivorship and to the
proportion of females successfully nesting each year89, 90. Wiens et al.87 also suggested that populations
of A. gentilis atricapillus are sensitive to juvenile survivorship because dispersing juveniles serve as an
important mechanism for gene flow among populations.
5.1.6

Floaters

Non-breeding floaters (subadult or subdominant individuals) within populations play an important role
to fill vacancies in nest areas when breeding individuals die, and during periods of high prey availability
when conditions are suitable to occupy nest areas and produce young91, 92, 93, 94. We have no information
on what proportion of the coastal goshawk population is comprised of floaters. In Finland, Lindén and
Wikman95 estimated 35–52% of a population of European Goshawks to be non-breeders. The influence
of habitat abundance on floater density and of floater density on population processes is unclear.
5.1.7

Climate

Climate change may affect goshawk populations positively or negatively. Negative impacts may include
altered microclimate conditions within coastal forests, changes in vegetation and species composition of
forests96, altered prey abundance and availability, increased likelihood of forest fires, and diseases such
as West Nile Virus and forest pest outbreaks97. Because weather and prey availability influence the
reproduction and survival of Northern Goshawks98, 99, 100, 101, 87 climate change may impart a higher
degree of annual environmental stochasticity on demographic rates, which may ultimately result in
coastal goshawk populations becoming more susceptible to extirpation102. Alternatively, coastal
goshawks may benefit from climate change over the longer term if changes result in larger expanses of
forest types that provide the structural attributes necessary for breeding and foraging, and support a
greater abundance and diversity of prey species.

5.2 Risk to population versus territory abundance (sub-regional
scale)
This section estimates risk to goshawk populations for different levels of habitat amounts. It begins by
recommending a habitat indicator and then plots a hypothesized relationship between risk and habitat;
it identifies low- and high-risk habitat thresholds and discusses uncertainty around the hypothesized
relationship.
5.2.1

Recommended habitat indicator:

A good habitat indicator is strongly linked to risk and to management action and improves the accuracy
of risk projections. Habitat indicators are difficult to measure accurately and contribute to uncertainty in
risk projections.
The recommended indicator for coastal goshawks is the percent of naturally-occurring goshawk
territories that remain suitable within a sub-region. Territory suitability is to be determined using the
Northern Goshawk Recovery Team’s nesting, foraging and territory models81. The territory model
determines if the proportion of nesting and foraging habitat in a potential territory is likely sufficient for
occupancy ( and hence “suitable”). The current best estimate, to be used in the territory model, is that
for a territory to be suitable, it requires 70% of its area to be suitable breeding/foraging habitat. An
indicator based solely on the amount of foraging and/or breeding habitat is not adequate because it
does not account for the spatial distribution of the habitat at the scale of a territory. Existing territory
models explicitly consider the spatial relationship between foraging and breeding habitat. For example,
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if territory abundance is estimated to be 60% of natural, then a minimum of 42% breeding/foraging
habitat must exist on the landscape (70% habitat per territory x 60% territory coverage), but likely more
habitat will be present because some territories will have extra habitat and because some habitat will
exist outside of territories.
The indicator expresses suitable territories as a percentage of historic natural conditions: 100 percent
refers to the estimated historic natural abundance of suitable territories. Historic natural territory
abundance is assumed to be approximately equivalent to habitat capability, which describes the
potential maximum number of territories. Given the large size of goshawk territories and limited
amount of large natural disturbances in the EBM area historically, this assumption is reasonable.
Estimated current and natural territory abundance
Using the Northern Goshawk Recovery Team’s nesting, foraging and territory models, we estimated the
number of goshawk territories that would have been supported prior to industrial forest harvesting
(Table 5-1; Smith et al. 2008). This scenario was intended to reflect the natural capability of landscapes
to support goshawk territories. Using stand age and height attributes, all harvested forest was converted
to old-growth (age Class 9) and assigned a stand height of at least 36.5 m. For all non-harvested portions
of landscapes, stand age and height from current forest cover data layers were used (Smith et al. 2008).
It is important to note that this capability scenario does not account for natural disturbance but we felt
this assumption was reasonable in coastal forests where large-scale natural disturbances play a minor
role. With model projections, we estimated the current number of goshawk territories within the North
Coast Conservation Region (which includes the EBM planning area) to be 60% of historic capable habitat
conditions (Table 5-1) 81. It is important to note that the territory model that was run to estimate the
number of goshawk territories that could be supported under both current and capable habitat
conditions used 40% as the minimum requirement for the amount of suitable foraging habitat required
for a territory to exist. Since this time, we have learned that consistently occupied goshawk territories
on Vancouver Island and within Haida Gwaii have at least 70% suitable foraging habitat (Fig 5-2).
Therefore, estimates in Table 5-1 are likely overestimates of the number of territories that could be
supported within Conservation Regions for both current and historic conditions.
Table 5-1. Estimated mean (± SE) number of goshawk territories supported within each BC Conservation Region
81
based on habitat suitability/capability and nesting, foraging and territory modelling . Estimates are based on an
assumption of territories requiring at least 40% suitable foraging habitat to be occupied.
Conservation Region

Historic estimates for
number of territories
supported (Capability*)

Current estimate for
number of territories
supported (Suitability)

Percent of historic
(‘natural’) territories
currently supported

80

65**

81

North Coast
(same as EBM area)

225 ± 2

134 ± 2

60

South Coast

304 ± 6

199 ± 3

65

Vancouver Island

451 ± 11

310 ± 4

69

Haida Gwaii

* The limited amount of large natural disturbances in much of the EBM area suggest that historic natural abundance will not
differ greatly from capability (maximum potential territories).

** On Haida Gwaii the number of suitable territories may be over estimated, due to the impact from introduced species on the
103

abundance of prey . Other unique impacts on this population include a higher susceptibility to genetic isolation and likely a
smaller floater population because of the isolated nature of Haida Gwaii. To date 15 years of extensive annual surveys and
104
monitoring have located only 16 goshawk territories .
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5.2.2

Habitat alteration-risk evaluation model

This sub-section shows how risk to the goshawk population varies with estimated territory abundance.
Risk is the probability of an undesired consequence. EBM defines low- and high-risk thresholds—points
where relatively rapid changes in risk begin. In reality, these inflection points may be more subtle and
we have insufficient data to accurately estimate these thresholds. Therefore, in order to make
predictions for managers, we estimated a hypothesized risk relationship between the percent of suitable
territories supported historically under natural conditions and relative risks to goshawk populations (Fig
5-3). Risk to the goshawk population increases as suitable territories decrease (solid line, Figure 5-3)105.
In order to estimate the relationship between the number of suitable territories that can be supported
on the land base and risk to goshawk population viability, we used the goshawk Recovery Team habitat
and territory suitability models. Our estimates may have been optimistic because territory models used
40% suitable habitat as the threshold to form territories whereas new analyses (Figure 5-3) estimate
70% suitable foraging habitat is typically required to form suitable territories. Our risk hypotheses are
based on the following rationale:


The overall shape of the curve in Figure 5-3 lacks strong inflection points (thresholds). There are
two points where risk to populations levels out: when the number of goshawk territories are at
20% of historic levels or at 80% of historic levels. The predicted lack of strong thresholds reflects
overall population dynamics of goshawks including high mobility that allows interactions among
breeding individuals at relatively low densities as well as floater populations that are predicted
to help buffer population impacts.



The curve has a hypothesized low-risk threshold when the number of current territories is >80%
of historic levels. Within the North Coast Conservation Region (which includes the EBM study
area), the estimated current number of territories is 60% of historic levels (Table 5-1) which may
indicate that this population is already at or near the hypothesized high-risk threshold.



The curve has a hypothesized high-risk threshold when the current number of territories
supported by the land base is below 60% of historic levels. This high-risk threshold represents a
40% decline; beyond this threshold, coastal goshawk populations will likely suffer demographic
consequences as a result of small population size. At small population sizes, stochastic events
will have a larger impact on populations, making these small populations at a significant risk of
extirpation.



The relationship between the number of territories supported on the land base and a viable
goshawk population is not well known. However, given information within Table 5-1, the
Threatened status of coastal goshawks106, and the high annual variability in goshawk breeding
output, there is little evidence to suggest further loss of suitable territories does not present a
high risk scenario for coastal goshawk populations (Figure 5-3). More recent summary papers on
minimum viable populations (MVP) for vertebrates suggests that stochasticity, both
environmental or demographic, requires MVP estimates to be much larger than previously
predicted107,110.



The curve shows a hypothesized intermediate risk when the number of current territories
supported by the land base is between 60-80% of historic levels.



The curve is fairly level between 0-20% and 80-100% because above and below these levels we
estimate that goshawk populations would not experience either much more detriment or
benefit, respectively, with fewer or additional potential territories.
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The curve assumes that a representative range of territory qualities is retained. However,
population studies in Europe have shown that a relatively small proportion of breeding
goshawks produces the majority of young108. Therefore, if harvesting preferentially removes
higher quality territories or territories with higher quality individuals, the effect on the overall
population will be much greater than losing territories from less productive individuals.



The spatial distribution of suitable habitat throughout landscapes is as important as the amount
of goshawk habitat. Therefore, predictions for Table 5-1 and Figure 5-3 are based on the
Northern Goshawk Recovery Team territory model predictions which explicitly consider the
distribution of suitable habitat throughout the landbase.

Risk to coastal goshawk population viability



Uncertainty bands
HRT

Best estimate

LRT
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Figure 5-3. Hypothesized relationship. Estimated risk to goshawk population viability versus percentage of suitable
territories supported by the land base historically (% of natural or capability). Red circle shows hypothesized highrisk threshold (HRT); green diamond shows hypothesized low-risk threshold (LRT); yellow star shows estimated
percent of historically available suitable territories that are currently (Current) present within the North Coast
Conservation Region (EBM planning area).

Note that Figure 5-3 has an extended y-axis, relative to graphs shown for other species. The coarse
approach used to depict risk in this report (a smoothed step function with three zones of risk) does not
allow accurate depiction of changes in risk within the high and low risk zones. The hypothesized risk
relationship for goshawks shows an extended y-axis because goshawk biologists wished to emphasize
the shape of the risk curve below 60% habitat, in the high risk zone. Below 60% habitat abundance, risk
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continues to increase as habitat declines, until risk plateaus (becomes uniformly high) below
approximately 20% habitat abundance.
5.2.3

Low- and high-risk habitat thresholds

The low-risk threshold is the point where the population abundance and distribution likely becomes
noticeably different from the natural range of variation. The high-risk threshold is the point where
serious ecological impacts begin; it is conceptually similar to a minimum viable population.
Uncertainty bands should be explicitly considered when developing management targets. Uncertainty
bands provide an indication of the range of potential risk outcomes at a given percent of natural suitable
territories. The overlap of uncertainty ranges around the low- and high-risk thresholds reflects the large
amount of uncertainty in these hypotheses.
Without considering climate change and subject to the uncertainties described below, the best
estimates of low- and high-risk thresholds are as follows:
Low-risk threshold: When 80% (uncertainty range 70-100) of the historic abundance of suitable
territories remains on the land base; approximately 20% deviation from natural. We hypothesized that a
20% decline of suitable territories from historic abundance qualified as a low-risk to goshawk population
viability because at this level the decline in habitat amounts is still 10% less than the criteria (loss of
>30% habitat quality over 30 years) that the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada
(COSEWIC) would consider to list goshawks as Threatened106. As well, goshawks meet two other listing
criteria of COSEWIC [small population size (<1000 mature individuals) and continued threat from forest
harvesting] and so we used 20% instead of 30% as the low-risk threshold. We rationalized this low-risk
threshold estimate to reflect where we would potentially start to detect changes in coastal goshawk
populations that deviate from natural variation in population metrics.
High-risk threshold: When 60% (uncertainty range 45-80) of the historic abundance of suitable
territories remain on the land base; approximately 40% deviation from natural. We hypothesized that a
40% decline of suitable territories from historic abundance qualified as a high risk to goshawk
population viability based on a combination of factors. Some of these factors included assessment
criteria used by COSEWIC to assess the federal status of species106. Coastal goshawks meet the COSEWIC
criteria of having small populations (<1000 mature individuals) and an estimated decrease in population
size >30% based on a decline in the quality, distribution and amount of habitat within the last 30 years
as well as a continued threat from forest harvesting. We also considered that goshawks are wideranging predators that require relatively large amounts of suitable habitat to fulfill their breeding and
foraging requirements. We rationalized this high-risk threshold estimate to reflect where coastal
goshawks move from being designated as Threatened to Endangered.
Additional guidance on habitat retention: The moderate risk threshold should be based on
recommendations of the Northern Goshawk Recovery Team.
Associated management recommendationsvi:
1. Use the best available information to estimate the proportion of habitat necessary to support a
suitable territory.

vi

These are draft recommendations. Operational implications require consideration before these draft
recommendations are applied.
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2. Apply habitat suitability and territory models across an entire sub-region, including the managed
forest and reserves. Assessing reserves alone does not provide an adequate amount or spatial
distribution of suitable territories.
3. Predict current risk using habitat and territory suitability models with most current forest cover
data.
4. Predict future risk using habitat and territory suitability models with projected forest cover data
and management scenarios.
5. Ensure an amount of suitable territories greater than the low-risk threshold are retained that
are well distributed across management units. Consider natural spacing patterns between
goshawk territories within this area (best current estimate is 10.8 km).
5.2.4

Assumptions and Uncertainty

The best-estimate curve and related thresholds apply to situations that meet the following management
assumptions:
 Goshawk territories are well distributed across the landscape


A representative range of territory qualities is retained



Limited silvicultural treatments to create mature-forest structural characteristics

Ecological systems are complex and responses to management scenarios are uncertain. Decision-makers
need to be aware of uncertainty for two reasons: they may wish to apply a precautionary approach
when uncertainty is high and they may wish to use adaptive management to monitor outcomes of
management practices and where necessary, adjust these practices. In addition to the uncertainties
discussed below, see Horn et al. (2009) for research and inventory gaps.
Uncertainty is relatively small when risk is relatively high or low. Uncertainty increases when risk is
intermediate (dashed lines, Figure 5-3). Uncertainty can be divided into two components: uncertainty
related to the territory suitability predictions and uncertainty related to hypothesized risk to population
viability given a percentage of naturally available suitable territories remaining on the land base. The
dashed lines only show uncertainty related to the hypothesized risk to population viability because
uncertainty related to territory suitability estimates is described elsewhere109. The mechanisms
causing uncertainty related to climate change or other stochastic forces are not discussed specifically,
but these things increase uncertainty and could lead to high risk at any territory abundance, especially
because goshawks occur at naturally low densities.
Table 5-2 provides an overview of factors that cause uncertainty in territory suitability predictions and
population response. In addition to distinguishing uncertainty related to territory suitability from
uncertainty related to population response, uncertainty is further divided into data uncertainty (where
habitat maps are of poor or inconsistent quality), knowledge uncertainty (where effects of management
actions or natural factors on populations are poorly understood) and implementation uncertainty
(where it is not known whether a management action will be implemented). The uncertainties and
related assumptions are discussed in more detail below the table).
Overall, knowledge uncertainty accounts for the largest portion of total uncertainty. The main
knowledge uncertainty relates to how many territories are necessary to support a viable population.
Management uncertainty is also important to consider. If harvesting selectively removes the most
suitable productive territories, the risk to the population could increase substantially. Although this
scenario is unlikely, it merits management attention. Data uncertainty can be reduced by improving
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habitat inventories. Management uncertainty can be reduced by confirming management direction—
will practices that reduce risk be adopted?
Table 5-2. Sources of uncertainty and their effects on risk. Only uncertainties related to hypothesized relationships
between the percent of naturally occurring suitable territories and risk to population viability were considered
when constructing the uncertainty bands of Figure 5-3.
Uncertainty*

Effect on level of
risk**

Magnitude of
impact***

Increase or
decrease

Small - moderate

Data uncertainty related to territory suitability
1. If forest cover data quality improves.
Knowledge uncertainty related to territory suitability
2. If the accuracy of the relationship between amount of Increase or
suitable habitat in territories and
decrease
occupancy/breeding success improves.

Medium

3. If estimates of breeding density, territory size and
elasticity improve.

Increase or
decrease

Small

4. If estimates of the historic natural abundance
(capability) of territories improves.

Increase or
decrease

Small

5. If assumed relationships between number of suitable
territories and population risk is incorrect.

Increase or
decrease

6. If estimates of mortality risk improve.

Increase or
decrease

High, especially
when percent
natural suitable
territories is between
low and high risk.
Unknown, but
potentially large

7. If estimates of the number of floaters and their
importance in population dynamics improve.

Increase or
decrease

Unknown, but
potentially large

8. If estimates of prey dynamics improve.

Increase or
decrease

Unknown

9. If our understanding of gene flow among populations
improves.

Increase or
decrease

Unknown, but
potentially large

10. If our understanding of the relationship between
territory quality and individual fitness improves.

Increase or
decrease

Medium

11. If climate change changes habitat suitability
estimates or poses other threats (not included in
uncertainty bands)

Increase or
decrease

Unknown, but
potentially large

12. If harvesting preferentially removes better territories.

Increase

Medium to large

13. If silviculture creates mature forest structures

Decrease

Unknown

Knowledge uncertainty related to population response

Management uncertainty related to population response
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* Uncertainties are expressed relative to assumptions used to develop the best-estimate curve.
**Shows whether risk increases or decreases if assumptions are not met.
***Small uncertainty means that risk changes by < 33%; medium means a 33-67% change; and large means a >67%
change, where risk ranges from 0 to 100%.
Uncertainty about territory suitability

Uncertainty about the number of currently suitable territories, relative to natural levels, limits the
accuracy of the predicted risk to goshawk populations (x-axis, Figure 5-3). Uncertainty in predicting
territory numbers is derived from a combination of: 1) underlying inaccuracies in the base layers used to
predict breeding and foraging habitat quality; 2) amount of suitable habitat within territories required to
sustain occupancy over time; 3) breeding density, and hence territory size. The most uncertainty is in
the underlying base layers used to predict breeding and foraging habitat suitability because the territory
model incorporates uncertainty around the amount of breeding and foraging habitat needed for a
territory to form. As well, the territory model includes uncertainty about territory size and elasticity
(which is assumed to correlate with the foraging area) and about the number of territories that can be
“packed” into an area.
Uncertainty about the natural disturbance regime and consequently the predicted number of historic
territories that may have been supported is assumed to have a relatively minor effect for this region of
the coast.
Uncertainty about population response

Most uncertainty related to predictions from Figure 5-3 is derived from our lack of knowledge of the
relationship between the number of potential territories that a land base may support and population
viability and response. Factors related to this uncertainty include: 1) stochastic breeding success; 2)
mortality risk; 3) numbers of floaters; 4) variation in prey (abundance and availability); and 5) gene flow.
However, only breeding success, annual occupancy and breeding density were explicitly considered
when estimating the shapes of Figure 5-3. With a small population, stochastic variation in demographic
parameters could lead to extirpation.
Improved understanding of population response would allow better estimates of goshawk population
viability. One minimum viable population literature review suggested between 2544-5244 (95% CI)
individuals were required to prevent bird populations from becoming extinct110. Although the MVP is
unknown for coastal goshawk populations, Traill et al.111 suggest that the required number of individuals
to maintain long-term persistence and evolutionary potential, is often much greater than conservation
targets. Therefore, our hypothesis about locations of high-risk and low-risk thresholds employs a
precautionary approach.
Uncertainty about management actions and population response

The curve in Figure 5-3 assumes that a representative range of territory qualities is retained. However,
population studies in Europe have shown that a relatively small proportion of breeding goshawks
produces the majority of young108. Forest harvesting is not likely to be random with respect to territory
quality. Goshawks tend to prefer stands that are more desirable for harvesting, thus this uncertainty is
likely to increase risk at a given territory abundance. As well, Figure 5-3 has not considered management
actions (e.g., variable retention, thinning) that may accelerate the recruitment of goshawk habitat.
While there is a general working knowledge that treating regenerating stands can enhance mature
structural characteristics, there are still large uncertainties around explicit habitat management
prescriptions and goshawk population responses.
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5.3 Level of agreement
Experts support the general content of this report, recognizing that many assumptions are based on
expert opinion, interpretation of the available data and literature, and on hypothesized relationships
between percentages of historic numbers of suitable territories and goshawk population viability. After
approximately 20 years of research and inventory on goshawks in North America and Europe (including
15 years in BC), there are still several information gaps around goshawk ecology. Therefore, predictions
within this document should only be considered as hypotheses with a high magnitude of uncertainty
associated with each one. Management actions that are implemented based on hypotheses within this
document should be thoroughly monitored for their effectiveness. Hypothesized risk thresholds should
always be considered with their associated error estimates and should never be taken as point
estimates.
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6 Tailed Frog (Ascaphus truei)
Species experts:
Linda Dupuis, M.Sc., R.P.Bio., Squamish, B.C.
Pierre Friele, M.Sc., P.Geo., Squamish, B.C.
Volker Michelfelder, M.R.M., R.P.Bio., Ministry of Environment, Hagensborg, B.C.
Facilitators:
Laurie Kremsater, M.Sc., R.P.Bio, R.P.F., Consultant, Abbotsford, BC
Steve Kachanoski, Integrated Land Management Bureau, Victoria, BC
Reliability of information presented
Estimates of species responses to habitat abundance, and related estimates of uncertainty, presented in
this section are necessarily subjective. Species responses to habitat and related thresholds are
presented in graphs—these graphs capture hypothesized relationships; they are not based directly on
data. Estimates are based on opinion and interpretation and extrapolation of available literature by focal
species experts. Key literature has been referenced, but a more thorough discussion of available
knowledge is presented in Horn et al. (2009). Species experts rated the quality of knowledge used to
support threshold estimates for tailed frogs as very low to low (1.5 to 2 out of a possible 5 points;
Appendix 2). Few managed species will have knowledge quality scores that exceed 3; deer and spotted
owl may approach 4 or 5. Knowledge quality scores are partly reflected in uncertainty bands shown in
Figure 6-2. Species response graphs apply to the context described by management assumptions (see
section 6.2.6).

6.1 Overview of factors affecting coastal tailed frog populations
Several references to published literature that support statements made in this overview section are
found in Horn et al.112; some additional references are included in the text and endnotes of this chapter.
The tailed frog metapopulation113 in the EBM area consists of populations that inhabit stream reaches
and basins of certain characteristics. Populations are widespread throughout the EBM area. Suitability of
basins and reaches for frogs depends strongly on local climate (e.g., maritime/continental;
windward/leeward) and physiographic conditions (watershed size, geology, relief, ruggedness). More
locally, habitat suitability is determined by characteristics of stream reaches (Montgomery and
Buffington 1997114) and their associated riparian buffers. Adult frogs forage and hide in stream riparian
forest. Frogs breed and tadpoles rear (1-4 years depending on temperature and nutrient regimes) in
lotic habitats. Connections between reaches and between basins are suspected to be important for
dispersal and metapopulation viability. The major mortality factors on frogs and tadpoles include
predation (by fish, dippers, shrews, snakes and toads), and trauma (pinched limbs, blown nests,
grinding) during stochastic events such as extreme floods and/or sediment floods. Timber harvesting,
road building, road use and maintenance can affect many aspects of terrestrial habitat, aquatic habitat
condition, and stream and terrestrial connectivity that collectively influence both habitat suitability and
direct mortality. We discuss each of these factors in more detail below and outline them schematically
in Figure 6-1 and in the Supplemental Information (6.6).
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Figure 6-1. Conceptual model of factors influencing the tailed frog metapopulation. Numbers provide a
rough qualitative assessment of relative degree of influence (1=low, 2=med, 3=high) across a range of
different contexts. They do not directly influence the risk versus habitat relationships developed below.
Note that this diagram is simplified to focus on key relationships relevant to management.
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6.1.1

Climate and Weather

Broad climatic conditions and local weather affect tailed frog populations. The very wet hypermaritime
supports lower frog densities than does the maritime areas. The relatively temperate maritime BEC
zones are preferred to the colder areas that are transitional from maritime to continental climates (e.g.,
upper Zyometz River). Terrestrial-bound amphibians are more active at the surface (i.e., undergo more
foraging ventures, local movements, and long-distance dispersal) when weather is moderate (cool,
moist). In continental settings, as exemplified by the Rocky Mountain tailed frog in southeast British
Columbia, frogs are more restricted to streams and the immediate riparian environment and are readily
found in aquatic searches. Conversely, on the coast, frogs are rarely found during stream surveys, likely
because their terrestrial movements are less restricted by low atmospheric humidity. Aspect, which
influences temperature and local weather, is another important factor. On the outer coast, basins facing
oncoming storms (S, SW) appear to have lower abundances than leeward basins. This reflects the
influence of channel disturbance on tailed frogs: windward creeks are flashy. In contrast, farther inland,
removed from the direct influence of maritime storms, south-facing creeks support higher abundances
because north-facing creeks are colder. Similarly, with increasing distance inland, higher elevation
increases the severity of cold temperatures and decreases habitat value to frogs. At the northern end of
the tailed frogs range, stream temperatures are more likely to be too cold than too warm. That is quite
different from more southerly portions of the frogs’ range in Washington, Oregon and California, where
warm streams are most limiting. Climate change could have large negative effects on tailed frogs if
streams become too warm or too variable in their discharge and temperature regimes (flashier flows,
reduced summer flows, increased summer stream temperatures), but climate change is not included in
the response curves drawn in the next sections.
6.1.2

Habitat

Tailed frogs prefer certain characteristics in the basins and streams they inhabit. They are adapted to
steep streams characterized by step-pool channel morphology with channel slopes ~3% and steeper.
These are streams draining watersheds smaller than 50-100 km2 in size, predominantly upland channels
(1st & 2nd order streams; <10 km2 basin area) tributary to montane mainstem channels (3rd & 4th
order; 10-100 km2 basin area). They provide biophysical habitat conditions distinct from lower gradient
fish streams (Chin 1989115, 1998116; Montgomery and Buffington 1997117; Scheurlein 1999118). Step pool
streams are typically coarse-grained, cobble-boulder channels, with stable morphology. Channel
disturbance (bedload movement) and increases in fine sediment reduce habitat quality. Where suitable
conditions exist, frogs are usually present. Although occurrence and abundance data are limited, the
tailed frog ranges throughout the EBM area (see 6.6 Supplemental Information). Present evidence
derived from a sample of 135 coastal basins between Prince Rupert and Knights Inlet (see 6.6
Supplemental Information) indicate tailed frogs inhabit about 40-50% of perennial hillslope channels in
any given landscape unit.
6.1.3

Basin Condition

Upland streams (1st to 3rd order channels) are smaller channels with lower waterpower, and are
numerous in the landscape (Gomi et al. 2002119). First order channels are more likely to be ephemeral
and are dispersal rather than breeding habitat. Second and third order upland streams provide the most
abundant breeding habitat. The best habitats have coarse substrates, cool to warmer temperature
regimes, and low disturbance rates. In many watersheds, down-valley positions provide optimal
conditions; while back-end, higher elevation settings are often more susceptible to disturbance (debris
flow; snow avalanche; DeScalley et al. 2001120) and are less optimal habitats. Tailed frogs reside in a
multivariate system, where determinant variable depends on the physiographic setting (Dupuis and
Friele 2006121). For example, interactions exist between regional climate and geology: in the Coast
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Mountains bedrock is strong, producing coarse substrate and channels are resilient to high intensity
rainfall; in contrast in the Hazelton Mountains bedrock is week, and substrates are finer, but rainfall
intensities are lower, so channel disturbance is mitigated. In these settings stream temperature is most
important.
Basins with dendritic stream patterns, rather than single stem streams, offer greater recolonization
potential in case of a local catastrophic event (e.g., debris flow). A basin with a channel long-profile that
is concave and irregular (rather than convex and/or smooth), is less likely to be affected in its entirety
(full channel length) by a catastrophic event.
6.1.4

Stream Reach Condition

Stable channels with coarse clean cobble gravel substrate and cool (6-18oC) summer stream
temperatures are ideal for frogs. Stream bed texture and embeddedness are used as indicators of
habitat condition, reflecting the amount of pore space available among the cobble gravel. Natural
disturbance and land use may increase sedimentation and reduce channel condition. Well-formed steppool topography is an index of good channel condition. If step frequency is reduced, this reflects
reduced channel condition and poor habitat quality (Wood-Smith and Buffington 1996122; Chin and Wohl
2005123). In certain settings, canopy removal may lead to stream temperatures rising above critical
thresholds.
Stream chemistry

Tannic streams, often found in the hypermaritime, appear not to be hospitable to tailed frogs. These
streams are most common in the Hecate Lowlands and these low relief landscapes are not considered
part of tailed frog range. However, as relief picks up on the west slope of the Coast Mountains, tannic
water chemistry may play a role in determining distribution. This aspect of tailed frog distribution has
not been systematically assessed. Other aspects of stream chemistry also have effects. Kiffney and
Richardson (2001)124 have demonstrated that tadpoles and other stream grazers are resource limited,
and that growth rates are significantly affected by stream productivity. This work implies that the risk of
mortality from channel events is greater in nutrient-poor and/or cold streams as it takes longer for the
tadpoles to reach metamorphosis.
Riparian Condition

In coastal BC, forested riparian buffers are not typically needed to keep streams cool. Clearcutting may
improve a stream’s temperature regime and boost productivity in the short-term, and thus benefit the
larval stage until the canopy is re-established. Buffers are important for other reasons however. If
properly windfirmed, buffers prevent direct channel disturbance from logging (prevent cross-stream
yarding; maintain gully sidewall stability). Moreover, riparian forest is important for the terrestrial life
stages. Most studies show a strong association with old growth forest conditions, and many authors
suggest that structural complexity is directly correlated to microclimatic stability, food availability and
refuge abundance. Wider buffers necessarily imply greater protection from adverse weather conditions,
increased living habitat, and greater connectivity in the landscape.
6.1.5

Connectivity

Not much is known about how far frogs disperse; there are strong differences in behaviour between
Coast tailed frog and Rocky Mountain tailed frog) but connections between reaches and between basins
are known to be important. As a guiding principle, it should be noted that recent research by Nielson et
al. (2001, 2006)125 suggests a migration rate of 10 individuals/generation between the Olympic Peninsula
and central Washington. Coast tailed frogs travel along streams and across the hillslope between
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streams. Riparian corridors provide dispersal routes for adult and juvenile frogs. Forests across slopes
and low passes between drainages are important for lateral and across basin dispersal. Forests with
structure that moderate microclimate seem to be important for most amphibians, including tailed frogs,
by increasing windows of opportunity for surface activity (allowing for greater and more frequent
movements across the landscape). Forests around seepage areas and wetlands, as well as upland forest
within basins that contain tailed frogs, are important stepping stones during dispersal. Little is known as
to how far or when frogs can move through open habitats (e.g., alpine meadows and clearcuts) although
it is expected that dry hot conditions would limit dispersal though such habitats. Radio telemetry work
on the larger Pacific giant salamander has demonstrated significantly longer and more frequent
movement forays during rainy days, with some evidence that movements were more limited in clearcuts
during dry periods (Johnston and Frid 2002)126.
Routes from basin to basin (i.e., between populations) are expected to be lateral (across slopes) in the
front end of valleys, and between suitable passes farther up-valley (at higher elevations). These suitable
passes are thought of as nodes, and could be identified by GIS query.

6.1.6

Mortality

Frogs are predated on by fish, shrews, snakes, toads and dippers. They also are injured by battering
when strong flows transport coarse sediment. Increase in fine sediment reduces refuge space within the
armour layer, reducing available habitat, and may lead to burial during sudden events. Chronic
movement of fine sediment likely also reduces suitability. Timber harvesting and road construction can
affect stream flow through equivalent clearcut areas (ECA) effects and by disturbing individual stream
crossings.
6.1.7

Effects of forest cover

From the above summary of factors affecting frog population we can see that climate and physiography
(and thus ultimately stream morphology and hydrology) have the greatest influence on frog distribution
and abundance. However, forest condition can affect and alter local and watershed-level channel
habitat condition and terrestrial habitat quality, as well as landscape-level connectivity along streams
and across slopes. Forests also help regulate water discharge (e.g., through ECA relationships).
At the reach level: Forest buffers moderate the microclimate for terrestrial (adult and juvenile) frogs
that live (forage, move, rest and seek security) in the forest. Buffers also help reduce slash loading and
sedimentation in streams. Streams buffered by immature forest often have more slash from death and
breakage of fine branches as stands mature than do streams within older forest buffers. This slash may
impede movement of frogs.
At the landscape or basin level: Forests provide terrestrial habitat for living in, and dispersing through.
Stand complexity seems more important than simply canopy cover in stabilizing local climate, and
probably in influencing food supply and refuge availability. Thus, old forest is considered important. The
rate and pattern in which the forest is harvested are also important given that forested dispersal habitat
is altered by fragmentation (i.e., the number, size and distribution of forest patches in the landscape).
Forest cover at the basin level affects streamflow through ECA relationships. Forest linkages can be
provided along riparian corridors, at low passes (watershed divide nodes) and around seepage areas.
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6.2 Risk to population versus stream buffer and basin condition
This section estimates risk to coastal tailed frog populations for different levels of habitat abundance. It
begins by recommending habitat indicators and then plots hypothesized relationships between risk and
habitat; it identifies low- and high-risk habitat thresholds and discusses uncertainty around the
hypothesized relationships. The expert opinion and information related to thresholds generated
contains substantial uncertainty and is predominantly intended for us in hypothesis testing; it is
presented is for strategic decision making, operational management for frogs would follow far more site
specific actions (see section 6.4). Any management application (including hypothesis testing as part of
adaptive mgmt) should focus on the upper uncertainty bounds and not on reported threshold numbers.
6.2.1

Recommended habitat indicator

A good habitat indicator is strongly linked to risk and to management action and improves the accuracy
of risk projections. Habitat indicators are difficult to measure accurately and contribute to uncertainty in
risk projections.
The recommended indicator is the percent of streams suitable for frogs that are effectively buffered
along their entire length. Risk to tailed frog populations is strongly influenced by the abundance of
riparian habitat and condition of the stream channel. Streams are the key habitat, but are set in basins
whose condition also affects the streams and ability for frogs to disperse. Because disturbance of the
stream buffer can affect the condition of large sections of the stream, the habitat indicator considered is
the proportion of streams whose entire length is effectively buffered. In the absence of site level
operational management we consider an effective buffer to be 50 m wide on each side of the stream;
this is a strategic level assumption to provide an effective buffer. Basin condition is a secondary habitat
indicator and considers the disturbed area in the basin. Section 6.2.2 deals with management of stream
reaches, section 6.2.4 deals with forest management in a basin, and section 6.3 discusses extending
relationships from the stream and basin to the sub-regional scale.
Habitat Alteration Response Models
The following sub-sections show how risk to tailed frog populations varies with habitat abundance.
Section 1 provides a more complete summary of the approach. Risk is the probability of an undesired
consequence. EBM defines low- and high-risk thresholds—points where relatively rapid changes in risk
begin. By considering habitat levels that match these risk thresholds and by envisioning the general
response of risk to habitat abundance, workshop participants developed a hypothesized risk
relationship.
Estimates of uncertainty are as important as estimates of risk. The estimates of risk are preliminary
and should be improved through adaptive management.

6.2.2

Habitat alteration response model (streams)

Risk to tailed frogs increases as the percentage of suitable streams that have buffers decreases (Figure
6-2). The curve in Figure 6-2 assumes that ‘streams suitable for frogs’ actually equate to good frog
habitat. Only a subset (40-50%) of streams currently mapped as class 1 and class 2 will actually be
suitable, because of habitat condition (see Uncertainties and assumptions, section 6.3).
Figure 6-2 represents the actual biological targets if we knew which streams were suitable for tailed
frogs. The curve below assumes the suitable frog stream is in an ideal basin (unlogged, plutonic rock,
moderate climate, etc), in which logging follows best management practices to minimize sediment into
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streams. It is an unrealistic assumption used as a baseline. We then added the complexities of reality in
the next steps (see section 6.3 Uncertainties and assumptions).

Best-estimate curve
Risk to tailed frog population

HRT

Uncertainty bands

LRT

0

50
33

80
8

100
Estimated ranges
for risk thresholds

% of natural suitable stream mid slope reaches that
2
are effectively buffered within a 0.3- to 10 km basin

Figure 6-2. Hypothesized relationship. Risk to the tailed frog population versus the percentage of suitable frogs
2
streams that are entirely buffered (i.e., an approximate 50m buffer along the entire reach length) in a 0.3-10km
basin.

6.2.3

Low- and high-risk habitat thresholds (streams)

The low-risk threshold is the point where the population abundance and distribution likely becomes
noticeably different from the natural range of variation. The high-risk threshold is the point where
serious ecological impacts likely begin; it is conceptually similar to a minimum viable population.
Former work by the focal species team (see Horn and Rumsey 2009127) set low-risk thresholds as:
buffering 50% of class 1 streams to 50 m; and concomitantly protecting 30% of class 3 (basins); and also
buffering 45% of class 2 streams to 50 m and protecting 40% of class 4(basin)habitat.
During this workshop, when the biologists tried to identify low-risk thresholds from the curve and
discussion, they moved the 50% low risk point originally developed by the focal species group, to 80%.
The biologists considered that they would be able to detect a change (beyond natural spatial and
temporal variability) in populations after 20% habitat loss. This definition of low risk is more
conservative than the definition that was used in the focal species scenarios.
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Low-risk threshold: 80% (uncertainty range 60 to 100)of suitable frog streams effectively buffered.
Expert judgment predicts frogs would need at least 80% of suitable habitat to be protected to be above
the point where any noticeable changes to metapopulation occur.
High-risk threshold: 50% (uncertainty range 30 to 80) of suitable streams effectively buffered. Expert
judgment predicts that if habitat was reduced by much more than half, large changes in tailed frog
populations may occur, so this identified the high risk.
Additional guidance on habitat retention: There is no obvious reason why a moderate risk midpoint
would not lie half way between the low- and high-risk thresholds, at 65% habitat abundance.
Identifying 50% as the habitat level that results in high risk also reflects the ecological requirements that
make frogs sensitive to habitat change. Frogs have relatively late maturity (7 to 8 years before they are
reproductively active) and face large predation and vulnerability of metamorphs (hence low
recruitment). As well, frog populations are poorly connected and they are poor dispersers. Risk
increases exponentially in many amphibian populations once it has hit a landscape threshold (Dupuis
pers. comm.)
The thresholds discussed at this workshop are different that the original and are slightly higher than the
general risk curve developed for ecosystem representation (e.g., ecosystems are at low risk when 70% of
natural amounts are retained in a natural state and at high risk when 30 percent or less is protected),
that is because tailed frogs are a sensitive species (late maturity, poor dispersal, high vulnerability of
young)
Of particular importance, these thresholds assume that stream buffers are not partly harvested and that
basins are in good condition. Uncertainty bands are considered to be relatively less accurate than the
best-estimate curve and should not be used as the basis for management targets. Rather, uncertainty
bands provide an indication of the range of potential risk outcomes at a given habitat abundance.
6.2.4

Habitat alteration-response model (basins)

In this exercise, buffered streams are the most important habitat indicator, but the condition of the
basin is also an important secondary indicator. The curve below presents the experts’ best estimate of
the risk to the tailed frog population in relation to the proportion of intact sub-basins in a 0.3-10km2
basin left intact (i.e., not harvested). Again, the shape of the curve assumes an ideal physical basin
where the only change is amount of the basin that is harvested. Risk increases with the amount
harvested (Figure 6-3) because harvesting decreases habitat for adult and juvenile frogs and ground
based harvesting increases roads and stream crossings with their incumbent risks of sedimentation and
debris influx into streams. The curve reflects a basin that has hard bedrock, moderate climate, good
slope and ruggedness etc, and effective buffers on all suitable streams with frogs.
Under the ideal conditions (perfect physical basin, buffers on all streams, and only harvesting that
follows best management practices; Dupuis and Friele 2003128) the threshold of low risk isn’t crossed
until less than 40% of the basin remains intact (bold solid black line Figure 6-3), that is, 60% can be
harvested before noticeable changes to frog populations would occur. Under best management
practices, high-risk threshold would not be crossed.
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Risk to natural abundance and distribution of
tailed frog population in basin

Risk to tailed frog population

Best estimate under ideal conditions

Shifts of curve / uncertainty
bands
LRT

40

Percentage of intact class 3 sub-basins in 0.3-10 km2 basin
Figure 6-3. Hypothesized relationship. Risk to tailed frog population versus percentage of intact class 3 sub-basins
2
in .3-10 km basin.

6.2.5

Low- and high-risk habitat thresholds (basins)

Low-risk threshold: 40% of class 3 and 4 basins intact; 60% reduction from natural.
High-risk threshold: Not crossed assuming best management practices.
Even though it was possible to draw a risk curve to describe how harvesting in a sub-basin or basin
affects frog habitat (and thus potentially affects frog populations) from a tailed frog perspective,
following Best Management Practices (BMPs) in basins (Dupuis and Friele 2003129) may be more
appropriate than reserving sub-basins or basins from harvest. If reserving basins, Class 3 and 4 habitat
should only be reserved if the associated class 1 and 2 habitat is also effectively protected. As well,
because having a requirement to reserve basins from harvest would ‘use’ a substantial amount of the
reserve budget while achieving relatively minor ecological protection, and old-growth capital used in
such a manner will not be available for protection of class 1 and 2 habitat or protection of habitat for
other focal species, the biologists would rather see basins protected by best management practices than
by reserving entire basins.
If BMPs are used in a basin (class 3 and 4 habitat), it is possible to harvest basins and not ever creep into
high risk. BMPs are those that that maintain natural sediment fluxes and hydrologic regimes, maintain
stream temperature regimes, and riparian microclimate regimes in associated natal streams, avoid
adverse changes in water quality, and maintain low ECA,. Such best management could include, but are
not limited to, using sedimentation and erosion control measures, minimizing stream crossings, avoiding
pesticides in natal areas, deactivating roads, leaving CWD in natal areas, yarding away from streams,
minimizing ditch runs, and avoiding discharging ditch water directly into streams. The upland stream
(objective 12) and stand level (objective 16) provisions of the coastal Land Use Orders offer guidance.
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6.2.6

Assumptions and uncertainty

The best-estimate curve and related thresholds apply to situations that meet the following management
assumptions:
 Harvesting follows best management practices


Buffers are not partially harvested



Buffers run the entire length of streams



Stream crossings are managed well



Harvesting does not occur in important frog habitats (see above paragraph and Dupuis and Friele
2003 for description)

Ecological systems are complex (Dupuis and Friele 2006130) and responses to management are
uncertain. Decision-makers need to be aware of uncertainty for two reasons: they may wish to apply a
precautionary approach when uncertainty is high; they may wish to use adaptive management to
reduce uncertainty. In addition to the uncertainties discussed below, see Horn et al112 for research and
inventory gaps.
The best estimate curve has considerable uncertainty around it (dashed lines, Figure 6-2 and 6-3).
Several actions or factors will have the effect of making it riskier to the frog population at any given level
of habitat abundance (i.e., will move the curve of the best estimate to the right).
Table 6-1 provides an overview of factors that cause uncertainty, including data uncertainty (where
habitat maps are of poor or inconsistent quality), knowledge uncertainty (where effects of management
actions or natural factors on populations are poorly understood) and management uncertainty (where it
is not known whether a management action will be implemented). Uncertainties and related
assumptions are discussed in more detail below the table.
For tailed frogs, although data and management uncertainties are very large, knowledge uncertainty is
the largest -- we know little about how frogs respond to specific habitat changes. Data uncertainty can
be reduced by improving habitat inventories. Management uncertainty can be reduced by confirming
management direction—will practices that reduce risk be adopted?
Table 6-1. Sources of uncertainty and their effects on risk. Unless otherwise noted, these uncertainties were
considered when constructing the uncertainty bands of Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3.
Uncertainty*

Effect on level of risk**

Magnitude of
impact***

Data Uncertainty
1.

If streams are field verified as good habitat with
frogs

Decrease

Large

2.

If class 1 and 2 streams are not actually suitable
for frogs.

Increase

Med

3.

If class 3 and 4 streams have more frogs than
thought

Increase if streams not
protected; decrease if
protected

Small

Management Uncertainty
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Uncertainty*

Effect on level of risk**

Magnitude of
impact***

4.

If Basin condition not ideal

Increase

Med

5.

If harvesting in Basin does not follow BMPs

Increase

Large

6.

If buffers are partially harvested

Increase

Large, near low
risk

7.

If more streams are buffered on portions of their
length (rather than entire lengths of fewer
streams)

Increase or decrease,
depending on quality of
buffers retained

Med

8.

If stream crossing are managed poorly

Increase

Large

9.

If location of harvesting in a basin occurs
frequently in stream buffers or other important
areas.

Increase

Med

10. If populations are more resilient to changes in
buffers and basins than assumed then targets
would be different

Decrease

Large

11. If climate change reduces habitat suitability or
poses other threats (not included in uncertainty
bands).

Increase

Unknown, but
potentially large

Knowledge Uncertainty

* Uncertainties are expressed relative to assumptions used to develop the best-estimate curve.
**Shows whether risk increases or decreases if assumptions are not met.
***Small uncertainty means that risk changes by < 33%; medium means a 33-67% change; and large means a >67%
change, where risk ranges from 0 to 100%.
Data uncertainty (about 20% of uncertainty is data uncertainty)

1 - 3. A large uncertainty is predicting suitable streams that support frogs. Trim data does not provide
enough information to identify suitable frog streams. This inability to properly classify frog streams from
GIS led to complications in the discussions and in presentation of the results131. The curve in Figure 6-2
does not reflect a very realistic situation because it is not possible to map all suitable frog streams.
Instead, streams are categorized into classes by GIS analyses. Stream classes 1 and 2 are mapped by GIS
using basin size and basin slope. Class 1 streams are streams in basins less than 10 km2 with 30 to 70%
slope; class 2 streams are streams in basins less than 10 km2 with 70% to 120% slope. Class 1 streams
and class 2 streams are a component of all the streams. Frogs only seem to occur in 40-50% of mapped
class 1 and 2 streams, that occurrence might drop to 20-30% occurrence at range edges. Other streams
less than 30% gradient or more than 120% gradient may still have frogs. Biologists don’t think they are
missing a large number of frogs by looking at best 2 habitat classes, but missing some suitable streams
does increase risk to frogs. All the streams in classes 1 and 2 are not necessarily good streams for frogs
because some unmapped characteristics may render some channels not suitable, such as flashiness,
bedload rates, cobble embeddedness. Those characteristics may in fact make streams identified by GIS
as class1 and 2, so unsuitable that, although they may be used by frogs, they are in fact population sinks.
Because the mapping is very inclusive, protecting 50% of class 1 streams would actually capture less
than 25% or so of streams that really have frogs in them and are actually good frog habitat.
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Management uncertainty(about 10% of uncertainty is management uncertainty)

4. Less than ideal basin physical characteristics: The best estimate curve assumes an ideal basin:
rugged (30 to 120 overall slope), dendritic, moderate climate, competent bedrock. If those assumptions
change then the shape of the curves (both Fig. 6-2 for streams and Fig. 6-3 for basins) will change:









If the basin is instead concave with smooth unbroken profile, then water will move more easily
and flows will be flashier and riskier to frogs (increased probability of channel bedload
movement). Concavity will shift curve right.
Class 4 basins, being steeper, would have a risk curve shifted right slightly (riskier).
If the basin is not dendritic, but instead is a single channel, then tailed frogs have less potential
to recolonize the site after a disturbance. Drainage complexity will shift the curve to the right.
Single stem drainage patterns provide fewer refugia than dendritic patterns, but conversely
require fewer stream crossings when harvesting. The net effect probably still means a dendritic
pattern is best, but only if stream crossings are well managed.
If the basin is in an extremely wet area (i.e., the hypermaritime) then risk associated with
flashiness increases. A shift to the right will occur in hypermaritime areas, particularly in S and
SW aspects (basins facing incoming storms).
If the basin has volcanic or sedimentary bedrock, which is more friable than the ideal harder
bedrock (granitic or plutonic), risk increases.
If basin gradients are less than ideal (very steep, >120% or gentle, <30%), risk increases.
If the basin is in a continental area, or if the basin is in a cold north-facing valley or at high
elevation, the curve shifts to the right.

5. Effects of harvesting in the basin: If the basin is harvested, that will increase risk to the frogs.
Harvest increases chances of sedimentation, decreases habitat and decreases connectivity. These
uncertainties affect both Fig. 6-2 for streams and Fig. 6-3 for basins and are amenable to management.








If harvest blocks in the basin are located in important parts of the basins, such as low on the
slope close to natal areas, that will increase risk to frogs. Blocks located higher on the slope
away from streams will usually have less effect on habitat and dispersal.
If harvest blocks remove forest in low passes (thus increasing isolation between basins), that will
increase risk to frogs and move the curve right.
Harvesting usually means roads, and those increase risk of sedimentation.
IF harvesting results in high ECA, risk would increase
Clustering logging in lower parts of a Landscape Unit, where low stream gradients lead to poor
tailed frog habitat, however, lower parts of the LU in basins with < 0.3 ruggedness and < 10 km2
may contain suitable habitat, thus managers should confirm habitat suitability before clustering
logging in lower portions of such basins. Harvesting the best habitat (i.e. the moderate slopes in
the front end of a valley), is riskier than harvesting randomly with respect to habitat quality.
Front end valley streams are preferred by frogs and if harvested need good buffers through
logged areas. There is strong correlation among class1 and class 2 streams and harvestable
areas. (At the sub-regional level an even distribution of logging among basins is best because the
rate of impact in a given basin is reduced (even when harvesting within a basin is clumped)).
Location of harvesting will shift the curve; if lower valley areas that are more productive areas
for frogs were harvested preferentially, then there would be increased risk to frog populations.
The best estimate line assumes that harvesting in the basin protects seepage areas, nodes, and
low passes thus allowing connectivity for dispersal. If this were not the case, the curve would
become more risky (shift to the right).
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If harvesting removed riparian buffers, then the risk would jump to high quite quickly. There is
uncertainty as to how effective buffers of various widths are over the long term in the face of
disturbance such as windthrow, beetle, and fire that may reduce those buffers.

6-9. Responses of frogs to harvesting portions of a buffer, the implications of reserving portions of more
streams rather than entire lengths of fewer streams, the appropriate width of a buffer, etc, all are based
on the basic understanding that streamside habitat is important for living and dispersal and as habitat
quality decreases, risk will increase.
Logging upper slope buffers tends to be more risky than logging lower buffers because of the energy
continuum along a stream (upstream disturbances carry on downstream; Vannote et al. 1980132). Lower
slope buffers provide direct protection to breeding habitat but upper slope buffers protect from direct
impact to channels and protect against the risk of sidewall failures, landsliding and associated sediment
transfers. All harvesting of buffers shifts curve to more risky but there would be less of a shift if
harvesting takes bits of lower buffer carefully.
Although most of the riparian buffer should remain intact to minimize risk to frogs, it is conceivable that
some portions could be harvested depending on local conditions. For example, where streams are quite
incised, buffers likely could be narrower. If any portion of the buffer is slated for harvest, harvesting and
roading can be done carefully to limit the increase in risk (i.e., to reduce the shift of the curve).
Following Best Management Practices (e.g., heli logging, gully assessment; fall away yard away, etc.; see
section 6.2.5 and 6.4) will limit increases in risk.
The resilience of frogs in the long term to habitat changes was not known from the literature, it is expert
opinion.
Knowledge uncertainty (about 70% of uncertainty is knowledge uncertainty)

10. Knowledge about population resilience is very low. We don’t have a good understanding of
recruitment rates, population size, minimum viable populations, dispersal capability, use of suboptimal
habitat, effects of dispersal rate on genetic fitness, etc. Similarly, knowledge of how resilient tailed frog
habitat is to climate change, or how stable riparian buffers are over time in the face of disturbance is
low. Effects of management on stream habitat and frogs also have substantial knowledge gaps: effects
of ECA on summer low flows is somewhat known; design of effective buffers are also somewhat known.
Effects of various patterns of landscape connectivity and old growth patch retention on frog dispersal
are unknown.
There was no data available to be brought forward to support the need to maintain 80% of frog
populations to be low risk. However, because low risk is defined as where changes from natural start to
be seen (not as where a population is likely to persist over the long term), biologists felt that removing
more than 20% of habitat would start to move populations beyond their typical natural variability.
Similarly, for the 50% high-risk threshold, no data was brought forward. Again, the biologists felt that
with anything less than half the natural populations, large changes from natural could start to occur.
This is expert judgment.
11. Climate change may have a large but uncertain affect. Some slight warming would perhaps be
beneficial to water temperature, but larger warming could move summer stream temperatures too
high. Further, climate change is expected to increase winter rainfall and rainfall intensities, leading to
higher landslide rates (Jakob and Lambert 2009133). This could negatively affect tailed frog distribution.
As well, effects on food chain and extreme events would likely increase risk.
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Additional uncertainties:
Some items were noted by reviewers in the draft report and have not yet been addressed by frog
experts. Key among these were requests for 1) more clarity about how to identify natal areas and a
more in depth description of appropriate riparian reserves around natal areas; 2) clarity around how
much of the stream should be buffered – the whole length top to bottom, or just the reaches of suitable
frog habitat (i.e., all of class 1 and 2 sections of streams); 3) clarity about how risk at the basin scale
would translate into risk at the sub-region – would one basin at high risk mean the whole sub-region
would be considered high risk, or would it take closer to 50% of the basins in a sub-region to be at high
risk before the whole sub-region would be considered high risk. These issues require further
clarification.

6.3 Habitat alteration at the sub-regional level
Risk targets are meant to be set at the sub-regional level. Both the discussion of management of stream
reaches (Section 6.2.2), and management of basins (Section 6.2.4) has been at the Watershed level (50100 km2 watersheds), but the shape of the curves likely holds for the sub-regional level as well.
Although not all watersheds or areas of the sub-region are created equalvii for frogs, at the sub-regional
level it is least risky if protected streams are well distributed across BECs and LUs. Poor distribution
would increase risk.
The shape of curve in the hypermaritime or continental areas would reflect greater risk than curves in
submaritime areas. Generally the higher risk in the hypermaritime reflects tannic streams and heavy
rainfall (flash streams and subsequent mobile bedloads). Greater risk in the continental areas reflects
more friable bedrock, harsher temperatures and more frequent dry periods in headwaters (that makes
dispersal more difficult). For frogs, moderate is best, and edges of ranges are more extreme and thus
more risky.

6.4 Management recommendationsviii
The risk curves developed above apply at a strategic level and make some arching assumptions. The
most effective management for frogs would be to address frog presence and their habitat management
operationally so that streams within cutting permits are assessed for presence of frogs and evaluated on
a site by site basis to determine where buffers should be established. On unconfined streams in natal
areas buffer ideally should exceed 50 m and not be less than 30 m. On confined portions however,
topography can help indicate where buffers should be located. Assumptions used to develop the risk
thresholds yield the following management recommendations:
1. Use Best Management Practices in basins with coastal tailed frogs. BMPs are those that that
maintain natural sediment fluxes and hydrologic regimes, maintain stream temperature
regimes, and riparian microclimate regimes in associated natal streams, and avoid adverse
changes in water quality. Such best management practices could include, but are not limited to,
vii

Some landscape units are more resilient than others -- in the core of the range removed from the hypermaritime
and from the cold eastern range limit, and within the drier maritime with Coast Plutonic rocks, landscape units are
likely productive and resilient. At the edges of the range, or within the core where physiography is steeper and
watersheds more isolated by relief, then populations may be more vulnerable.
viii

These are draft recommendations. Operational implications require consideration before these draft
recommendations are applied.
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using sedimentation and erosion control measures, minimizing stream crossings, avoiding
pesticides in natal areas, deactivating roads, leaving CWD in natal areas, yarding away from
streams, minimizing ditch runs, and avoiding discharging ditch water directly into streams. BMPs
include well-designed stream crossing and effective surface runoff management for all roads
constructed for forestry or IPPs (see Dupuis and Friele 2003). The upland stream (objective 12)
and stand level (objective 16) provisions of the coastal Land Use Orders offer guidance.
2. Field check streams for presence of frogs during site level planning then implement buffers as
necessary and appropriate to the topography. Buffers need to be wider in natal areas. (Ideally
check for multiple cohorts of frogs to avoid investing reserve budget on streams that actually
population sinks.)
3. Protect as much of the length of tailed frog streams as possible.
4. Provide dispersal habitat and protect dispersal nodes.

6.5 Level of agreement
Experts support the general content of this report, recognizing that many assumptions are based on
expert opinion and interpretation of the available literature. There is none to very limited research
concerning availability and distribution of suitable habitat at the landscape level, and no research on
population viability thresholds. The thresholds in this report are highly uncertain and require detailed
research verification. The opinions and information related to thresholds generated contains substantial
uncertainty and is predominantly intended for us in hypothesis testing. Any management application
(including hypothesis testing as part of adaptive mgmt) should focus on the upper uncertainty bounds
and not on reported threshold numbers.

6.6 Research and Adaptive Management needs
Knowledge of tailed frog population sizes would be useful. That could be estimated by calculating the
number of 50km2 basins occur within the tailed frog range, calculating how much frog habitat is within
those basins (sum the area of the streams and 50 m buffers for streams of all ruggedness class that have
less than 90% slope). Converting amount of frog habitat to population size would require knowing
something about frog density.
More information on where frogs disperse and typical dispersal rates among streams within basins and
among basins would help decisions around connectivity.
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6.7 Supplemental Information: Tailed frog presence and habitat in
Coastal BC
Tailed frogs are found throughout coastal BC, but only a small proportion of the streams in the EBM area
have been surveyed. There are field verified presence/absence data for frogs for 70 streams over 40 LUs
in midcoast; NC coverage is sparse (best up near Hazelton); SC coverage is also spare. Tanya Wahbe,
John Richardson and Dupuis/Friele have some intensive work but not extensive surveys.

134

Figure 6-4. Range of the Coast Tailed frog on the Central and North Coast of BC. Frid et al 2003 ; Dupuis and
Friele 2003)
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For the areas not surveyed, all that exists is stream class mapping and basin mapping from GIS
information on basin size and slope. Mapped Class 1 and class 2 streams overestimate the number of
occupied tailed frog streams. As well, frogs might be in streams with <30 and >120 slope (Figure 6-2). To
assess how well (or how poorly) the mapped class 1 and 2 streams reflect streams actually suitable and
supporting frogs, it would be helpful to inventory and entire 100km2 sized watershed; classify the total
streams in the LU using GIS, document the proportion of class 1 and 2 and other streams; plot detected
versus not detected information to see how many of class 1 and class 2 had presence versus absence.

Figure 6-5. Breakdown of tailed frog search occurrence rates by ruggedness class: <30%; 30-70%; 70-120%;
>120%). (Compiled from Frid et al 2003; Dupuis and Friele 2003).
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Physiographic niche of the tailed frog
Physiographic niche of the tailed frog varies by landscape according to major climatic
(maritime/continental) differences. Abundance envelopes are lines sketched around the scatter plot of
abundance data. Note that abundance envelopes for coastal samples (Coast & Hazelton Mountains)
have a right skew in the 10-50 km2 range. These basins are wide, deep mainstem creeks that are difficult
to sample by traditional methods. [The 10-50 km2 basin size requires more sampling to verify shape of
the abundance envelope in this range. This type of sampling requires channel bypass and controlled
drawdown techniques. IPP projects should be required to contribute to the improvement of this data
set.]
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7 Appendix 1. Expert Workshop Methods (Phase I)
7.1 Project Purpose
The goal of this two-phase project is to elicit expert knowledge and opinion regarding cause-effect
relationships between key indicators of habitat supply and the abundance and distribution of focal
species: marbled murrelet, mountain goat, grizzly bear, northern goshawk and tailed frog. Hypotheses
developed are intended to inform Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM) decisions.
The project divides into two phases: in the first, small groups of topic experts participate in one-day
workshops; in the second, experts discuss their findings with a larger management-oriented audience
and modify their findings as appropriate.

7.2 Specific objectives for Phase I
Phase I workshops aim to complete the following tasks (see deliverables and questions in ”Draft
Introduction to Workshop for Expert Participants” for details):
1) Identify key indicators of habitat supply (e.g., amount of goat winter range).
2) Describe hypothesized response of population to change in habitat supply (ideally develop
graphical relationship showing risk to population).
3) Identify any response thresholds in graphical relationship.
4) Determine if thresholds are low or high risk points (see appendix in “Draft Introduction to
Workshop for Expert Participants”).
5) If steps 1 to 4 do not work well, identify alternative approaches for assessing risk to focal
species.
6) Describe assumptions and uncertainty related to graphical risk relationship (literature vs.
opinion, uncertainty bands and assumptions, include habitat and non-habitat factors).
7) Describe level of expert agreement.

7.3 Methods for obtaining expert knowledge (Phase I)
The proposed workshop process follows:
Step 1. Introduce context, approach and definitions (presentation and questions)

Each workshop begins with a presentation that introduces its purpose and the broader context,
discussing the importance of separating values from knowledge, the need for knowledge to inform
management, and the benefits of explicit hypotheses and alternatives (see Box 1). The presentation also
introduces the EBM risk assessment approach, including the following key points:
EBM in coastal BC uses a risk assessment approach to support conservation planning. In general
terms risk is the probability of some undesired consequence. Ecological risk is the possibility that
attributes of ecological integrity will be changed or lost135.
Clearly defining the element that might be lost is an important aspect of ecological risk
assessment. In general, EBM uses natural benchmarks as reference conditions (EBMH136). In the
case of focal species the element of concern is the “natural abundance and distribution” of the
population (policy context137; EBMH).
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Risk can be plotted on a graph. EBM risk assessment specifically defines risk thresholds on such
graphs (EBMH). Threshold definitions from the EBMH have been modified to fit the context of
focal species (policy context):


“Low-risk threshold” is a loss of habitat supply that is likely to cause a “noticeable
change from the natural range of variation” i.e. it is the “threshold where adverse
impacts begin to be detected”



“High-risk threshold” is a loss of habitat supply that is likely to cause a “substantial
change from the range of natural variation; beyond this threshold the probability of
serious ecological degradation and substantial loss of ecological function is high. If the
high-risk threshold is exceeded, there is a high probability that ecological and
conservation values will not be sustained.

High-risk thresholds may be similar to the concept of minimum viable population.
These points are presented briefly in Step 1. They are discussed more thoroughly in Step 3.
Step 2. Develop conceptual model/influence diagram (group discussion).

Workshop participants identify as many factors that influence the focal species as possible to complete
an expert-derived conceptual model (recorded by facilitator). Experts distinguish (relatively) manageable
from unmanageable factors. After the model is completed, experts assign weights (high, medium or low
influence) to arrows in diagram. The group discusses weights, and revises as desired.
The conceptual model aims to ensure that the wide range of factors that influence the population are
considered. It places habitat within the context of these many factors and thus identifies sources of
uncertainty that limit accurate prediction of population response to changing habitat abundance.
Specific predictions about the effects of climate change are not generated in the workshop (general
statements are included, such as “climate change may have considerable impact”).
Step 3. Develop cause-effect hypothesis (presentation and group discussion)

The facilitator reviews and discusses the EBM risk assessment approach (see Step 1).
The facilitator draws the axes of a graph and labels each axis: y-axis is risk to the natural abundance and
distribution of the population; x-axis is habitat indicator expressed as a proportion of natural. The
facilitator points out that the curve may be a variety of general shapes (e.g., linear, S-shaped,
exponential). The facilitator emphasizes definitions of key risk points (thresholds): low risk is the amount
of habitat on the graph where there is a high probability of losing (or of failing to achieve) the natural
abundance and distribution of a population; high risk is the amount of habitat where there is a high
probability of an ecologically substantial reduction in population abundance and distribution. The
facilitator puts forward the idea that the high-risk threshold might be conceptually similar to a minimum
viable population and asks for feedback.
The group defines the appropriate general shape of a relationship, noting approximate location of any
thresholds (drawn by facilitator). This graphical relationship is referred to as the best-estimate. At this
time, participants also identify assumptions about the conditions under which the best-estimate curve
applies (recorded by facilitator).
To the extent possible, the facilitator identifies any portions of the cause-effect curve that are
particularly well-supported by literature. Where experts are extrapolating from literature and
synthesizing knowledge in new ways, there may be limited supporting literature.
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After exploring this approach for 15 to 30 minutes, the facilitator asks participants to evaluate whether
the process of developing the graphical cause-effect curve is working or if there is a better process,
considering budget constraints. If a better process is identified, the participants then use the remainder
of the workshop to develop the alternative.
Step 4. Review thresholds implied by model (group discussion)

Participants have explored thresholds in a preliminary manner as they developed the cause-effect
relationship (i.e., thresholds may be inherent depending on the shape of the curve). In this step, they
undertake a more detailed discussion of the implications of the cause-effect relationship for EBM. They
identify low- and high-risk thresholds, as appropriate, and describe any management statements that
can be made accordingly. In this step participants are asked if they have enough knowledge to
recommend specific low- and high-risk thresholds that can be used by managers as per the intended
uses outlined in the workshop context (see “Draft Introduction to Workshop for Expert Participants”).
Participants are also asked to note any ecological/life history factors relevant to the thresholds. Note
that in some cases, step 5 may precede step 4 so as not to disrupt the natural “flow” of discussion.
Step 5. Develop uncertainty bands for cause-effect hypothesis (group discussion)

Participants list the factors that contribute to uncertainty around the best-estimate cause-effect
hypothesis. They describe whether each factor pushes the curve to the left or the right and, as
appropriate, by how much. They note whether or not uncertainty varies along the curve and whether or
not different uncertainties are additive or independent, time permitting. They try to estimate total
uncertainty. The facilitator records results graphically and describes the various causes of uncertainty
and their relative magnitude in text.
Participants consider as many sources of uncertainty as possible. Sources of uncertainty include factors
recorded in the conceptual model that are not part of the best-estimate cause-effect hypothesis; they
include consequences of relaxing assumptions used to develop the best-estimate cause-effect
hypothesis; they include uncertainty related to estimating habitat abundance (x-axis variable); etc.
Some uncertainty is stochastic. Historically, population size varied at a given habitat abundance because
of relatively unpredictable natural factors, such as yearly variation in weather and inter-species
interaction. This variation is partially captured in the best-estimate cause-effect relationship because the
response to habitat is defined as being probabilistic (i.e., the y-axis is probability of failing to achieve the
objective), not deterministic.
Step 6. Describe level of support
Participants describe their level of support for the cause-effect relationship generated in the workshop:
“full agreement”, “willing to live with it”, “need to stand aside”, “cannot support”.

7.4 Notes and literature
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CIT (Coast Information Team). 2004. The scientific basis of ecosystem-based management.
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CIT. 2004. Ecosystem-Based Management Planning Handbook.
Context information provided to workshop participants prepared by Joint Coastal Land and Resource Forum
Technical Liaison Committee.
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8 Appendix 2. Workshop with Managers (Phase II)
8.1 Objectives for Phase II
In the Phase I, small groups of topic experts participated in one-day workshops to develop hypotheses
about how populations of focal species respond to changes in habitat abundance. The second phase of
the project has two objectives:


To present and discuss hypotheses developed in the first set of workshops with a larger
management-oriented audience.



To fill in information gaps identified in reviews.

The next section shows the agenda for the workshop with species experts and managers. The last
section shows the questions asked of species experts to address information gaps.

8.2 Objectives and agenda for April focal species workshop
Objectives for April Focal Species Workshop
1.

2.

Topic experts provide information:
o provide/confirm a rationale for why thresholds occur where they do
o rate the quality of the threshold estimates; confirm width of uncertainty bands; estimate bands for
just knowledge uncertainty
o review the management scenarios used to develop threshold estimates and identify whether
management assumptions are optimistic or pessimistic.
o review/confirm executive summary (info-graphic) content
o determine if med. risk is half way between low and high
Attendees and topic experts
o gain an understanding of the reliability of threshold estimates by learning about the expert workshop
methodology, the rationale for the threshold points identified, and the assumptions and uncertainty
that underlie threshold estimates.
o identify any assumptions that are inconsistent across workshops by comparing and contrasting
results and then explaining differences.
o gain an understanding about management assumptions underlying the threshold estimates and
about the general magnitude of changes to thresholds associated with altering management
assumptions.
o decide on any revisions necessary to finalize reports.
o decide whether and how to continue collaboration.

Tentative Agenda for April Focal Species Workshop
Time
8:30-8:45

Topic
Introduction




8:45-9:00

Overview of focal species work to date
Today’s focus: clarifying expert knowledge (reliability, etc.); not social choice.
Workshop objectives

Overview of expert workshop methods (10 min presentation + questions)





Conceptual model diagrams
Definitions of risk thresholds
Cause-effect curves with thresholds
Assumptions and uncertainty (uncertainty due to climate change not included)
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Time

Topic


9:00-10:25

Info-graphics and cross-species summary

Results by species (15 min presentation and questions)






What are key threats and habitat requirements?
Where do thresholds occur? And why?
What are the major assumptions and sources of uncertainty?
How different are the thresholds? Why?
How different are the uncertainty bands? Why?

10:25-10:35

Break

10:35-12:30

Concurrent session 1: Species experts (facilitated discussion)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

10:35-12:30

Concurrent Session 2: Attendees (facilitated discussion)


12:30–1:00

Facilitators update cross-species comparisons to reflect morning’s discussions with experts
Facilitators to classify/organize attendee questions (e.g., technical vs. management focused)

Report back from morning session #1 with experts (presentation and questions)




1:30 – 4:30

develop lists of questions for the experts to be addressed in the afternoon

Lunch (provided)



1:00-1:30

Confirm threshold rationale
Rate knowledge quality and estimate width of knowledge uncertainty band
Confirm management assumptions and assess realism of assumptions (e.g., optimistic, pessimistic)
Confirm Executive Summary content
Determine if med. risk is half way between low and high

Overview of reliability scores and knowledge band width
Implications of alternative management assumptions
Location of medium risk threshold

Questions from attendees (facilitated discussion based on morning session #2)





Ecology questions for species experts
Methodological questions for workshop facilitators
Questions on Randall Peterman’s review
Broader questions (e.g., application) for Steering Committee

Break at about 3:00

4:30-5:00

Next steps and Feedback (facilitated discussion)





Remaining steps to finalize reports
How do people involved in forest management and species experts continue to share knowledge?
How will new study findings be added to expert workshop results?
Priorities for future analyses (e.g. Where are we now?, effect of alternative mgmt scenarios)
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8.3 Questions posed to species experts
BC Focal Species
Follow-Up Questions for Species Experts
Intent

These questions are intended to guide follow-up discussions with species experts during the collective
workshop in April, 2010. While the emphasis of the collective workshop is to engage planners and
communicate the results from the first round of workshops, there has been some time set aside for
clarification and review with the experts.
Questions

1. Why do you think the LRT and HRT occur where you have estimated?
a. Clarify the criteria used to identify the thresholds along the habitat-response curves.
b. Identify the causal factors and responses at the estimated thresholds.
2. Do your estimated ranges that address uncertainty and sensitivity to different assumptions
seem appropriate? How much of the range is attributable only to knowledge uncertainty?
a. Refer to definitions of data, knowledge and management uncertainty (below)
b. Refer to the 4 alternative diagrams for each species.
3. Rate the quality of knowledge used to estimate the LRT and HRT.
a. Refer to the guidance handout Rating the quality of ”knowledge”
4. The Reserve Policy Framework calls for estimation of LRT, HRT and MRT. Is there any reason the
MRT wouldn’t be midway between the LRT and HRT?
Risk threshold definitions



“Low-risk threshold” is a loss of habitat supply that is likely to cause a “noticeable change from the
natural range of variation” i.e. it is the “threshold where adverse impacts begin to be detected”



“High-risk threshold” is a loss of habitat supply that is likely to cause a “substantial change from the
range of natural variation; beyond this threshold the probability of serious ecological degradation
and substantial loss of ecological function is high. If the high-risk threshold is exceeded, there is a
high probability that ecological and conservation values will not be sustained.

Types of Uncertainty



Data uncertainty: where habitat maps are of poor or inconsistent quality



Knowledge uncertainty: where effects of management actions or natural factors on populations are
poorly understood



Management uncertainty: where it is not known whether a management action will be
implemented.

Also refer to the guidance handout Rating the quality of ”knowledge”
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8.4 Knowledge quality ratings used by species experts
Rating the quality of ”knowledge”
Objective:
Use the following table as a guide for rating the quality of the knowledge underlying the threshold
estimates for your focal species. The table describes knowledge in terms of accuracy of empirical data
and relevance to the coastal context and also notes the types of models and inventory data that are
typically available. Select the row that best describes the knowledge underlying your habitat-focal
species response relationship and threshold estimates. Please record the rationale for your score.
Definition of knowledge: accuracy and relevance of information used to estimate low- and high-risk
thresholds.
The focus should be on the habitat-indicator versus focal-species-response relationship, which may
include consideration of other factors such as life history traits. For the purposes of this ranking,
knowledge includes factors listed as knowledge uncertainty in focal species reports. It does not include
data or management uncertainty. Note that uncertainty related to mapping habitat (i.e., poor maps) is
part of data uncertainty and does not contribute to knowledge uncertainty.
Table. Typical attributes of different knowledge quality ratings.
Quality
Rating

Accuracy of empirical
data (e.g., field studies)

Relevance of
empirical data to
study area

Available Models and Inventory**

1

Very
low

Missing to weak estimates
for all variables and
relationships*

Most studies from
distant areas of
questionable
relevance

Usually no models exist; habitat and species
inventories are poor or nonexistent.

2

Low

Weak to fair estimates for
some variables and
relationships

Perhaps, some
studies relevant.

Habitat models may exist, but usually not well
parameterized; habitat and species
inventories exist but are unreliable

3

Med

Fair estimates for several
key variables and
relationships

Some studies from
EBM area or similar
ecosystems

Reliable*** habitat models may exist;
population models may exist;

4

High

Fair to good estimates for
most key variables and
relationships

Some to most studies
relevant

Reliable habitat models usually exist; Reliable
population models sometimes exist; other
habitat or species inventory information (e.g.,
air photo interpretation) is often available.

5

Very
High

Good estimates for key
variables and
relationships; may have
threshold studies

Most studies from
EBM area or similar
ecosystems

Validated habitat models usually exist;
reliable population models usually exist; other
habitat or species inventory information (e.g.,
air photo interpretation) is often available.

*i.e., variables and relationships include, for example, occupancy versus stand age (habitat relationship), mortality
risk from shooting versus road density (non-habitat relationship) and natural mortality rates (life history).
**this column is less important than the first two

***“reliable” habitat models are supported by several field studies of habitat use from ecologically
relevant areas; “reliable” population models include accurate parameter estimates
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9 Appendix 3. Recommendations for Calculating and
Evaluating Habitat Indicators
9.1 Overview of using habitat thresholds
Thresholds estimates support reserve planning138. One task during reserve planning uses co-location
analyses139 to assesses the amount of suitable habitat protected for each focal species under different
reserve options. Areas of suitable habitat can then be compared to risk thresholds to evaluate the merit
of the different options for different species and to select options that benefit the most species.
In order to use the risk thresholds developed in this report, analysts must calculate values for habitat
indicators, shown on the x-axis of each risk versus habitat relationship. To support reserve planning, it is
most important to calculate the amount of protected habitat under different scenarios. It is also useful
however to calculate the current amount of habitat because current abundance and related risk
indicates flexibility in habitat protection.
Indicators differ by species, but all are framed as a percentage of natural habitat abundance. Natural
abundance of suitable habitat must thus be estimated for each species.
The remainder of this overview section provides general guidance on estimating suitable and natural
habitat abundance and on using thresholds to guide reserve planning. Then one section per species
discusses issues related to suitable habitat, natural habitat and spatial scale for coastal goshawks,
marbled murrelets, grizzly bears, mountain goats and tailed frogs.
9.1.1

Estimating suitable habitat abundance (protected or current)

The amount of suitable habitat in an area (either a set of reserves, or a landscape) is determined by
overlaying area boundaries on maps of suitable habitat. Habitat suitability maps exist for all species
except northern goshawks, where a suitability model is available. Suitability estimates are typically
derived from models that use existing vegetation inventory variables or from direct sampling of key
habitat variables (e.g., from field work or low elevation fights). Suitability estimates vary in accuracy. For
example murrelet habitat maps based in existing inventory variables are less accurate than murrelet
habitat maps based on photo interpretation or aerial surveys.
9.1.2

Estimating natural habitat abundance

In general, two steps are necessary to calculate natural habitat abundance. First calculate capability (the
maximum potential suitability) by setting stand age to old and re-running suitability models (assuming
older forest is needed for suitability). Second, reduce capability to account of natural disturbance, based
either on landscape model results or on approximate calculations. See disturbance regimes in Price and
Daust (2003)140.
9.1.3

Applying thresholds to reserve planning

Appropriate species experts should be consulted during reserve planning. Suitability algorithms do not
include all factors or scales relevant to a population. In particular, the distribution of habitat at finer
scales may be important.
Best-estimate risk curves can be used to guide evaluation of alternative reserve designs
Above the high-risk threshold, risk is considered unacceptably high so the first priority should be to bring
habitat for all species above the high-risk threshold. Then, the best-estimate risk curve can be used to
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assess how much risk is reduced when additional habitat is retained. Note that the shape of the risk
curve is not accurate at habitat abundances less than the high-risk threshold.
In addition to using the best-estimate curve, uncertainty bands around best-estimate risk thresholds can
be used to guide evaluation of alternative reserve designs. As habitat decreases below a threshold level,
certainty of having exceeded the threshold risk increases. As habitat increases above a threshold level,
certainty that risk falls below the threshold increases.
The best-estimate curve and uncertainty bands provide similar but not identical guidance, however the
best-estimate curve may be relatively more reliable. The position of the best-estimate curve, in
particular threshold points, received more attention in the workshops than did the position of the
uncertainty bands. Uncertainty bands include uncertainty related to knowledge, data (mainly maps) and
management and these different sources cannot be easily teased apart: uncertainties overlap so that
total uncertainty is less than the sum of the parts.
The choice of using the best-estimate curve versus uncertainty bands depends in part on whether the
objective is to identify reserves that provide the highest confidence that a species will avoid high risk
(i.e., using uncertainty bands) or to identify reserves that that have the best chance of reducing risk the
most from the high-risk threshold level (i.e., using best-estimate risk curve).
The degree to which reserve design scenarios match management assumptions needs to be considered.
Risk curves apply to situations described by the management assumptions. If it appears that
management assumptions in the report do not match assumptions in the scenarios, then either the
scenarios need to be changed or the risk thresholds need to be adjusted to reflect management
assumptions used in the analysis. Descriptions of management uncertainty, including magnitude, give
some guidance for adjusting thresholds, however, species experts should be involved in the adjustment
process. Also, maps used in scenarios should be compared to assumptions in the data uncertainty
section.
Habitat thresholds are intended to capture the sensitivity of species to habitat loss, so further ranking
based on species characteristics is not warranted, however, it may be worth noting that northern
goshawks have the smallest population. Other factors such as the broader ecological role of the species
and the quality of knowledge supporting threshold estimates (reflected in uncertainty bands around
thresholds) should be considered.

9.2 Coastal goshawk
9.2.1

Suitable habitat

Use nesting and foraging habitat and territory models developed by the Northern Goshawk Recovery
Team to estimate the abundance of suitable habitat. The models use variables that are typically
available from the existing Vegetation Resources Inventory and from terrain maps (TRIM).
While current territory suitability is relatively straight forward to estimate, territory models cannot
directly estimate the value of a particular reserve design into the future without considering potential
changes to the surrounding forest matrix. Some assumptions need to be made about how much, and
where, harvesting will occur. Information from harvesting scenarios can inform these assumptions.
Territory models can also be coupled with harvesting simulations to directly estimate the range of
territory conditions over time. To help select the most appropriate reserves for goshawks, it may be
possible to develop rules of thumb based on the proportion of the surrounding area at a territory scale
that is considered operable and the quality of the nesting and foraging habitat over at this scale.
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Territory suitability depends on estimates of the proportion of nesting and foraging habitat in a territory
necessary for occupancy. Experts recommend that territories need 70% nesting and foraging habitat to
qualify as suitable, however, territories with lower percentages of habitat (down to about 40%) still have
some probability of occupancy. After identifying the best territories (with 70% habitat), it may be
possible to identify lower quality territories (e.g., with > 50% habitat) and consider these (accounting for
lower occupancy) in final estimates of territory abundance.
9.2.2

Natural habitat

The goshawk expert team has developed a preliminary estimate of historic natural habitat abundance.
This estimate was made by changing the age of young stands, mostly created by harvesting, to make
them older. Natural disturbance was not modeled so the estimate describes the capability of the area to
support goshawks when stands are older and more suitable (i.e., habitat capability). The limited amount
of natural disturbance in coastal BC and the ability of goshawks to tolerate patches of unsuitable habitat
within their territories suggests that the estimate of capability will not be greatly different from an
estimate that accounts for natural disturbance within territories. The current estimate of capability
assumed that territories needed only 40% habitat to be classified as suitable. It is now known that
territories need approximately 70% habitat, so capability should be recalculated.
9.2.3

Scale

Apply the models to each sub-region, across the entire landbase (i.e., not just to reserves). Goshawks
occupy large territories that can include harvested areas. Reserves contribute to habitat within
territories, but they are not the only suitable area. Older harvested areas also contribute to suitability.

9.3 Marbled murrelet
9.3.1

Suitable habitat

Suitable habitat for murrelets consists of Class I, II and III habitats within 30km of ocean. Habitat maps
can be based on vegetation inventory variables, air photo interpretation or aerial surveys (in increasing
order of accuracy). Maps based on air photo interpretation are available for the entire EBM area and
provide the best available habitat estimates over most of the area. Some areas have been mapped with
aerial surveys. Use the maps based on air photos (or possibly aerial survey maps where available)
for analyzing reserve options. Field verification of habitat mapping is recommended. See Horn
(2009) for details141.
9.3.2

Natural habitat

Although habitat capability has been estimated approximately for the EBM region (i.e., current
suitability is about 80% of capability), it needs to be estimated for each sub-region. Rough estimates of
capability in different Forest Districts are summarized in Table 4.14 of Burger 2002142, however, these
estimates were made before nesting-habitat parameters were well defined. Either experts should
consider available information and develop rough estimates for each sub-region or new analyses of
capability based on better habitat models should be prepared. Capability should then be reduced to
account for natural disturbance.
9.3.3

Scale

Habitat suitability should be calculated for each of the three sub-regions. Distribution of habitat among
watersheds is not a critical factor affecting overall suitability.
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9.4 Grizzly bear
9.4.1

Suitable habitat

Suitable habitat for bears consists of Class I and II habitats. Class I habitat is entirely protected and need
not be explicitly analyzed. Habitat suitability maps are based on air photo interpretation with some field
verification. Mapping methods and levels of verification vary by sub-region and within sub-regions.
Analyses should account for the fact that mapped polygons in some portions of the South Central Coast
do not include forested buffers. See Horn (2009) for details141.
The distribution of Class I and II habitats among large watersheds (or landscape units) affects overall
habitat suitability. The value of Class II habitat is largely dependent on context. This value cannot be
easily accounted for in an algorithm so bear biologists should be consulted regarding the allocation of
Class II habitats among watersheds.
9.4.2

Natural habitat

Class II habitat is expressed as percent of natural (Class I is expressed as percent of current abundance).
Adequate estimates of habitat capability (used to estimate natural habitat) are not available. Tony
Hamilton, Ministry of Environment, interpreted Broad Ecosystem Inventory maps (1: 250,000) to
estimate capability, however, these coarse-scale maps are likely too generalized for the purposes of
reserve planning. Capability can be estimated from Predictive Ecosystem Maps, but maps generated to
date for the coast are not considered to be sufficiently accurate for planning. Biologists with expertise in
assessing grizzly bear habitat may be able to estimate habitat capability for individual landscape units
based on data describing the present seral stage distribution and harvesting history. Ideally, an expert
group should consider available information, including any capability maps and predictive ecosystem
maps, and determine the best approach for estimating capability.
9.4.3

Scale

Habitat suitability should be calculated for each of the three sub-regions. Distribution of habitat among
large watersheds is a critical factor, particularly in the South Central Coast, where Class I and II habitats
have been affected more by development.

9.5 Mountain goat
9.5.1

Suitable habitat

Suitable habitat consists of intact seasonal range habitats, with winter ranges being considered as the
limiting critical habitat (i.e., winter ranges are used as the habitat indicator in risk versus habitat
relationships). Habitat maps of winter ranges are derived from suitability models that use existing
geography, terrain and vegetation cover information. Only some winter ranges have been field verified.
See Horn (2009) for details141. Assessing habitat abundance requires assessment of the intactness of
potential winter ranges and may require the advice of goat biologists in some cases.
A subset of modeled winter ranges have been designated as ungulate winter ranges, which are
protected from harvest. Analysts should not assume that designated ungulate winter ranges are
suitable, because in some cases boundaries were negotiated to accommodate other resource uses, and
not all modeled habitats have been field verified. The intactness (lack of harvest) of the biologicallydetermined winter range (i.e., mapped using models and verified) associated with the designated
ungulate winter range should be assessed.
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9.5.2

Natural habitat

Habitat capability maps may be available from the CCLRMP process (see below). Habitat Capability maps
can be created by setting forest age to 250+ for all stands and then re-running suitability models (hence
providing an estimate of capability)—neither simple nor cheap. Natural disturbance of high elevation
forests probably had a limited effect on capability.
In the Central Coast, both suitability and capability maps were created for phase 1 of the CCLRMP
process (and address other species also), by Mike Lambert from Nanaimo, and should be a part of the
CIT package or in a CCLRMP map file for phase 1 in Nanaimo. If these cannot be found, suitability models
can be used as described for the South Central Coast.
Habitat Capability maps do not exist for the North Coast area for mountain goats. However, likely less
than 20% of winter ranges have been effected by harvesting at this point so suitability is pretty close to
capability in most areas.
9.5.3

Scale

Habitat abundance should be calculated at the mountain block (connected mountain ranges broken by
large valleys) scale. Mountain blocks can be placed into habitat abundance classes for summary
presentations. No maps of “mountain blocks” exist for the South Central or North Coast. Ken Dunsworth
(Ministry of Environment, Bella Coola, BC) has maps of mountain blocks for the Central Coast.

9.6 Tailed frog
9.6.1

Suitable habitat

Suitable habitat is mapped as buffered Class I and II streams, although these maps do not accurately
reflect suitable frog streams. Maps identify suitable streams based on models that account for climate,
physiography and stream reach characteristics. See Horn (2009) for details. Buffers can be managed by
“best management practices” in addition to establishing reserves, thus reserve selection should
probably aim to identify the best habitats. Basin condition, which includes disturbed areas, is a
secondary habitat indicator that should be considered in identifying the best habitats.
9.6.2

Natural habitat

Tailed frog habitat maps highlight streams of a certain size and steepness, based on GIS query applied to
terrain maps. The highlighted streams are not a complete list of capable streams, nor are they groundtruthed in any way, but provide a rough estimate of capability.
9.6.3

Scale

Habitat indicators should be calculated and evaluated at the basin scale. Basins can then be placed into
habitat abundance classes for summary presentations. Basin maps exist, but have some limitations (ref
horn 2009)
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